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Foreword 
In 1964 two seminars were held under the title PROJECT 
ROSE (Remotely Operated Special Equipment). The purpose of 
the seminars was to bring together, for a sha r ing of ideas 
and experiences, those working in the diversified field of 
remotel y operated equipment. The proceedings of the Collo-
quium presented here successfull y laid the ground wo rk for 
future meetings of this kind. 
Since 1964 the term "teleoperator" has come into wid e 
usage. A teleoperator, in the broad sense, is a dev ice which 
extends man 's ability to accomplish wo rk . It enables him to 
operate in remote areas and dangerous environments , or it 
amplifies his wor k capacity. In the field of prosthetics , a 
teleoperator restores dexterity to man or provides him with 
it. The modern teleoperator became essential with the ad ven t 
of nuclear energy, where mechanical arms are indispensable 
for handling radioactive materials in hot eel l s. Teleopera-
tors are the product of development over many years and , as 
these proceedings show, thei r use in connection with radio-
active materials remains one of the most important areas of 
application. However, it is by no me ans the onl y one, In 
space and undersea exploration, artificial 1 i mb~ and numerous 
other devices are increasingl y i nclu ded in the s cope of tele -
operator s ystems to improve man's capabilities. Advances in 
computers , television , and electronic and mechanical devices 
have contributed to the wid espread use of the teleoperato r, 
These advancements and app lications were fully discussed at 
th~ latest Colloquium, and are generall y the substance of the 
proceedings. 
In fact, the purpose of the 1969 Colloquium was the same 
as that of the earlier seminars. Its sponsor, the Technolog y 
Utilization Division of the Nati onal Aeronautics and Space 
Administration, felt that the best results would be achieved 
if proceedings were held informall y in a relaxing atmosphere. 
The meeting took place on February 26 and 27 , 1969, at the 
University of Denver's Lawrence C. Phipps Memorial Conference 
Center . The attendance was 1 imited to seventy and was by 
invitation only. Of the seventy attendees , thirty- t wo were 
on the speaking agenda and al 1 participated in the discussions . 
We, the cochairmen, appreciate the cooperation of these 
interesting participants and thank them for making the Collo-
quium a stimulating and productive experience . Meetings of 
this kind serve a very real purpose and it is e xpected t hat 
similar ones will be he ld in the years ahead. 
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FOREWORD 
The participants will also note that the remarks of some 
of the speakers recorded in these proceedings do not appear 
in the same order as they were actually presented at the 
Colloquium. These changes were necessary in order to expedite 
the preparation of this document. They were made in such a 
way, however, as not to lead to misunderstanding or detract 
from the informative value of the material. 
iv 
Edwin H. Johnsen 
Washington , D.C . 
Charles B. Magee 
Denver, Colorado 
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THE FIRST DAY OF COLLOQUIUM 
The 1969 Colloquium on Advancements in Tele-
operator Systems convened in the Lawrence C. Phipps 
Memorial Conference Center, 3400 Belcaro Drive, 
Denver, Colorado, Wednesday, February 26, 1969 , at 
9:00 a. m. with Charles B. Magee, Un iversity of Den-
ver, and Edwin G. Johnsen, AEC/NASA Space Nuclear 
Propulsion Office, Cochairmen of the colloquium, 
p residing. 
CHAIRMAN MAGEE: Ladies and gentlemen. I would like to 
welcome you on behalf of the University of Denver to this 
colloquium on teleoperators. We in the universit y business 
are supposed to disseminate good information, and I thin k we 
wi 11 do that today and tomorrow. I want to e mphasize the 
flexibilit y of the agenda for those of you who have something 
to say. We will have time for open discussion or presenta-
tions that we do not have time for toda y. 
The first speaker this morning is a gentleman who wil l 
set the keynote for this colloquium, Mr. John Welles, Head of 
the Industrial Economics Division of the Denver Research 
Institute. 
MR. JOHN WELLES: I am substituting for Ron Philips, 
Director of the NASA Technology Utilization Di vision, who is 
unable to be here, but I am happy to have an opportunity to 
tal k with you. For someone like myself, who has been in what 
we cal 1 the technolog y-transfer business, this meeting 
should, I think, be an exciting interchange of ideas. 
First,you are in a developing technological field and 
it is al ways stimulating to be on the forefront of a new 
technology. Second, in this room, I would guess, there is the 
p redominant proportion of expertise in the nation, if not in 
the world, in your field of technolog y . Thi rd, many new 
applications are awaiting to be t apped. You also have going 
for you s omeone outstanding in the technology-transfer busi-
ness - Ed Johnsen. Mr. Johnsen has acted as a cata 1 yst in 
bringing you together in meetings such as this to give you 
an opportunity to exchange ideas and promote the advancement 
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of your field. believe that this catalytic role is 
generally under-appreciated; there aren't enough such indi-
viduals serving the technological areas in this country. 
Finally, your s ponsor, the Technology Utilization Division 
of NASA, has had more experience than an y other organization 
in the world in trying to match market needs with technolo-
gical capabilities. 
There are two main purposes of this meeting. First, it 
provides an opportunity for the leaders in yo ur field to 
exchange information on what you are doing and to get caught 
up from your prior t wo meetings. Second, it offers you an 
opportunity to generate new ideas for new a pp lications of 
your technology. I would like to give you some background 
about what has been going on in the field of technology 
transfer in recent years. This might stimulate you to 
better accompli sh the second purpose of the meeting, namely, 
matching you r technology with new market needs. I shall use 
the NA SA experience in technology utilization and transfer, 
since,until about three years ago, NASA was the only organi-
zation in the United States that was consciously trying to 
formalize the process of technology transfer in the broadest 
sense. Only in recent years have most economists come to 
realize that economic growth contains the ingredients of 
technology and management. 
It is interesting to note that when the Western Euro-
pean countries compare themselves with the United States, 
they talk about a technology or a management gap. So I 
think we are finally beginning to appreciate the contribu-
tions you gentlemen are ma ki ng , not only to the economi c 
growth, but to social progress , and hopefully, to more 
peaceful international relations. Technol ogy transfer is 
the name of the process by which technolog y gets s pread 
around and applied in an economy or in the wo rld. Th e NASA 
technology-transfer story started in 1958. That year, the 
National Aeronautics and Space Act was passed creating t he 
Space Agency, and in it was language which stated tha t NASA 
should 11 ••• provide for the widest p racticable and ap p ropr iate 
dissemination of information concerning its activities and 
the results thereof. 11 
When Jim Webb became Administrator of NA SA in 1961, he 
took this clause seriously. During the next two years, a 
group of peop le in NASA Headquarters began an effort to 
formalize the process of dissemination of NASA's technological 
results. This was not an eas y task because there was no 
model to follow. Nobody had tried to do this in a broad 
sense before. In 1963, however, based on NASA Headquarters' 
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effort, Mr. Webb formed the Office of Technology Utilization 
and launched the NASA Technology Utilization Program. Among 
other things, he appointed Technology Utilization Officers 
at each NASA Center. It was their job to comb the Center to 
find new technology that might have application elsewhere in 
the economy and to put it into the pipe! ines, the dissemina-
tion pipe! ines, in the nation. The program gradually de-
veloped some objectives ahd a philosophy. 
Currentl y , this program has four major objectives, First, 
to increase the return on the national investment in aero-
space R & D by encouraging other uses of this technology. 
Second, to shorten the time gap between discovery of new know-
ledge and its application in the marketplace. This time lag 
is of concern to economists who deal with science and tech-
nology . Third, to aid the movement of new knowledge across 
industrial, disciplinary, aF1d regional boundaries. Comin~ from 
a university, I can say that probably the worst offender in 
this respect is a university, with its artificial boundaries 
between the departmentalized disciplines, The final objec-
tive is to improve the means of transferring new knowledge 
to its points of eventual use. This is the complex process 
by which you gentlemen acq ui re new technology that you are 
not developing yourself. 
Part of the NASA philosophy is its belief that a govern-
ment agenc y can make major contributions by learning how best 
to encou rage the use of new knowledge generated at public 
expense. In other words, let's give the taxpayer the full 
benefit of the money that he has spent on the mission-
oriented activities of NASA. Another bit of philosophy 
expounded by NASA is that those who create new knowledge 
have a responsibility to disseminate it. Consideration 
should also be given to every channel of transfer, since 
people who can use these ideas or research results do not 
al ways read the right journals, To encourage those who 
create knowledge to accept responsibility for disseminating 
it, NASA has instituted new technology clauses in contracts 
wi th major R & D contractors. These require contractors to 
report any new technology, innovations or inventions they 
may develop during the course of their NASA-sponsored work. 
Employees in the various NASA research centers also are 
expected to observe this requirement. 
In addition to these measures , NASA has embarked on a 
variety of activities to i mp lement the Space Act language 
quoted earlier. First, it has sponsored basic research on 
how technology gets transferred around the economy. At this 
point it appears that one of the most effective means is 
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person-to-person communication. The present meeting is a good 
examp le. Second, NASA has sponsored a variety of meetings on 
the technolog y transfer p rocess to stimulate interest in 
improving the process. Third, the largest activity in terms 
of dollar expenditure is the NASA publications program, with 
which most of you are familiar. 
Each year, NASA publishes hundreds of its R & D contract 
reports. These,together with other worldwide aerospace re-
search reports, are indexed and abstracted semimonthl y in 
the publication STAR, the Scientific and Technical Aerospace 
Reports. Dovetailing with STAR and cominq out semimonthly 
on alternate wee ks is "International Aerospace Abstracts, 11 
which NASA also supports. This reports on the worldwide 
published aerospace 1 iterature. In addition, NASA publishes 
Technolog y Surveys. When the Space Agency feels that it has 
made a sufficient contribution in a given field of technolog y 
which should be more readil y available to interested people, 
the Agency commissions a Technology Survey . The one I am 
holding up now " Teleoperators and Human Augmentation, SP-5 047 11 , 
which ha ppens to be in your field, is a joint ef f ort by AEC 
and NASA, NASA also puts out Technolog y Utilization Notes 
covering va r ious fields of interest to the NASA mission. 
Here is one entitled, "Bat t eries for Space and Power Systems . " 
Among more extensive publications is the NASA Tech Brief 
Program. This is si mpl y a reporting of one or t wo pages of 
1 ittle tidbits of technology or the genesis of an idea that 
has been developed by a NASA contractor at a NASA Center. 
These are given wide circulation, and where a Tech Brief is 
not self-sufficient, it includes a note inviting the reader 
to contact the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and 
Technical Information and get what is called a more detailed 
Technical Support Package. NASA also puts out translations 
of significant foreign documents and makes these available 
to contractors. Here is a technical translation of a Russian 
research report on aircraft navigation. 
In an attempt to control the publication problem, NASA 
has developed on an experimental basis what are called 
Regional Dissemination Centers. At present, there are si x 
such centers around the country. These centers house com-
puter tapes provided by NASA Headquarters that index the 
NASA 1 iterature. About 6000 items per month are added to 
these tapes. At Indiana University's ARAC (the abbreviation 
for the first regional dissemination center), for example, 
industrial firms pa y a fee to subscribe to the Center's 
services. One of the services is called a Current Awareness 
Service. Each month the regional dissemination center 
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sea rches its new tapes for documents whi ch match t he interest 
profile of the subscriber. The subscriber gives to the 
regional dissemination center (RDC) enough information so the 
center can work out what is called an interest p rofile of the 
key wo rds that indicate the needs of a comp any. Each month 
those key words pull out the indexed documents in the system. 
Relevant abstracts go to the subscriber. Then, if the com-
pan y wants to order an entire report, it can do so. These, 
for the most part, are reproduced from microfiche right at 
the center. 
The centers also perform retrospective searches for 
subscribers. If a company has a problem, it gives enough 
information to the center so the staff can key -word the 
problem into the data ban k and search for relevant documents. 
These are sent to the subscriber. The following are examples 
of the transfer of space technology to commercial or civilian 
use. 
Figure 1 shows t wo photographs of lunar rocks. The 
right-hand photograph is the raw one, transmitted from the 
moon. The left-hand photo is what the original looks 1 ike 
after processing by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, which has 
developed a computerized technique for increasing the resolu-
tion of photographs. 
In figure 2, the left is a normal X-ray of a human s ku ll. 
On the right is the same X-ray after it has been p rocessed by 
this computerized technique. You can see how the blood 
vessels stand out for greater ease of stud y by a doctor. The 
s ystem wil 1 not p roduce anything that is not already on the 
film, but it does increase the resolution. 
Figure 3 illustrates a rather sensitive i nstrument that 
was developed for detecting micrometeorites, sufficiently 
sensitive to detect the drop of a grain of sand from the 
height of one centimeter. 
Figure 4 shows how part of this instrument has found 
nonspace ap plication in the medical field. By strapp ing it 
to a human finger, it wil 1 record involuntary muscular con-
tractions, wh ich are an earl y warning of Par k inson 1s disease, 
long before it can be detected by conventional methods. 
A final examp le is shown in figure 5 - an astronaut 1 s 
hel met. In figure 6 we see how this helmet, with slight 
variations, is finding use in tests on res p iratory and meta-
bolic activities of humans. It is a more accurate device than 
the ones previously used and far more comfortable. 
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NASA has documented hundreds of such trans fers, main ly 
for t wo purposes: (1) to convince the skeptics that tech-
nology-developed for s pace can and has found use in the 
commercial world and (2) to try to learn mo re about the tech-
nology transfer p rocess so that transfers can be sti mul ated. 
A lot remains to be learned about the transfer p rocess. 
Some people have tried to justify the s pace effort on the 
basis of spin-off, fallout, by- products, or secondary i mp acts. 
A more realistic view is that as long as we have a space pro-
gram, let's get the full benefit of the technol og y that is 
developed for space by encouraging transfers to nons pace ap-
p lications. 
The Atomic Energy Commission has recently instituted a 
formalized technology-transfer p rogram. The Smal 1 Business 
Administration is in the process of developing a p rogram, the 
Department of Commerce is getting on board , and the Department 
of Defense i s a lso beginning to become active in the field. 
One of the more significant developments is that Congress 
has become quite interested in technol ogy transfer , particular-
ly as a mechan is m for helping smal l business . 
To summarize, the opportunity provided by this collo-
quium for yo u to exchange ideas, as you have tw ice before, 
shoul d be productive. We hope that you will make use of the 
opportunit y to generate new thought about how to contribute 
from your store of knowl edge to other f ie lds of endeavor. 
It is not eas y to do, but I hope this exposure to NASA' s 
Technolog y Utilization Program will give you encouragement 
to try harder. Don't hold bac k on ideas. Charlie Magee 
mentioned it is going to be an informal meeting. If every-
body operates under this ground rule, you will have fun being 
exposed to a lot of ideas. I wish you success, and in cl osing, 
I shall pass out a pamphlet that briefl y describes the NASA 
Technology Uti lization Program which yo u may wish t o take home 
with you and read at your leisure. 
CHAIRMAN MAG EE : Than k you very mu ch, Mr.We ll es. 
At this point I would 1 ike to turn the meeting over to 
the permanent Chairman, Mr. Edwin Johnsen. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN : I would 1 ike to than k Mr. Welles for 
his welcoming s peech. I would 1 i ke to point out, though, 
that this particular session isn't solel y a NASA technol ogy 
transfer to the outside. We have a lot to learn from the 
other disciplines represented here. Before proc eeding, I 
would 1 ike to welcome all of you and es peciall y our three 
guests from Europe : Mr. Mettetal from France, Mr. Vertut 
from France, and Dr. Kleinwachter from Germany. We are very 
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glad t o have you here. I woul d a l s o li ke t o introd uce 
Mr. Snyde r, one o f the oeoo le mos t i nst r umental in hol di ng 
this meeting . 
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To continue, since we want t o emphasize interacti on, we 
have discouraged formal pa pers. We hope that you will keep 
you r comments to the point. I thin k you can assume that 
everyone here is a highl y qualified technical pers on. You 
can repo rt what you have done within t he last t wo o r three 
or four years. We would li ke to have you start out that way, 
then as k questions and ma ke your own comments. I thin k we 
need interaction. Draw informat ion out of the s pea kers. 
This is the who le point. I would li ke to as k our f irst 
s pea ker, Mr. James Allen from Rancho Los Amigos Hos p ital, to 
discuss his wo rk on mani pulato rs. 
MR. JAMES ALLEN: I will try to be as informal as I can. 
Briefl y , Rancho is a chronic disease center which deals with 
paral yzed peop le. My particular forte is orthotics, or braces. 
We attempt to rehabilitate oaral yzed people by putting motor-
ized b races on them and then devising some scheme whereby 
they may control them. I believe a quic ker introducti on into 
what we are do ing can be told by the f il m we have. What we 
are s how ing here is a young lady who had been paral yzed for 
about eleven years , on the f lat of her bac k befo re we cured 
her . Wh at we did was to put her in an electric wheelchair . 
She drives it with the tongue switch shown in the upper part 
of the f il m. We also pu t a motor i zed arm brace on her. 
This too s he controls with the t ongue switch. What we show 
here is a small residual motion that she has in her left hand. 
It is not useful except to operate the s witch which alternates 
the control from her wheel chair to her arm. She can either 
drive t he wheelchair or use the arm, but not do both at the 
same t ime. This fil m was ta ken after about nine months of 
training. Also , i t is amateurish and she is a bit nervous 
and may spill some mil k here . These are t oggle swi t ches she is 
fli pping bac k and forth. This ap paratus (fig. 7) was made a 
1 ittle over four years ago, and the girl , along with some 
t wenty others, is stil 1 using it. She gets up every morning 
- and the reason I am sa y ing this Is to try to add some 
evidence to the usefulness of the gadgets - she is moving 
the tongue switch out from the front of her head with a head 
swi tch. I will cut the film here. It ' s enough to give you 
a little introduction . If you want to see the rest later 
we wi l l certa i nl y show it . 
Now , along this same 1 l ne we had a notion that victi ms 
of certain neurological diseases, stro ke in particular or 
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cerebral pal sy, could be helped or they could be retrained 
if we exercised the patients manually. We felt that a pro-
grammed arm brace would do this, so we built one similar to 
the one used on the paralyzed patients. It was a mast~r-
slave t ype of brace. I would 1 ike to show you the gadget we 
have mounted to a table here, then invite comments or any 
questions. 
This is the master brace; it is the control brace for the 
slave. I wi ll try to make it do something. We invite any-
one who wants to, to play with it (figs. 8 and 9). This is 
a parallel-jaw grabber with a wri st motion. We also built a 
powered hook and this is it ((figs. 10 and 11 ). This is the 
arm that you saw in the movie, the same type of thing but a 
little smaller and not quite as strong . It is an orthotic 
device - which means that rather than replacing the 1 imb we 
are bracing a paralyzed 1 imb already there. This particular 
device is not meant for day-to-day use. We built it as an 
exercising device. We also arranged it so that we could 
program motions on ta pe (predetermined s pecific motions) and 
then pl ay these tapes as many times as we wanted. Our notion 
was that we would attempt to improve the condition of s pastic 
individuals so that they could make specific motions easier 
than before. This is a retraining process of the neurological 
paths. 
QUESTION: Was part of this also maintenance of condi-
tioning so that if positive action resulted there was a regain 
and the muscles would be in good sha pe to be used? 
MR. ALLEN: That is what NASA and other people would 
cal 1 s pin -off benefits. What we claim is that our device 
gives a range of motion - exercise therapy, if you wi 11. 
QUESTION : In using t he initiating controls on this 
device, does the patient decide which routine exe rcise he 
will go through, or is this something that is selected by 
somebody else? 
MR. ALLEN: The selection is made by a therapist, at 
least at this time. We are quite new at this sort of thing. 
I think I can't really report results yet because , as I say, 
thi s is a theory; we are not absolutely sure that it is 
correct. 
COMMENT: Could I make one comment? It could be vol i-
tional if you we re s peaking of exercising a patient who was 
unilaterall y af f ected. The idea is that one arm could exer-
cise another, reinforcing bilateral patterns of activity. 
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MR. ALLEN: Yes. 
QUESTION: In terms of technical relations, are you 
trying to rechannel a person ' s neurosignall ing system 
through this type of training ? 
MR. ALLEN: Yes, we are. Our reasoning is based on 
clinical experience . Therapis ts do this now, and they get 
results. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: Mr. Allen, would you care t o give 
us some idea of what these things cost? 
MR. ALLEN: As a single unit, this particular one wou ld 
cost about $6000; as a bilateral unit,$12,000. Now, what 
the cost of development is I don't believe I can really say. 
These things were sup ported by the Social Rehabilitation 
Service (SRS) or the Vocational Rehabilitation Administration 
(VRA), the old organizations, and the present National Insti-
tute of Health (NIH) under grants to Rancho, which were 
handled by the Attending Staff Association. We have probably, 
in our whole program, spent around a mill ion dollars over ten 
years, but of course there are many other things in addition 
to this gadget. 
QUESTION: Do you have any literature on this? 
MR. ALLEN: Yes, I have the orthotic reports we have 
made to government agencies ; I al so have some very sketchy 
specifications that tell what each joint will do and what it 
is. 
QUESTION: I wonder if you could just briefly outline 
what the servo system is in the potentiometer sense? 
MR. ALLEN: Very si mple. Permanent magnet motors drive 
the arm. Potentiometers monitor the master and the slave, 
whil e we measure the error between the two. We then present 
this signal to an amplifier whose output is a relay, that 
drives this motor of this slave. This is not a propo rtional 
system; it is on and off as shown here. 
Since we are on the subject, what I will attempt to do 
is to move the joint at a very low rate. What I am showing 
you is a proportional control system. Can you see it moving? 
It is moving and I am trying to show that you can do very 
fine mani pula ti ons if you desire. My battery is about dead. 
I could go a little faster if I had more juice. We are using 
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12-volt motors that draw about 200 mA and I wan t to give 
credit to John Schwartz, who is standing beside you. He 
worked on the amplifiers and did a great job. 
QUESTION: What kind of amplifiers? 
15 
MR. ALLEN: I showed two different things. A transistor 
de amplifier, I believe. The master-slave is a single-speed 
relay closure t ype of amp lifier. You can use either a pro-
portional or a contactor s ystem. 
COMMENT: In the master-slave there seems to be a certain 
jerkiness to the motion. 
MR. ALLEN: I didn 1 t have a dither signal on here, but 
you can smooth it out by putting a 1 ittle dither in the 
circuit. 
QUESTION: Do you al ways use one-to-one ratio between 
the master-slave? 
MR. ALLEN : We are doing so now for a specific reason. 
A one-to-one ratio was the only proportion that would fit on 
an arm. 
COMMENT: I was just curious, if you have to repeat it 
a couple of times before you construct it, if yo u put a mul-
tiplier on it, then his motions would all be slower. 
MR. ALLEN: I think you could have any ratio you wanted. 
There would beno problem in setting that up. We just did it 
one-to-one. 
QUESTION: How mu c h load can you put on the end of the 
slave arm? 
MR. ALLEN : Ten pounds is the maximum on this particu lar 
gadget. I think, wi thin limits, you could probably design 
one without increasing the size too much, maybe increasing the 
payload up to 20 pounds. 
COMMENT: Mr. Allen, perhaps some of these people may 
be interested in your tongue control. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: I think we need to 1 imit our dis-
cuss ion to manipulators right now. We will byp ass the 
tongue control until we get to sessions on controls. I 
would li ke to keep on going. I will now call on Carl Flatau 
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from Brookhaven National Laboratory, who has been working on 
a different version and a master-slave. 
MR. CARL FLATAU: I would like to concentrate my remarks 
on a segment of teleoperator technology and applications, a 
segment I prefer to cal 1 11telemanipulator technology," as the 
word "manipu late" seems to imply ''operating wi th skill 
and dexterity." I would furthermore 1 ike to take the prefix 
"tele , 11 meaning ''far off,'' quite literally and conc:entrate on 
systems at least designed to operate over considerable dis-
tances. 
Our aim from the start was to satisfy the needs of high-
energ y particle accelerators (or atom smashers). About six 
or seven years ago particle physicists realized that not only 
were ever-increasing particle energies required in order to 
further probe the structure of so-cal led "fundamental par-
ticles" but also vastly increased beam intensities or beam 
currents were absolutely essential in order to yield useful 
data on weak interactions and other rare events. Accelerator 
builders had by that time developed the technology to su pply 
these increased intensities. Of course there were stil 1 a 
number of problems to be solved , one of which was concerned 
wi th the fact that the high intensity particle beams induce 
rad ioactivity in the accelerator components which, even after 
shutdown, is of sufficient intensity to severely restrict or 
entirely preclude human access. There are many ingredients 
to the solution of the maintenance prob lem involved, one of 
the very essential ones being the use of a highly dexterous 
telemanipulator system. 
Since ty p ical accelerator structures are narrow tunnels 
with lengths or circumferences in the order of miles (fig. 12 ), 
a larger slave-to-master separation than possible with mechani-
cal master-sl ave mani pulators wa s required. An attempt to 
turn the situation inside out (fig. 13) was not possible in 
existing accelerators 1 ike the Brookhaven AGS, because of 
space restrictions. It also turned out to be awkward and 
expensive for new installations. The slide shows an LRL 
mockup built in connection with their design study of a 2O0-
BeV proton synchroton. The extreme congestion often found 
in the most radioactive areas of accelerators (fi g. 14) pre-
vented use of then-existing servo manipulators like ANL 
Model E3. It was realized, however, that the E3 was the 
right type of device if it could only be had in a more com-
pact form. Since accelerator engineers have the habit of 
building what they require and cannot buy or borrow, I did 
just that. 
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This slide (f ig. 15) shows the single arm with slave in 
foreground and master behind. I do not recommend the use of 
a single master-sla ve arm as these are at their best whe n 
used in pai rs. However, budget limitations often force us 
to do things that are far from ideal. The arms are mounted 
in "temporary" test suspensions wh ich ~re height-adjustable 
by hand but have no transport or indexing mo ti ons. The 
cabinet in the background contains the -e lectronics in a test 
rack. This manipulator has true bilateral force reflection 
as is usual in master-slave arms. A capacity of 30 lb is 
nominal. That means that 30 lb can be exe rted in all direc-
tions with arms at essentially their maximum or near-maximum 
extension. 
Conventionall y,seven degrees of freedom are emp loyed 
(f ig. 16 ). X motion only has been changed for reasons of 
simplifying counterbalancing and providing better articula-
tion. As long as master and slave are mounted similarly 
they can be hung from the top or sup por ted from the bottom 
without modifications. 
In figure 17 an attempt is made to show the very large 
mot ion range possible. Y and Z motions move through 250 
degrees each with respect to the next higher motion. X has 
a range of 340 degrees. I believe this wide mot ion range is 
very importan t an d I will come back to it. 
As can be seen in figure 18 , the arm is quite compact 
when compared to the operator. Minimum operating volume is 
about l cu f t , which I estimate to be about a factor of four 
smaller than the volume required for other servo master-slave 
manipulators. I do not thin k the arms can be made an y 
shorter, as one l oses the abilit y to work the ma ster. Inc i-
dental l y, the manipulator is shown here in its usual master-
slave stance. Other positions are possible,as wi ll be seen. 
With counterweights (striped segments), slave weight is 
120 lb. They counterbalance the gravitational forces due to 
arm weight so that no more than 1 ,5 to 2.0 oz are reflected 
at the master. When counterbalancing is changed to passive 
force 1 inkages, the weight wi 11 be reduced to 60 lb. As no 
structural design refinements have been used, slave-arm 
weig ht can easily be reduced to 30 to 40 lb. This is impor-
tant because the size and complexity of the required slave-
transport s ystem is a very strong function of slave capacity-
to-weight ratio. The ability of a pair of master-slaves to 
transfer themselves from one transport system to another is 
also strongly dependent on this ratio. 
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Compactness is achieved at the system design level by 
the use of small de motors (fig. 19) whi ch fit into the 
limbs of the arms themselves (f ig. 20). Harmonic drives are 
used for s peed reducers of the translational degrees of 
freedom. These are not quite as efficient as a spur gear re-
duction unit could be, but the servo s ystem helps us to com-
pensate for this. 
To allow for higher friction levels and larger inertias, 
as well as lower reducing-Unit efficiency, an asymmetrical 
position-force servo scheme is used (fig. 21). Both master 
and slave have t wo transducers, a position transduceG and a 
force transducer. The slave arm is driven from the position 
error while the torque error drives the master. This system 
has the property of dividing the friction and inertia com-
ponents on the motor side of the force transducers by the 
force loop gain. The result is that friction levels are two 
or three ounces and reflected inertias are equal to or lower 
than in other servo manipulators. 
Since it is difficult for an operator to exert forces 
of 30 lb at the master, the slave-to-master force ratio has 
been made variable (fig. 22). This force ratio is not switch-
able but varies as a function of input force, as shown on 
the slide. The s yst em fi nall y used has three segments, as 
the dotted line shows. Preliminary tests show this to be a 
good system. It certainly makes interrupting work for force 
switching unnecessary . 
Some other featur~s will be particularl y appreciated by 
mani pu lator users. The weight of the tong and master handle 
was counterbalanced in elevation, increasing sensitivity and 
reducing operator fatigue. In addition to true master-slave 
twist motion, a continuous twist motion with reaction torque 
reflected back to master (1 ike a remote torque wrench) is 
available. The twist-azimuth ambiguity is wel 1 known. 
Si mp le logic operations sort out motion ambiguity in certain 
positions, so that wi th the Brookhaven manipulator, one will 
not get locked up due to this. An azi mu th -X and Y- Z amb i-
guit y introduced by full articulation is similarl y handled . 
This system has been designed for remote operation re-
quiring electronics near the slave end as wel 1 as the master 
end (fig. 23 ). For testing convenience all this has been 
tempo rarily put in one rack. The panelled sections are power 
supplies of sufficient capacit y to drive a pair of arms. 
Servo amplifiers, of which two are required per degree of 
freedom, are in the two bins above, one bin for the master 
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and one for the slave. Only 15 low-level signal wires per 
arm are required between master and slave; there is no other 
connection between them. The coiled cable in the picture 
contains 22 wires, this being the nearest Brookhaven stoc k 
item. We hope that this setup will be sufficient for dis-
tances of 1000 ft or so. Fifteen telemetering channels can 
fulfill this function just as well and should be used for 
larger distances. Given the money and engineering time we 
wi ll do this. The operational s·etup for a pa ir of arms will 
have separate power supplies for master and slave with t wo 
bins on each end and 29 communication channels between them. 
Of course, viewing systems and their mot ions als o wil 1 re-
quire communications. Notice the bank of seven toggle switches 
near the master bin. They were put there for debugging pur -
poses and switch -off force reflection on each motion. This 
can also be used to try a "position only" system wi thout 
force reflection. 
One amplifier board is shown in this s 1 ide (fig. 24). 
Inexpensive, packaged operational amplifiers are used for 
l ow - level signals followed by si mple power amplifiers. 
These boards should not be considered mo re than advanced 
breadboards. I am sure they can be improved upon in many 
ways. 
The loops on al 1 motions have been closed with satis-
factory results. Onl y recently enough electronics boards be-
came available to try to run all motions simultaneously. 
Some motions run very well; in others only minimal satis -
facto ry operation has been achieved. In all such ca3es the 
reaso~s are known, and are in no sense basic. A further 
period of debugging and tuning up must precede further opera-
tional testing. In its present form some minor manipulator 
compo nents and the slave electronics have a radiation damage 
threshold at about 5 x 107 rad of high energy pa rticles. 
This is sufficient for initial operation in our environment. 
These numbers ca n and wil l be improved by at least two orders 
of magnitude . Schemes allowing operation in more severe 
environments are possible. 
Although the mani pu lator is barely operational, some 
early tests have been performed. The indications are that 
improvements in dexterity have been achieved due to the 
features mentioned. Particularly impressive is the fact 
that stances other than the conventional basic ones can be 
tried out (fig. 25), The impression is gained that some of 
these, 1 ike the one shown, lead to more convenient positions 
for many operations and, therefore, to improved dexterity. 
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An apparently ma rked deterioration of dexter i ty occurs when 
force reflection is switched off. Unfortunately no numbers 
are available yet. One thing is quite appa rent - that this 
manipulator is a very flexible tool for purposes of gather-
ing data and testing out ideas in the area of telemanipulator 
tech nology and i ts applications. 
It is intended to use the Brookhaven manipulator exten-
sivel y as a test bed, at least t o the extent that operational 
requirement s al low. Test procedure wil l consist of several 
we ll-defined operat ions. The time required to perform these 
tests, via manipulator a nd directly, will be ta ken and com-
pa red for each operator. From the results, a number called 
the Dexterity Quotient (DQ), analogous to lQ for the ma nip-
ulator, is computed by mu lti plyi ng the ratio of the above-
mentioned t wo ope rati ng times by 100. It is hoped that it 
wi l 1 be possible to make the tests sufficientl y universal 
and representative to be applicable to most remote-hand! ing 
situations. Thus, with the same operator, one can use the 
DQ test to obtain data on manipulator-pa rameter influence on 
dexterity. For this purpose the Brookhaven servo manipulator 
is admirably suitable, since many parameters 1 ike force re-
flection, large articulation range, friction level, tong 
counterbalance, and continuous twist can be changed or el imi-
nated with ease. It is hoped that a grea t deal of useful 
data can be accumulat ed on these points. It is also hoped 
that consistent and repeatable results can be obtained wi th 
the DQ test even among different operators. If this is so , 
the test might be used more generally for the purpose of 
comparing manipul ator capability. 
The Brookhaven servo ma nipul ator has the minimum seven 
degrees of freedom. Three distinct ambi guit y positions can 
occur due to the fact that motion excursions are not 1 imited 
to prevent these posi t ions. It has been found t hat very 
si mpl e logic systems can detect ambiguity pos itio n and deter-
mine wh ich motion should have preference . The other motion 
is then prevented from moving by artif iciall y increasing the 
frict ion in that range, Thi s technique point s the way to 
the introduction of more than the mi ni mum number of degrees 
of freedom in true master-slave fa shion , with a very modest 
computer, or a small part of an existing larger on e , inter-
faced at the master sorting out the ambiguities . We can use 
ambiguity motions this way without the need of an exoskeleton. 
Thi s would be a first step. Our a im is to eliminate t he 
clumsy master arm. I do not know whether this is poss ibl e but 
I am bringing it up in the hope of receiving s ome comments 
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from peop le working in the field. The question is: if we 
can detect, encode, and use myoelectric signals to drive a 
powered prosthesis, does that mean that we should be able to 
learn how to create and transmit to the muscle a signal which 
wi ll ma ke the muscle experience a kinesthetic force? If we 
can do this, a glove-1 ike device worn over the arm equipped 
wi th electrodes and position transducers is all the master we 
need. The position transducer portion of this has been 
demon strated by the CRL servo-pneumatic hand. 
In the course of developmen t of a sophisticated system 
one gains insight into its workings. These lead t o many 
ideas and concepts whic h cannot be incorporated into the 
s ystem at hand. One feels one really only knows how to de-
sign and build a system after it has been completed. The 
recent exe rcise of developing a compact servo manipulator at 
Brookhaven is no exception. I feel compelled to use this 
audience to air some of these concepts, despite the fact that 
I am aware that many of them must have occurred to you. But 
the hope is to arouse some discussion, and if we succeed in 
throwin g new light on even one aspect of teleoperator tech-
nology I would consider the exercise worthwhile. The result 
might well be some of the technology utilization Ed Johnsen 
mentioned previously. 
The information that needs to be exchanged between 
master and slave, in order for the manipulator to function, 
is done via a communication 1 ink. The fact that this master-
slave information transmission or communication 1 ink has 
overwhelming influence on many fundamental manipulator para-
meters is obvious. The reason it is not discussed more often 
might be that the overwhelming majority of remote-handling 
done today is really shielded handling over distances of a 
few meters. The advantages are that direct mechanical com-
munications and direct, though somewhat filtered, vision is 
possible. Some servo manipulators have been operated up to 
about 100 m. For such distances one may use electromagnetic, 
ultrasonic, or fluidic signals. All servo energy may be 
transported over such distances without undue losses. When 
slave-master distances become larger than 1000 m, up to dis-
tances approaching 105 km, the information link becomes a 
major prob lem. This ls also true for shorter distances when 
the slave unit must be transported within a large enough 
volume. Under such conditions one has to reduce communica-
tions to the necessary and probably sufficient two channels 
per degree of freedom. This is why the Brookhaven manipu-
lator requires only 15 communication channels - seven 
degrees of freedom, requiring 14 channels plus one auxiliary 
control channel. 
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Another example for such a system might be an orbiting, 
se rvo-manipul ator equipped, mainten ance satellite controlled 
from the ground. In such a system, communication trans-
miss ion links are a governing parameter. These are known 
factors. Ye t the Brookhaven servo manipulator is to my 
knowledge the only powered master-slave device where communica-
tions are used as a major optimizing parameter. What can we 
learn from this? Let us consider a figure of merit using 
the following paramete rs: keep total available bandwidth 
constant and find what sensors to apportion to it for optimum 
dexterity. Let me illustrate: a present-day high-resolution 
TV system takes about l x 107 Hz bandwidth. The force feed-
back on the Brookhaven servo manipul ato r, without any fan cy 
bandwidth compression, takes 5 x 103 Hz. So we can run a 
force feedback back to the operator for 1000 arms on the same 
bandwidth as one TV system. Now, we can see the fallacy of 
the argument that a power master-slave manipulator is too 
comp! icated. What is the point of saving kHz bandwidth when 
MHz are required anyway? Furthermore, one can hope to get a 
force-reflecting system to do some bl ind work, which we all 
know cannot be done without it. 
The foregoing also throws a new light on Ray Goertz's 
work on head-controlled TV motions. It is obvious that band-
width-wise we can use five or more servo motions much more 
economically than an additional TV camera. Particularly 
stri king is the fact that in one-g gravitational fields most 
of the energy supplied to a master-slave manip ulato r is used 
to fight gravity. This leads to difficult energy-transport 
and actuator-interface problems. These problems are much 
eased in low- or zero-gravitational fields, which immediately 
leads one to thin k of power master -slave man i pul ators in 
space exploration. 
I woul d like to s k irt the issue of men in space vs com-
puter in space. Actually, I am not sure that we can do 
reasonable space exploration without either of these systems. 
I am, however, sure that neither system can do too well 
without app ropr iate manipulators. This is certainly true of 
computer systems. However, I had best leave details of com-
puter-manipulator systems to peop le working in that field, 
and talk about the man-mani pulator systems with which I have 
some experience. To explore space, the moon and planets, man 
must be able to perform work there. Somehow we have assumed 
that the way to do this is to put man in a s pace suit. To 
my knowledge, and I might be wrong, this assumption has never 
really been examined. I would like to suggest that we do 
examine this since I suspect that it is not quite valid. 
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Existing servo manipulators, clums y as they are (including the 
one described here), are of about equal dexterity to a man in 
a space suit under zero-gravi t y conditions. Endurance-wise 
they are superior. I know that considerably more money has 
gone into space-suit development than into the development of 
servo manipulators. I also know that people in the servo-ma-
nipulator fie l d have a pretty shrewd idea how to build space 
ma niRulators with drastically improved dexterity and lower 
system weights than those of the average astronaut in a space 
suit. It is time we took advantage of this knowledge. 
Much has been wr itten about the various orbital repair, 
refurbish, and assembly missions. In the light of recent ex-
perience at Brookhaven,the majority of these studies have 
grossl y overestimated the bandwidth requirements as well as the 
weight and size requirements associated with power master -slave 
manipulators in orbit. These estimates are high not just by 
10 percent or so but by orders of magnitude, which puts the 
problem in an entirely different light . It means that servo 
manipulators are realistic and it certainl y loo ks even less 
rea listic to use unilateral manipulators for these applications. 
Exploring for a moment a mo re dramatic f ield , a consider-
able saving in payload requirements could be effected by soft 
landing on a planet a compact manipulator module controlled 
from a planet-orbiting manned capsule. This technique has not 
been discussed much, mainly because estimates of manipulator 
mod ule weight have been t oo high. With recent experience of 
the Boookhaven manipulator more realistic estimates are possi-
ble. This occurred to me when Apollo 8 was flying around the 
moon and the modu le was sitting on the ground because mostly, 
as I gather, life support systems were not checked out. Of 
course, this is hindsight, but we could have put a nice space 
manipulator in the LM, let it land, explore the moon by re-
mote control, gather up whatever we wanted, and bring it back 
for earth laboratory examination. If something had failed to 
function we would have l ost a manipulator system and an LM; 
but we would not have lost any astronauts. If the test had 
been successful, we would have had a better test of the LM 
than will result from next wee k 's Apollo 9 in earch orbit. 
I don't know why this hasn't been thought of. It certainly 
deserves consideration whe n we explore Mars, Venus, or other 
planets. There is an enormous payload reduction when we 
can send, let's say, a group of men into orbit around a 
planet, while a small manipulator modu le lands, explores, 
picks up whatever is needed , and then brings it back to 
earth for examination. This is an intermediate stage between 
the automated laboratory and manned landing. The advantages 
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are that man-directed exploration and selection of s peci-
mens can occur during a considerable portion of each orbit. 
If the s ystem includes ca pabi lity to reorbit, rendezvous, 
and dock a few pounds of payload with a mann ed capsule, 
quite good samples might become available for earth labora-
tory examination. I understand that it migh t be possible to 
stretch the Saturn V booster capability to do this. All I 
want to say is that the manipulator system required can be 
built today. 
Now let us tal k about technology utilization involving 
simpler ap p lications. I feel confident that with today's 
technology we can reduce cost and improve dexterity enor-
mously . Let us postulate a telemanipulating sys tem with DQ 
approaching 100, purchasable at a cost comparable to a mod est-
ly complex machine tool, and we have a wa y to reduce an y 
dirty, dusty , toxi c , smell y or otherwise dangerous and un-
pleasant job to a pleasant and highly s killed occupation. 
I believe we cannot so lve our present social problems 
until every person wo r king for a 1 ivi ng truly respects his 
job. As an illustration of what I have in mind, let us men-
tion coal mining, which is the most dangerous occupation in 
this country. In 66 of the last 68 years we have had at 
least one major disaster. Those miners s par ed by disasters 
are threatened by lung disease which, according to the lowest 
estimates, disables over 10 percent of coal mine workers . 
The actual work conditions can only be appreciated by some-
body who has visited a mine. We know that such safety and 
health condition s would never be tolerated in the nuclear or 
space fields. Coal mining is nearly as automated as it can 
be. There is no reason why any human being should ever 
descend again into a coal mine. The state of the art is 
coming close to the point where servo manipulators can take 
over the remaining manual jobs in mines. Incidentally, this 
has the advantage that no jobs are eliminated - they are 
just made safe and clean. However, to do this the major 
problems to be solved are social and economi cal , not tech-
n ica 1. 
CHAIR MAN JOHNSEN: I just want to poin t out that Bill 
Allen over at Ames Laboratory has coined a name wh ich I 
think is very good - "expendable explorer." 
MR. FLATAU: A very good word, but I wo uld suggest that 
we do not have a good exp lorer unless it includes some mani-
pulator module along the 1 ines I was talking about, 
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QUESTION: Mr. Flatau, your work seems so outstanding, 
it evokes a couple of questions. What are your basic objec-
tives in developing master-slave manipulation? And what 
makes you think force feedback is so valuable? 
MR. FLATAU: The objective is to furnish general-purpose 
remote hand! ing for high-energy particle accelerators. As 
regards the value of force feedback, the hardware seems well 
suited for testing these parameters. In our system force 
feedback can be switched off, so that we have a proportional 
servo without force feedback. Even without the benefit of 
numerical results, initial tests indicate that a remarkable 
deterioration in dexterity occurs. We could easily rig up 
seven switch controls and operatetheslave with open-loop rate 
control. In the latte r version the DQ might be down about 
two orders of magnitude over the force reflecting version. 
QUESTION: How do you relate this to the objectives 
now in your program? 
MR. FLATAU: Let me put it this way. Due to operational 
demands in an accelerator, the time allotted to maintenance 
is reduced to an absolute minimum. On the other hand the 
complexity of an accelerator requires the utmost in general-
purpose remote-hand] ing ability. Both of these requirements 
point to the most dexterious remote- hand! ing system pos sible . 
This requires use of servo master-slave manipulators. At 
CERN, an accelerator laboratory near Geneva, Switzerland, 
commercial switch-controlled power manipulators have been 
tried, The results have been disappointing, probably be-
cause of the kind of manipulator used. The developments 
under discussion are intended to rectify these shortcomings 
as far as the Brookhaven program is concerned. 
QUESTION: Why are you developing along this particul ar 
1 ine instead of just building a machinelike Ray Goertz has 
developed, an electric mechanical mani pulator? 
MR. FLATAU: Ray Goertz's was too big, so I had to make 
a smaller one. I would have bought Ra y Goertz's had I been 
able to see a way of fitting it in. 
QUESTION: Why didn't you build one smaller than Mr. 
Goertz's? 
MR. FLATAU: I did, but one can't sea 1 e these devices 
very well. The essential difference is that Mr. Goertz put 
all his actuators in the shoulder and brought the motions 
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into the arms via cable drives. I think Mr. Goertz wil l 
agree that if one does this, one can't get overall size down 
as small as I have been able t o. One ca n achieve a smaller 
wris t diameter, but the overall size is larger. The way to 
reduce overall size drastically is to pu t all the actuators 
in the arms. 
QUESTION: What is the need for the elbow-wrist action 
here? I thin k, for this ki nd of thing, the crane type of 
electro-] inear mot ion wou ld be adequate. 
MR. FLATAU: Not necessaril y. Added to the slav~ there 
wi 11 be what we call an indexing motion, which is an open-
loop, three-degrees of freedom motion, one of them along the 
tunnel, one across the tunnel, and certain on es up and down. 
This is just to position the mani pulator wherever you want 
it. However, it positions the manipulator only in the de-
sired location. For our purposes, therefore, this kind of 
open 1 oop sys tern is just not adequate; I contend it won't do 
the job. 
COMME NT: You have to have a posi tion servo. 
MR. FLATAU: I do not believe that a position servo is 
as beneficial to manipulator dexterity as one might think. 
Incidentally, in this connection I would 1 ike to emphasize 
that force transducers are not required to achieve force 
reflection or feel. This can be done by driving both master 
and slave, albeit in opposite directions, from the same posi-
tion error (as it is done in the Argonne servo manipulators ). 
The reason I went to force transducers is that it was the 
only way I could find to reduce reflected motor and gear-
train friction and inertia forces, and that is very important. 
QUESTION : Your sensors are downstream? 
possible. 
up high 
MR. FLATAU : Yes, as close to the output as 
The only 1 imi tation I have, is bringing the gain 
enough without getting into servo instabilities. 
an overal 1 gain of 25 to 30, which is respectable. 
But I have 
QUESTION : I am interested in your speculation about 
s pace. Do you thin k the permanent magnet de motor is about 
as good as a power actuator for this app lication as you can 
get? 
MR. FLATAU: The mo tors we are using are basically 
ada ptable to running in a vacuum provided one ma kes provisions 
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to dissi pate the heat produced. I hesitate to lay down a 
blan ket prescri ption without considering more detailed design 
objectives. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: I would li ke to make a change in the 
program to accommodate a gentJeman who will have to leave 
earl y this afternoon. We will hear from Dr. Thomas Kane , 
who has been doing some work which is related in a way to 
the whole system of teleoperators. Dr. Kane. 
DR . KAN E: Than k you. I didn't know until 8:30 this 
morning that I was going to be on the program , so I have no 
slides, films, or other aids with me. However, in May there 
will be a conference at the University of Santa Clara, called 
the Aeros pace Mechanisms Conference, which may be of interest 
to some of you. 
My interest in space maneuvering is pure ly academic. 
teach mechanics and advanced dynamics, and many of yo u know 
that in textbooks on mechani cs there is frequently a refer-
ence to the cat and its ability to turn itself over when 
falling in s pace. This is usuall y tied to a discussion of 
angular momentum and a description which involves pulling 
legs in, t wisting, and pushing legs out again, perhaps whirl -
ing the tail. All this seemed fairly unconvincing to me. 
So I started loo king for an explanation of this phenomenon, 
and after considerable time and inspection of films, etc., 
succeeded in what I regard as a fairly good explanation of 
this phenomenon. I then began to realize that, potentially, 
this was a field to exp lore for use in the space program . 
Of course, an astronaut in extravehicular or even intra-
vehicular activity has considerable need to reorient himself, 
and if body moveme nts can be used for this purpose, it wou ld 
certainly be the simplest system one could hope to use. 
Obviously, one cannot use 1 imb movements to produce 
translation, but if one could combine a system which has 
translation capability with 1 imb movement to provide rota-
tion, this could, in principl e, be a very effective scheme 
for accomplishing al 1 the maneuvering that is really neces-
sary. The thought is even clearer if one considers that a 
human being does in fact poss ess the capability to use his 
body effectively to achieve controlled motions as a whole. 
So we began to explore this from a purely theoretical point 
of vi ew. We simply modeled the human body as an appropriate 
number of subsystems and then wrote dynamic equations and 
tried to solve them. In principle, this should make it 
possible for man to reorient himself in al most any desired 
fashion. 
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We have tried th is out experimentall y with a man on a 
trampoline. This is a very good experiment in that it 
reall y duplicates the free fal 1 condition of space como l etely 
because, once the man is off the mat, he is falling freely. 
Still, a man has considerable ability to affect his mo tion 
by the way in which he pushes off from the trampoline, and 
the experiment must necessarily be of very short duration. 
However, by giving commands to a man in midair, we have been 
able to eliminate push-off effects. If you tell the subject 
whether turns are to be to the right or left after he gets 
into midair, he obviously cannot have predetermined his 
motion by the way he leaves the mat. We are convinced on 
the basis of these experiments that it is possible t o execute 
such maneuvers very effectively. We have also tried them 
out on an air table br iefl y. This is a questionable tec hn i que 
because it is not truly three - di mensi ona l, but it suggests 
that we are doing the right sort of thing. Most recentl y 
the Martin Compan y has constructed a simulator on wh ich one 
can do truly three-dimensional maneuvers,and we have attempted 
our maneuvers there and seem to get qualitative agreement 
between anal ysis an d the real world. 
Our next step will be to try our maneuvers in space, or 
perhaps first in zero-g flight s in aircraft. Eventuall y, we 
would 1 i ke to combine body motions wi th a very si mple a rrange -
ment of thrusters so that we can use the body t o do al 1 the 
control] ing, wi th the thrust serving only as a propul sion 
device. 
Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: Is there a possibility that this 
wo r k then c ou ld be used fo r contro l] ing unmanned mani pulat o r 
vehicles? 
DR. KAN E, Stanford University: It seems to me there is 
no reason not to thin k along those 1 ines. The dynamics are 
the same. The human provides, in the kin d of thing we are 
tal k ing about, the feedbac k loop. He is in a sense the actu-
ator as well. But there is no reason why he can 1 t replace 
these functions mechanically. Exactly the same concepts 
could be used, and if you p lan to have the manipulator doing 
wo r k outside the capsule, you need a means of reorienting it. 
Thus, it wil 1 be the sa me problem for the device as for the 
man. There is no reason not to use the same solution for 
the same problem. 
QUESTION: Can you sa y wh ere this work is published, and 
is there one cent ral p lace? 
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DR. KANE: We have written several reports which can be 
made available in a 1 imited number of copies. They are 
called "Reports of the Department of Applied Mechan ics." 
Requests for copies should be sen t to the Department of Ap-
plied Mechanics , Stanford University, Stanford, California 
94305. 
There have been various technical papers published by 
way of general 1 iterature. One appeared in the "Journal of 
Applied Mechanics" about two years ago. A forthcoming paper 
in the "International Journal of Sol Ids and Structures " wi 11 
contain a de~ailed description of the cat-overturning maneuver. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: Are there any further questions or 
comments? 
QUESTION: There is a lot of work that Carl Smith of 
the University of Wi sconsin has done on the locomotion of 
walking and the human body. Are you familiar with his work? 
DR. KANE: To some extent. The problems, however, are 
fund amentally quite different. When you remove the gravita-
tional field, you also remove all the reactive forces you get 
from the ground, and the dynamics of the situation change 
drastically. Most of the work on walking and skiing,as well 
as in other athletics, is in many ways quasi-static. The 
important forces which come into play a re really forces of 
reaction to gravitation. So the dynamics per se are of 
secondary importance. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: Thank you very much, Dr. Kane. 
would 1 ike now to go on to the next topic -a talk by Dr. 
Bliss of the Stanford Research Institute on tactile systems. 
DR. JAMES BLISS: Remote manipulation is a new field to 
me. My research over the last few years has been on tactile 
display, and I 1d 1 ike to describe that work in the 1 ight of 
the intended applications for this research, and then discuss 
whether or not these techniques have promising applicability 
to remote manipulators. 
Our laboratory has been working on tactile displays for 
a number of years under NASA, Air Force, and HEW sponsorship. 
This work has involved the development of individual tactile 
stimulators and of arrays of such stimulators. We have also 
studied how arrays of tactile stimulators can be controlled. 
This has involved ma ny psychophysical experiments on the 
stimulus parameters for tactile sensations, on information 
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processing model s for the t actile channel, and on some appl i-
cation areas using these tactile displays. Rather than 
try ing to su mmarize all of this work, I will only talk about 
the parts that I think would be of interest here. We have 
developed several t yp es of tactile stimulators-airjet , piezo-
electric bimorphs, electromechanical, and electrical. Prob-
ably the most interesting of these in terms of teleoperators 
is either the airjet or the piezoelectric bimorph. For those 
who aren't familiar with this equipme nt, it co nsists of t wo 
layers of lead zirconate which may be about an inch and a 
quarter long by 40 mils by 20 mils, in the form of a sand-
wich. The t wo layers of lead zirconate are oppositely polar-
ized so that on application of voltage across them, one will 
e xpand and the other contract, causing the unit to bend. 
The t yp ical mode of operation we use for tactile stimula-
tion is to cantilever one end. We let the free end vib rate 
when we pu t an electrical signal near resonance on the unit. 
We mount a small pin on the free end and let this pin vibrate 
up through a hol e in a sensi ng pl ate whi ch can be placed on 
the s kin. 
We built an arra y of 144 tactile stimulators for the 
sti mulation of a single f inge r ti p. It covers an area of 
about 1-1 / 8 by 1/2 inches , and represents a matri x that is 
24 stimul ator rows hi gh and 6 co lumns wide. The top p late 
is curved to fit the finger. This unit was developed as a 
di s pl ay for a read ing aid for the bl ind (fi gs. 26 and 27). 
We als o built an optical p ic kup that imag es about a 
l ette r s pace from a pr i nted page onto an array of phototran-
sistors . These photo transistors then give on or off signals 
t o the arra y of tactile sti mulators. As a bl ind person moves 
the probe containing the phototransistors ac ross the pr inted 
page , he feels the tactile copy on the stimulators of the op-
tical image. There is also an arra y of light bulbs that are 
one-to-one with the array of tactile sti mulators. We have 
c omp leted several of these syst ems and have ta ught bl ind 
people to read in the range of 20 to 50 wo rds per minute . 
We are ve ry interested in the pos sibility of using 
these sti mulat or ar rays for feedback of t ouch info rmation 
in teleoperators. Instead of an optical p ic kup, we wo uld 
couple the sti mulators to an arra y of force transducers to 
give a mani pulat or the tactile feel that one might get i f he 
grabs some thing. The system would primaril y transmit the 
distribution of forces, rather than the gross forc e itself. 
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We have also been working on a tactile TV system. It 
has very crude resolution, of course, but we built it using 
the same techniques as for the reading aid. Instead of 
using an optical system that images a portion of the printed 
page, we put ca mera optics on the front of the device and 
imaged about a 30-degree f ield of view. The electronics are 
contained in a portable unit and the system is analogous to 
a 12-1 ine TV system. 
These are some of the techniques that we are working on 
in tactile displays. In addition, other things are going on 
in our group that might be of interest. These have to do 
with vision. We are worki ng on techniques for measuri ng the 
direction of gaze, that is, where someone is looking in t wo 
dimensions; and techniques for measuring the distance that 
the lens in the eye is focused . We can measure the direction 
of gaze in X and Y with about five-minute accurac y. This 
technique distinguishes between translations and rotations 
of the eye. 
In order to tell where the person is looking so we can 
put the high resolution area of a TV s ystem in his fovea, you 
have to distinguish between rotations and translations of 
the eye. This is done by scanning the f irst an d fourth Pur-
kinje images - these are images that are due to reflections 
from the cornea and the back side of the lens. Because of the 
difference in curvature between the surfaces forming the 
first and the fourth Pur ki nje images, these two move differen-
tially with respect to rotation of the eye and they move 
together with respect to translation of the eye. Therefore, 
if you ca n measure the distance between these two images, you 
can measure rotation independent of translation. You need 
to do this in order to get an accuracy that is much better 
than a half a degree or so. This development, which is NASA-
sponsored, might be of interest in some of these dual channel 
TV s ystems for teleoperators. 
QUESTION : Wh at is the sensor used to read the pr int? 
DR. BLISS: We are using an integrated array of photo-
transistors. This is an array that was built in Stanford 
Electronics Laboratories and consists of 144 phototransistors 
on a single silicon chip in a 6 by 24 matrix. Each photo-
transistor is 5 by 10 mils. 
MR. CHATTEN , Control Data Corporation: Would you comment 
on the relationship between this system of tactile display and 
Braille. I think you said 20 words a minute was achieved with 
this. How does that compare with Braille? 
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DR. BLISS: Dr. Mu r phy can co rrect me on t hi s, but I 
thin k 100 wo rds per mi nute is a common rate of reading 
Braille. Braille invol ves a complex translati on that would 
require character recogniti o n in an y s ystem such as we have 
described , and hence, a more expensive s ystem. In additi on, 
the 100 wo rds per min ute rate is for contracted Braille --
more of a sho r than d. It is not a Jeter-fo r-symbol transla-
tion. The idea is t o ma ke our device si mpl e enou gh f o r a 
person to read an y document as it stands, no matter what 
t ype font or fo rmat, without having t o evo ke the c omp lex ities 
of character recognition. Character recogniti on may be 
relativel y si mp le if you control the print, but it is very 
compl icated i f you want t o be able to rea d . 
DR. MU RP HY, Veterans Administration : Ma y I b rea k in on 
this? 
CHA IR MAN JOH NSE N: Dr. Murphy . 
DR . MU RP HY: Regarding Brai l le s peed, I have a little 
card that our of fice has prepared on a Br itis h study in which 
they interv iewed 1464 peop le. Of these, 327 felt sufficientl y 
confident of being able t o read contracted Braille, even t o 
ta ke t he t est. Of t hose tested, a pprox imate l y 72 percent 
read l ess t han a hu ndred wo rds per minute. On the ot her 
hand , the re were a f ew, about t wo pe rcent, who read at ove r 
200 wo rds per minute . So this is an extremel y variable 
s k ill. I would argue it is important to read a li mited 
amount of Braille at a very slow s peed so you can make your 
own labels for med icine bo ttles, read the labels on the 
Tal king Book reco rds , use you r own ca rd file s ystem fo r 
add resses and telephone numbers , and so f orth. It turned out 
that 41 pe rcent of the peop le actuall y tested (or about 9 
percent of the total interviewed ) read some 50 words a 
minute or less. These are peop le who probabl y have miscella-
neous uses but never become hi ghl y s k illed. Most of the 
pe op le who are reall y good a re f ast reade rs broug ht up s i nce 
ch ildhood in a sc hool fo r the bl ind where the y had constant 
drill in high-speed Brai ll e reading and l ots of incentive t o 
use it. 
MR . NEVI NS, M. l,T. : One question bothers me ; we are 
tal king about pattern recogniti on tec hniques, but the t ech-
n iq ues that you are us i ng don 't seem even t o app roach the 
s peed of Braille, at least in the numbers you quoted. 
Possibl y the patte rn you are p resenti ng is more comp lex t o 
the i ndivid ual than Braille. 
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DR. BLISS: It certainly is. Braille is a six-dot code 
and I am presenting 144 dots, which is quite a bit more 
complex. We have done some visual reading studies, by the 
way, which indicate that with this size field of view, 
visual reading isn't much different from what we are ge tti ng 
tactually. We think that the way to increase the reading 
rate is to increase the field of view, and we are experi-
menting with techniques for doing this. Further, we have 
only had a device with adequate resolution for testing for 
a few months now, and while our subject has had practice 
over a number of years on lesser devices, there is no indi-
cation what the rate will be, given a year or two of practi ce. 
The best rates we are getting now are something like 50 words 
a minute. 
MR. NEVINS: How do you increase the field of view? 
DR. BLISS: Go to more fingers. 
MR. CHATTEN: Does the current tactile stimulator ex-
haust the resolving power of the finger. 
DR. BLISS : I think the current one with 144 points 
does, at least with the amount of training that our subject 
has had. It is a very curious phenomenon, but even simple 
resolving tests on the s k in, like a two-point resolution test, 
seem to improve with practice. We have done legibility tes ts 
In which we tried to stimulate closer together and further 
apart, and at least these indicate that we are right at the 
edge of resolution. 
QUESTION: Disregarding development costs, within how 
many years would you say we are of having a finger-mounted 
reading device for a bl ind person? 
DR. BLISS: We have designed an improved battery-powe red 
version of the device, more portable, and compact. Within 
the next year, we expect to have ten prototype units ava il a bl e 
for more extensive manufacture, with only minor modification. 
QUESTION: The type you showed there involved the 
printing matter having to be below a fixed viewer. Is there 
a possibility of having a tactile device on a bl ind person's 
finger so they could just scan across the page with their 
finger? 
DR. BLISS: We haven't worked on that approach yet 
because we felt that a resolution of at least 144 points 
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would be needed for adequate reading and we haven 1 t been 
able to achieve this without sacrificing maneuverability of 
the probe. I think Dr. Murphy will probably talk about 
another system that does use this approach. 
DR. MURPHY: Nearing completion Jn the next month or so 
are ten Visotactors, which are being built by Mauch Labora-
tories for us, and 30 Visotoners, which correspondingly put 
out tone patterns related to the shapes of the letters. We 
are in the process of setting up some sort of clinical appl i-
cation study of these devices. During the last couple years, 
I think we had six Visotoners and three Visotactors which 
operated on a very limited basis. We also have some training 
methods that were developed and tested by the Battel le Memorial 
Institute, and initial screening techniques that were evolved 
by the Hadley School for the Bl ind to try to select suitable 
candidates for the Visotoner device. These are merely steps 
towards more sophisticated recognition reading machines, the 
Mauch Cognodictors, of which three are being built in this 
fiscal year or this coming summer. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: Thank you very much, Dr. Bliss, f-or 
coming. 
Mr. Wirta, how about telling us what you have been 
doing in the way of electromyography (EMG)? 
MR. ROY W. WIRTA, Moss Rehabilitation Hospital: May I 
address this part of the discussion to a very narrow aspect 
of aids to the handicapped? As the program indicates, Dr. 
Murphy is going to follow me and he will give us a broad 
view, so it resembles the curve over here where I will be 
looking mainly at the foveal aspects. What I would like to 
do is report our progress and status on EMG control, the 
myoelectric control of external power. I would 1 ike to begin 
by telling you the objective of our research program. 
Now, for those who might need a 1 ittle bit of intro-
duction, myoelectric means muscle electricity. Any time a 
muscle is contracted there is a small voltage generated 
which can be found in its s urroundings, whether it is detected 
near the muscle site itself or whether it is sensed on the 
surface of the skin overlying the muscle tissue. 
In our particular approach we have used surface elec-
trodes. There are several reasons for this. First, we 
don't have to penetrate the skin. Second, if we were to use 
a needle, I think we would be looking at the small domain 
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within a muscle close to a muscle fiber in size and not 
really know what the total muscle might be saying. There 
has been a lot of work over the past decade in areas such as 
control of terminal devices, and more recently, powered 
elbows. These devices in general are a one-for-one type of 
device, that is, looking at one muscle site for control of 
one direction of motion. 
All of you who are acquainted with some of the problems 
in remote handling and manipulation recognize immediately 
that controlling each motor in a multi axes manipulator, with 
its individual switch, makes it very awkward to try to con-
trol several mot ions at one time and to achieve movements in 
an y coordinated fashion. That is, that we can use a mechanical 
coupling between man and machine to introduce coordinated 
motions so as to increase the speed and accuracy of these 
operations. If we look at the human organism more closely, 
we note that there is another means of communication between 
man and machine. Therefore, I 1d 1 ike to address this dis-
cuss ion to an electrical means, that is, a myoelectric con-
trol. Conventional prostheses are body powered and very 
1 imited, A person who is an above-elbow, bilateral ampu tee, 
for example, is fairly helpless in man y as pects of daily 
living requirements. So we addressed ourselves to that se-
verely handicapped individual. Additionally, rather than 
looking at a one-for-one control, we tried to get a physio-
logic type of motion into the external device. Further, 
since there have been numerous developments in the area of 
myoelectric control of terminal devices, we did not address 
ourselves to the terminal device control but rather to its 
positioning and orientation in s pace, so that the amputee 
can do something with it. 
All of us in the process of growing up learned a number 
of motor skills, and we perform them, giving hardly any 
thought to the process. Rather we think function: 1~e want 
to put our hand over there; we want to do that task. 11 You 
see, we need only to think that we want to accomplish an act 
rather than to think out the procedure motion by motion, So, 
in answer to the question of a technical approach, we said to 
ourselves, "All right, let us harness nature's own organiza-
tion in control." To solve the problem, we used a computer 
program cal led the Multinorm, which is a multivariate-discri-
minant-analysis technique, With this tool we could investi-
gate a number of variables which occur simultaneously and 
make sense out of them for the purpose of control] ing specific 
functions. In other words, we said, "Let us look at the 
muscles in the back, in the chest, and in the shoulder, and 
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see how impo rtant comb inations of these muscle sites are in 
discri minating or distinguishing one mo tion from another." 
Indeed, we determined we ighting coefficients for each of 10 
mu scle sites for each combiretion of movements. 
We imp lemented these weighting coefficients into a con-
tro l circuit utilizing a si mpl e resistor netwo r k as our 
discriminate mas k. We were pleased to find that this mas k, 
designed on the basis of one normal person, has al lowed one 
normal pe rson and three amputees to operate the prosthetic 
arm with al most no training. They simply activate muscles 
in the accustomed manner of what they want to do and the arm 
does it. 
I'd 1 i ke to show t wo mo tion pi ctures. One shows a 
bilateral amp utee operating our experimental arm. This ex-
pe ri mental arm is far from something which is ready to wear. 
We built a cont ro l and we deliberately unminiaturized it 
into a fairly large console so we could have enough peripheral 
space to include dials, knobs, and switches to vary circuit 
parameters. We can vary the gain of each myoelectric channel. 
We can adjust thresholds within the pattern-recognition net-
work. We can vary the forward gains within the arm mechanism 
as well as t wo feedback gains, one being torque and the other 
velocity, as well as changing ti me constants. All this lati-
tude was included s o that we could solve the problem by an 
experi mental a pp roach, dealing with the man-machine system. 
While we are far from having completed our wor k, I think we 
now have the ca pabilit y . 
If we could have the first film, I can narrate it while 
we are loo king at it. These are engineering documentation 
films taken the first time each of these specific subjects 
operated the equipment. Shown on the screen is a bilateral 
amputee who, p rior to this, had not controlled the arm. We 
had gone through a preliminary chec kout procedure, tuning up 
the circuitry so that it would function for him one motion 
at a ti me, and in the p rocess got it to the point where the 
controls worked reasonably wel 1. During that time we too k 
these scenes showing how we attach the arm and execute the 
motions. The electrodes, which you see, are ten in number, 
one on the chest, three on the shoulder, and six on the bac k . 
The next film will identify these muscle sites and you 
will see in a 1 ittle more detail how we app lied the electrodes. 
Notice that the amp utee is being coached off camera to per-
form the mo tions bilaterally, that is, to reinforce the recall 
of the ki netic formula within his organization of motor 
s k ills in order to make this arm work . Later on in the 
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sequence of shots yo u will see that he doesn't use his left 
arm an y more. These scenes were ta ken when he tried to 
operate the device for the first time. He has since become 
proficient. 
The arm mechanism itself, as you see, is not wearable. 
We built it fairly large ; we did not spend a lot of time in 
mechanical refinements because we felt unless we could show 
the practicability of the control, there was 1 ittle point in 
s pending a lot of time on the arm. Having achieved this 
degree of success, we may devote our efforts to refining the 
mechanism, making it cosmeticall y acceptable, 1 ight, and 
rugged; improving the harnessing technique (thi s one is 
particularly ma keshift ); and miniaturizing the electron ic 
controls. 
Next, you see the subject being coached to do p ronation 
and su p ination . All the signals for that pronation and supi-
nation function are resident some p lace in those fixator 
muscl es which act in s ynergy. These are fixator muscles in 
the back and the chest whi ch produce the control signals for 
those moveme nts . 
QUESTION: Which electrode is giving him p ronation? 
MR. WIRTA: There are several of them. There are several 
sites which serve at one time. It isn't just one muscle ; it 
is a group of muscles which are responsible for distinguishing 
that motion from some other motion. We do not l ook just at 
an y one site to ma ke the decision. It comes on the basis of 
loo kin g at ten sites (ten electrodes ) at one ti me. 
In these scenes, we are operating from a 12-vo lt s0urce 
to the electric motors, which are simply slot-car motors. 
On subsequent tests, we increased the voltage to about 18 
volts, and the arm was very sna ppy . As a matter of f ac t, if 
we go to 24 volts it is a 1 ittle more than can be handled 
reliably. It gets into body dynamics and you face the pro-
blem of modulating the signals being monitored. This ha ppens 
to be another control parameter variable which we have built 
i nto the test bed to enable us to define the s ystem require-
ments for an amp utee opera ting an arm such as this. 
QUESTION: Is this fatiguing for him? 
MR. WIRTA: No, he is using extremel y smal 1 levels of 
effort. The next film will show you a 1 ittle bit about the 
sensitivity factor. The data we acquired on the normal sub-
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ject was in the order of five percent of maximal effort. 
This system was designed to handle ten pounds, but we have 
not applied ten pounds yet; we did apply a load of five 
pounds, which the subject handled with considerable ease. 
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His comment was, "Gee, I have to try a 1 ittle harder, 11 pre-
cisely what we wanted him to do. There are, as I indicated, 
torque feedbacks, and the transducers are strain gauges 
mo unted on beams located on the output end of the gear trains. 
We are trying to determine appropriate types of torque feed-
backs. 
This bilateral, above-elbow amp utee, a Vietnam casualty, 
was a very useful subject for us. He helped us in rece1v1ng 
nationwide publicity on February 10th when we had a publicity 
release, TV and national news coverage. For those of you 
who would 1 ike to get a layman's viewpoint of wha t's going on, 
you'll find it covered in the February 24th issue of NEWSWE EK, 
in the Medi cine Section. 
While we are changing reels I would 1 ike to show you this 
slide (fig. 28). You see the amputee at an easel. He is 
writing. This is a picture taken during the time the TV 
pictures were being filmed. We put a felt pen into the 
terminal device, and he went to the easel and printed very 
legibly. The first words that he printed were: "Hello 
there, 11 and right here in this particular shot he is writing 
"He llo , Pat. 11 Pat's his wife, who has been extremely help-
ful, doing things for him. 
QUESTION: How long was he an amputee? 
MR. WIRTA: am not sure when he returned from Vietnam, 
but I think it was about eight months ago. His stump is 
pretty we 11 hea 1 ed up. It no 1 onger causes pain, a 1 though 
the scar tissue at times gets rather sensitive. 
QUESTION: To what extent do you have to adjust the 
gains at the various muscle sites from individual to indi-
vidual? 
MR. WIRTA: This has not yet been evolved into a scien-
tific technique, but it is not very extensive. We are looking 
for ways in which we can study this 60 - dime~sion problem. 
Note that we have ten sites and drive three motors in two 
directions,hence, a multidimensional problem. Right now Don 
Taylor, who also appears on the still picture, has all this 
in his he ad in a way that he approaches by trial and error. 
He knows pretty much what the latitude of variation is from 
one person to anothe r by observing the input myoelect ric 
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FIGURE 28 
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signals on an oscilloscope. We have done a considerable 
amount of analysis of myoelectric signals over the past 
three or f our years and know that there is a tremendous 
amount of variability in signal amplitude, but the pattern 
among muscle sites is quite consistent. 
The tool we used on this was a statistical p rogram, 
looking for central tendencies. Hence, the mas k which 
distinguishes one motion from another is fairly broad in 
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its latitude, yet when we adjust the gains on the myoelectric 
channels, to tune them to the particular individual, this in 
turn effects changes i n some of the weightings in t he mas k. 
Then we have to go bac k and readjust the thresholds slightl y 
before the signal passes through the mas k to turn on a s peci-
fic motor in a given direction. Incidentally, we also have 
proportional control, so we not onl y sense a s peci f ic mo ti on 
but also its extent. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: What is the possibility of miniaturiz-
ing the s pan of recognition on this thing? 
MR. WIRTA : I thin k the possibilities are t remendous , 
because with modern technology i t ' s easy to p ic k out comp onents 
which are so s mall you can't wor k with t hem except with a 
pair of tweezers and glasses. We didn't want this kind of 
equipment to wor k with experi mentall y , so the pattern recog-
nition network was put on a standard card, s preading the 
resistors out so we could go change them if we needed t o . 
The pattern recognition networ k itsel f can be made very 
small ultimately and the accompanying electronics can be 
miniaturized. For example, it might be put into a smal 1 
package like a paperback boo k. 
We have developed and constructed some surface electrodes 
at our own facility. They contain a built-in dif f erential 
amplifier with about a hundred gain right at the electrode 
site before the signal enters the cable and proceeds into the 
electronics. I would like to mention that during recent 
tests, a man was arc welding about 20 feet away. There was 
no interference in our equipment, no spurious motions, no 
inadvertent movements by the artificial arm . This is a tech-
nique we use for attaching the electrodes. We have a double-
sided stic ky ta pe with t wo holes per forated in t he tape. We 
put electrode j ell y into the holes t o ma ke the electrical 
connection from the s kin to the electrode, and then ap p l y the 
electrode to the s kin. 
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Toward ultimate objectives, some exploratory work 
has been done in eliminating the need to attach electrodes 
to the skin. We feel confident that electrodes can be 
installed in the socket or in the harnessing and be a per-
manent part of the device, so that the amputee needs only to 
stick his stump into it and the electrodes are in place. 
For our research purposes, however, we have stayed with this 
particular technique to eliminate interference from artifac-
tua l mot i·on. 
You might wonder why did we sus pend this man's hand on 
that Ace bandage. We discovered that it too k an infinitesimal 
amount of movement on his part to activate the prosthetic arm; 
it would have made a rather poor motion picture to show the 
correlation between his movements and those of the pedestal-
mounted arm. The bandage counters the gravity effects so that 
he could move his arm up and down and sideways through a com-
siderable range in order to show the relationship between what 
he is doing and what the arm is doing. At the time, we did 
not have the pronation-supination function working; we were 
si mp l y interested in documenting the first t wo motions whi ch 
we had activated. 
Between the beginning of the film and the latter half, 
which covers several months, we demonstrated the utilization of 
the pronation and supination function. You note the subject 
is not looking at the equi pment. At this stage he sa id, 11 1 
don't like to look at the equipment because I tend to follow 
the arm. 11 This device is operating on an open loop. We have 
not yet approached the problem of how to displa y positi on 
and force information back to the subject. I am encouraged 
by techniques discussed by Dr. Bliss; perhaps through some 
such means of displaying position reliably to the patient, 
we will be able to provide position feedback. Recently we 
said to the bilateral amputee: "Shut your eyes and see if 
you can position your arm some in specific planes." His 
performance was not too bad. He was picking up cues of 
pressures and torques on his stump and he had some notion of 
where the arm was, but certainly he had no notion of what 
the position of the hand was - whether it was palm up or 
palm down. Does this help project some of the notions of 
myoelectric control into possible manipulator control? 
QUESTION: Yes, why does it take so long to fol low? 
MR. WIRTA: I wish I could exp lain that to yo u adequate-
ly. I, as a mechanical engineer, can't put it in the terms 
which Don Taylor the electronics engineer does, but it has 
to do with the gains between the EMG signals and the gains in 
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the forward loop of the arm mechanism itself. 
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MR. ALLEN: Mr. Wirta, there is actually a lag in the 
EMG signal that accounts for a portion of the delay. In 
other words, the myoelectric signal appears after the muscle 
has contracted and continues for a very short period after 
the muscle has relaxed. 
MR. WIRTA: I may be loo king at this a little different-
ly. The muscle starts to contract before actual motion of the 
limb occurs. In this case, the integrating circuit was ope rat-
ing with about a hundred milliseconds time a constant to 
smooth the signal. There is about a tenth of a second lag 
just in that alone. Then, there are other lags originating 
in the torque feedback and the velocity stabilization of the 
servo arm. So, lags from all of these sources in the system 
conspire to produce a delay. When the amputee operates this, 
he is not aware of an y particular lag because he has not yet 
been faced with the tas k of doing something on an emergency 
basis but, rather, pre-thinking what he is going to do. 
QUESTION : I have noticed that the gentleman who is 
running the arm is keeping his other arm in a fairly static 
position. How much false information does he get if he does 
move the other arm? 
MR. WIRTA: We know the gravity vector relative to 
posture is important, particularly when the subject alters 
his posture from the position at which the design data were 
obtained. However, how much posture change can be tolerated 
is something we are not ready to define. We know that we 
have reasonable 1 at i tudes, but we don't know their extent. 
This is important, because when the amputee starts doing 
some functional tas ks, like tying his shoe laces, these cer-
tainly introduce the need to determine the effects induced 
by altering posture or positfon of the contralateral 1 imb. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: I would like to say that Dr. Kelly 
and Dr. W~rgo have been working on what they call MAP, which 
is Muscle Application Potential. They have studied the time 
lag which is caused by it and how to cope with it. Maybe 
when Dr. Wargo talks to us he can cover that subject, or do 
you want to cover it now? 
MR. WIRTA : How many cycles per second did you achieve, 
roughly, about three cycles per second or so? 
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DR . WAR GO, Dunlap and Assoc iates : 
it was infinitely higher with my hands. 
NASA's publication. 
can't remembe r , but 
That appears in 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN : Let's have about three questions and 
then we will go on. 
QUESTION: Do I read you right when you imp l y that the 
electrode problem has basically been solved and that the ques-
tion of implanted electrodes is a bl ind alley now? 
MR. WIRTA: No. We si mp l y have chosen surface electrodes 
for our particular purposes. There is a lot of excellent wo r k 
going on in the area of implanted electrodes for other pur -
poses. 
QUESTION: What caused the false motions of the arm? 
MR. WIRTA : I thin k it's si mply reporting upon the 
mu scular activity of the individual who is operating it. 
Perhaps the y are not so much fa lse motions as manifestations 
of muscular activit y when he is thinking about starting to 
move his arm. One of the first reactions by the subject in 
the last film was t o stop looking at the prosthesis . On 
that occasi on, he brought his arm up and did something and 
t he response seemed contrary to what he thought he did. He 
said, "Ah, I caught that machine doing what I didn't do. " 
Then he stopped to think for a moment and he said "Damn, 
that's exactl y what I did do. It tells the truth. Now I 
know why it happened the way it did. '' 
COMMENT: But this occurred even when he wasn't looking 
at the arm. 
MR . WIRTA: There is no pos ition correl ation between 
the man and the machine in this case. This is an open loop 
with no position f eedback. Hence, should a motion be identi-
fied whi ch is not large enough to be manifest in the 1 imb 
motion, it a ppears as though an inadvertent motion occurs . 
MR . JOHN SCHWARTZ, Denver Research Institute : What was 
your comment about proportionals? I missed a 1 ittle bit. 
MR. WIRTA: In our case we do control the power to the 
motors. First, we decide what is to be done; then right 
after that we decide on the extent. The signals emerging 
from the decision networ k come to a summation point and then 
we estimate how much the signals exceed the thresholds. 
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This drives the motors at different s peeds corres ponding 
with the amp li tude of the myoelectric activit y detected at 
the muscle sites. 
MR. SCHWARTZ: You use an a mp litude for your p ropor -
tional discriminate is that what you said? 
MR. WIRTA: Yes. It is the energ y content wh ich we use 
from the signal. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: Dr. Murphy, you've got a hard act to 
fol low. 
DR. EUGENE MURPHY, Veterans Administration: I am con-
cerned with research on artificial limbs, braces, hearing 
aids, aids to the bl ind, and just about everything between 
wigs and orthopedic shoes. Naturally, I don't know much 
about this rather diffuse field. There has been an active 
research program in prosthetics since World War I I, in this 
country, and of course there were programs in World War I in 
Germany (leading to the famous boo k "Ersatzgl ieder und Arb eits -
hilfen," published fifty years ago this year), Belgium, England, 
and elsewhere. This time, however, we have been fortunate in 
keeping the program going continuousl y instead of stopp ing 
as soon as the war was over and people thought the y had re-
turned to normalc y. Thus, I think more has been accomplished 
this ti me in terms of actuall y reducing devices to practice. 
A law, passed and approved in 1948, authorized the Vet-
erans Administration to conduct research and development in 
this field of prosthetic and senso-ry aids, and to make the 
results available, so that all disabled might benefit. We 
tried to push this law to its ultimate in conducting research, 
originally with a mill ion dollars a year. Now, we are up 
to about a mill ion four hundred thousand dollars, which 
hardly fights inflation. Fortunately, agencies such as 
Social and Rehabilitation Services (SRS) and others have 
come into the picture with far more money than ourselves. 
We have also, in the spirit of the law, used some of 
this research mone y to organize prosthetics education programs 
and carry on publications. This has brought the results of 
the research program down rather effectively to the doctors, 
limb makers (now the p rosthetists), brace makers (now the 
orthotists ), the thera pi sts, and others who are concerned 
with knowing about the research results. Thus, members of 
many disciplines function together as clinical teams to 
treat individual patients. These teams have also been 
trained in the new ideas, not alone on new devices but on 
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biomechanical pr inci p les, me thods of fitting and alignment, 
harnessing of artificial arms, and so on. 
In 1945 the surgeons on the then Committee on Prosthetic 
Devices were asked to give a "bill of complaint" against the 
then-existing devices. They said they wanted a hand that both 
looked 1 ike a hand and had some degree of function and a knee 
for above-knee amputees that would not buckle. Note that 
they only thought in terms of mechanisms, or at least these 
were the first complaints they dared raise. It has turned 
out that we have not only made some progress towards these 
items in the Army hand and the Henschke-Mauch knee, but also 
towards much better principles for fitting, alignment, and 
so forth, and most importantly, towards getting all of these 
people working together in clinical teams. 
Some publications give a continuing survey of this 
field: the magazine "Artificial Limb " published by the 
National Research Council , "The Inter-Clinic Information 
Bulletin" published by New York University for Mr. Kay's Sub-
committee on Child Amputee Prosthetics Problems, and the 
magazine "Bulletin of Prosthetics Research" published by the 
Government Printing Office and prepared by the Veterans Ad-
ministration. This last publication comes out semiannuall y, 
and notoriously about six months out of phase behind the 
ostensible dates . It is hoped that we will get back on 
schedule. 
There are also some books in this field. The outstand-
ing work "Human Limbs and Their Substitutes " is about to be 
reprinted by the Hafner Publishing Company, after being out 
of print for a number of years. We understand Hafner has 
already received 160 orders without even having any copies 
of the book. I have some announcements of it. Also, if 
anybody would 1 ike to be notified of the publication of '~he 
Bulletin of Prosthetics Research," I have some handouts. 
DR. WARGO: We ran a study on muscle acti on-reaction 
time as compared to visual and auditory reaction time, and 
we found something like a 30 percent reduction in reaction 
time with MAP as compared to hand reaction time, visual. It 
is a sign1ficant reduction. 
MR . WIRTA: If I read you correctly, then, this technique 
applied to an external system control offers another means 
of increasing the system capability. 
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DR. WARGO: As a follow-up to that basic study, we 
developed a control or a tracking device, and we only ran 
one subject , which was me. I was highly trained on normal 
hand tracking, and received maybe a total of three hours 
training in the cheek muscles, tracking in one dimension 
the horizontal axis. There was an increase in my frequency 
response. In other words, I could handle a higher frequency 
of the forcing function with my cheek mus cles than I could 
wi th my regular tracking. 
The "Atlas of Orthopedic Appliances," published by 
J. W. Edwards for the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons, 
the Army, and the Veterans Administration, is also a good 
source of information in this field, not only on devices but 
on other important aspects. It seems to us that the real 
problems of the disabled have tended to be overlooked by 
man y of the younger bioengineers in this field. 
Myoelectric or electromyographic (EMG) control has 
certainl y attracted a lot of attention, and deservedly so, 
but we think it has tended to serve as bait, hopefully , to 
make some excellent people interested in the total problems ; 
then possibl y all concerned will take an interest in some of 
the other and perhaps even more worthwhile approaches to 
problems of the amputee. 
Much of the work on EMG control has involved picking up 
signals from the forearm muscles and using them to control 
the hand . This is fine in a below-elbow amputee who has 
these muscles remaining. As normal persons, you can feel 
these muscles bulge as you move your fingers. It is quite 
eas y to use them, as a matter of fact, to drive microswitches 
or equivalents wit h a lot less electronics. The Vaduz (Liech-
tenstein) hand now built in Paris was built on this concept 
with a rather sophisticated feedback an d servo s ystem to 
force the fingers and thumb to move in proport ion to the 
bulging of the hand-clenching muscl es of the forearm. The 
difficulty with much of this myoelectric work, however, has 
been that though there are numerous designs in Russia, Canada, 
Italy, England, and the United States for EMG-controlled 
hands, they are mainly for cases amputated below the elbow, 
who are the easiest amputees to care for by conventional 
means. Most of these devices have tended to use open-loop 
control. There has been some attempt , particularly by 
Bottomly, to provide a degree of feedback, but most of these 
designs have been relatively simple, for direct drive of 
the motor. To me, as a reactionary mechanical engineer, 
this simple,direct on-off myoelectric approach tends to give 
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up the control and sense of position which one can have from 
the Bowden conventional artificial hand or hoo k. 
A series of tests at the University of California in 
Los Angeles (UCLA) by Dr. Lyman and his colleagues has shown 
that various externally powered devices, both electrically 
and pneumatically powered, tend to have relatively slow 
activity. The difficulties have been not only the delayed 
feedback, beyond normal reaction time, but the still motion 
involved in a relatively low-powered device. The patient 
opens a valve and gas flows, or he starts a motor and there 
isa whirr ing for another half a second before the action is 
completed, in contrast to the relatively instantaneous 
motions which he can obtain by cable control. The tests at 
UCLA and some others (specifically on artificial hands) at 
the VA Prosthetics Center in New York were described in "The 
Bullet in of Prosthetic Research" over a series of issues. 
These report s have clearl y shown some of the 1 imitations 
wh ich must be recognized in making real improvements in the 
manipulator field. 
I'd 1 ike to point up some of the problems, perhaps, in 
upper extremity prosthetics with a severely handicapped case, 
such as Mr. Wirta described. Such a case does not have the 
below-elbow muscl es to control a simple myoelectric hand. We 
have here a veteran who was tested rather extensively in the 
VA Prosthetics Center. This is an exampl e of shoulder dis-
articulation on the left side wi th just the remaining movable 
acromion process, or shoulder ti~ and he has a very short 
stump on the right side which is capable of some motion but 
not enough to drive a conventional artificial arm. The 
stump motion and strength are sufficient to operate gas 
valves or perhaps electric switches if the clinical team 
members wish to do that. 
There were studies of upper-extremeities biomechanics 
at UCLA several years ago. Similar studies were reenacted 
in the VA Prosthetics Center to study the forces and motions 
needed in the various activities of daily 1 ife - combing 
the hair (fig. 29) and a wide variety of other activities. 
The concern, then, was that a well-rehabilitated amputee 
could take care of himself adequately by prostheses, and 
would also be able, by suitable vocational guidance, to find 
an appropr iate job. 
Out of the fundamental studies, partly based on work by 
Dr. Marquardt on the original Heidelberg gas-powered arms, oth-
er arms were designed by Dr. Kiessling of the American 
Institute of Prosthetics Research. They were evaluated for 
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the amputee by using carbon dioxide energy from canisters 
carried on his back to provide elbow flexion on both sides, 
the operation of terminal devices, and, I believe, wrist 
rotation. In the case of the left arm, which had only the 
acromion process, you remember, the "fenestrated" socket is 
supported close to the neck and along the thorax, so that it 
remains stable while the acromion process moves under it, 
eithe r up and down or forward and backward with respect to 
the socket. These independent motions can then be used to 
control a joy stick-type valve in two directions and two 
motions, thus giving some independent controls. On the 
patient's other side there are some valves in the cutouts 
near the upper po r tion of the right socket, which can be 
pressed against by motion of the very short humeral neck 
stump. So, again, he has several independent possible 
motions as by forward motion of the stump, by abduction of 
the stump, etc. 
Part of the problem is to evaluate such a prosthesis 
and see if in fact it does any good. Thus, there has been 
devised a series of standardized objective tests: picking up 
objects of various sizes and weights, carrying out different 
functions such as eating and grooming, and so on. The pa-
tient was first supplied with the best body-powered arms 
available at the time, then trained, and tested. Next he 
was fitted with increasing numbers of power-driven components, 
trained, and again tested. Then he was refitted with the 
conventional arms to make sure that whatever improvement he 
had shown was not just due to additional training. 
In the end, he was asked what he wanted to wear, in 
addition to the analysis of the objective tests of his per-
formance, which included his ability to reac h and to operate 
at various levels in front of the body, and so on. He elected 
to keep the auxiliary-powered devices even though he could 
do only a ve :·y few more things with them; he could at least 
do them more easily. Still, it is a major job for this 
patient to function effectively; he needs a lot of concentra-
tion because of the difficulties in control. 
There was a meeting of a panel under Mr. Kay's committee 
last October to review seven different externally powered el-
bows, including the "Boston Arm," the "AMBRL,' 1 developed by 
the Army Medical Biomechanical Research Laboratory, the "Gil-
mat i c, '' developed by a man who has been in the program for 
many years, the "AIPR" pneumatic, and several other arms, 
This led to an agreement that the AMBRL and perhaps the Gil-
matic electric elbows were at the stage where 20 or 25 copies 
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of each should be obtained for wider tests. The panel felt 
that the Boston Arm was still very much at the devel opment 
stage and required considerable effort to reduce cost and 
weight. There will be a si milar meeting to review terminal 
devices (arti f icial hands and hoo ks ) sta rt ing in March with 
the fitting of a series of patients under the supervision of 
the developer. A later meeting will be held t o review and 
discuss the results and to develop criteria. 
This panel i s onl y one part of an organized program 
under the National Research Council, the Comm ittee on Pros-
thetics Research and Development, which attempts to coor-
dinate research by many agencies, s ponsors, an d laboratories 
in this f ield. There is another parallel Comm ittee on Pros-
thetics-Orthotics Education, which carries out prosthetic 
education and tries t o disseminate research information to 
medica l schools, thera py schools, and s o on, as well as coun-
t y medical societies , national meetings , and elsewhere. 
Finally, there is a clear-cut area for increased senso ry 
feedbac k, which has been a constant theme through this 
meeting. I have an old memorandum from 1955 on this t op ic. 
A Japanese team presented a paper on sensory feedback in 
arti f icia l arms at the Hong Kong Pan-Pacific Rehabilitation 
Conference last summer, wh ich excited considerable interest. 
The Boston Arm ai ms at tactile f eedback of elbow pos iti on . 
Perha ps this whole area of sensory f eedbac k will be revived 
and sti mul ated by a joint effo rt of the prosthetics and the 
manipulator peop le. 
As a note of optimism, Mr. William Talley , who has been 
Chief of the Plans and Policies Division of our Central 
Office in Washington, wh ich is concerned with the operational 
side of our Service, had an editorial in the fall issue (1968) 
of our "Bulletin of Prosthetics Research." Th is editori al 
discusses prosthetics research as a cost reduction factor. 
In it he points out that during the t wenty years from 1948 
to 1968, $20,100,000 was spent on prosthetics research by 
the VA. He has arithmetic to prove that in artificial 
li mbs alone the VA has saved some $28,000,000 in operating 
costs and repairs. He points, in addition, to the tangible 
benefits of new devices at every level of amputati on , new 
principles, better education, and so on. So we think there 
has been a reasonable return on the investment. We just wish 
a little more investment could be made in this area. 
CHAIR MAN JOHNSEN: Any questions ? mu st li mit it to 
two . 
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MR. HAMILTON, Institute for De f ense Anal yses: Could you 
give us some ideas of how man y people in the country have 
limbs missing? 
MR. KAY , National Research Council : 400,000 is the usual 
guess for amputations of major limbs. 
DR. MURPHY: Of this total the VA is responsible for 
some 27,000 service-connected veterans, for whom we have a 
lifeti me responsibility. These represent a very small frac-
tion of the total amputees. There are additional veterans 
with nonservice-connected amputations. 
The afternoon session was resumed at 1:00 p . m., Edw in G. 
J ohnsen, Chairman, presidi ng . 
CHA IRMA N J OHN SE N: Dr . Moe has a five- minute movi e that 
he wants to show dealing with some o f the wor k which is 
being done here at the Denver Resea rch Inst i tute . I guess 
wh i le they are sett i ng up the mov i e he can give us a little 
rundown on what it is. 
DR . MOE : We have a project in coope ration with Rancho 
Los Amigos Hospital to develop a control s ystem f o r the 
Rancho Electric Arm . One basic component of our cont rol 
s ystem is a small mechanical coordinate converter shown in 
figure 30. Its purpose is to simplify the commands that a 
severel y disabled patient uses to obtain coordinated control 
of the arm. The fil m is an engineering documentar y made to 
evaluate t.he coordinate converter. The patient is using a 
strain-gauge tongue switch as in figure 7 to control the co-
ordinate converter. This device then translates the signals 
into the proper joint motions. It is a proportional system 
in that it has variable speed control. 
QUESTION: What happens when you use the joy stic k-t ype 
of tongue switch? 
DR. MOE: We have not used the joy stic k tongue switch 
yet at Denver Research Institute. They have had some ex-
perience at Rancho with joy stick tongue switches . We 
certainl y are interested in it because it would make coordi-
nated moti on easier to obtain (f ig. 31). Our objective in 
the movie was to find out what the system is doing now and 
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what changes we need to make in it. Our long-range objective 
is to use eye motion for control. But at this point we wanted 
to check out the operation of the mechanical coordinate con-
verter. There are still some changes we want to make to 
control the various speeds of each joint more accurately. For 
examp le , the elbow elevation is too fast in this particular 
movie. These changes are being made, Note that even with 
this s ystem the patient can get good coordinated motion with 
very little experience. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: Any more questions? 
Than k you very much, Dr . Moe. I wi ll now call on 
W i l l i am Kama • 
MR. WILLIAM N. KAMA: I am a Research Psychologist wi th 
the Controls and Displays Branch of the Human Engineering 
Division at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base , Ohio. Today I'll 
be spea king about the research we a re doing at Wright-Patterson 
in the human factors area. Currently, we are involved in two 
projects, remote-driving and television viewing s ystems. In 
the remote-driving area we have t wo experiments unde rway. In 
the first, we are comparing operator performance on t wo types 
of cont ro l systems - a joy stick and a multi lever control. 
Basically, this i s a comparison of a one-handed vs a two-
handed operat ion. In the second experiment we are investi-
gating the utility of audi tory feedbac k for remo te driving. 
Under one condition, useful auditor y information is fed back 
to the operator, i.e., sounds of the vehicle's motor, etc. , 
via earphones, Under a seco nd condition, only white noise is 
fed back to the operator. 
The second t opic I would 1 ike to discuss is a technique 
for producing depth in te levision presentat ions. This recent 
technique is a relativel y simple one and involves the use of a 
t wo-camera-moni tor chain with a simple optical system, i.e., 
four mi rrors. The arrangement of the optical system in front 
of t he t wo telev isi on monitors is shown in figure 32. The t wo 
inner mirrors (DM) are set at an angle of 90 degrees to each 
other with the t wo outer mirrors (ML and MR) parallel to their 
respective inner mi rrors . The observer then loo ks into the 
center mirrors and sees the ima ge disp la yed on the right 
mon it or only with his right eye and the image displa yed on the 
left monitor only wit h his left eye. By adjusting one or both 
outer mirrors, the observer finds it easy to fuse the dis-
parate views of the same scene and thus, obtain a strong im-
pression of depth in the scene. 
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This technique is based on the principle used in the 
telestereoscope. The appeal of this s ystem is that it 
doesn 1 t involve much cost. In our research on remote driving 
for example, we assu med that there would be more than one TV 
system on the vehicle. Thus, the t wo TV systems al ready avail-
able can be used in conjunction with the optical system just 
described in order to obtain 3D information. The only addi-
tional cost would be for the optical system, and that would 
be nominal. 
Since this technical development is rather new, we have 
not as yet obtained any empirical data regarding it. We intend 
to set up a research program to look at some of the problems 
that might be encou ntered, for example, how far ca n the 
cameras be separated or how large a convergence angle can we 
use before some distortions in the presentation arise. 
So f ar we have used a camera separation of about 24 
inches with a ca mera-to-object distance of about 20 feet. 
Approximately seven people have looked through the system 
with all seven of them saying that they had no problem in 
seeing depth. Pri ma rily our subject matter has been stacked 
boxes. We p lace a small box on top of a larger box with the 
smaller box sticking out beyond the larger box about a 
fourth of its length. All seven persons who looked at this 
scene through our s ystem indicated, quite strongl y, that t he 
smalle r box was about to fall off the larger one. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN : Are those front-surface mirrors? 
MR. KAMA: Right, All we did was to pick up four dime-
store mirrors, 2 by 3 inches in size. In order to determine 
whether this technique would work, we too k two different 
aspects of the same scene using a Polaroid camera, set up 
the mirror system, and placed the Polaroid pi ctures in front 
of them. After several attempts we finally managed to get 
depth. We therefore said, 11 lf it works here, it should work 
wi th the TV mon itors.'' We thought that we might have some 
problem with differences in alignment, resolution, and 
things 1 ike tha½ but we haven 1 t had that problem at all. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: Do you have a program 1 ined up? 
MR. KAMA: We plan to .set up a program and will be 
looking at what effects camera separation and convergence 
angle have on the system. We also pl an to look at this 
s ystem in terms of reconnaissance. You may recall that 
during World War I I they used stereo cameras to get good 
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depth relief of terrain and we think that this system can be 
used in the same manner. 
MR. CHATTEN: Did you have any difficulty in adjusting 
the raster parameters, sizes, distortions, and so forth to make 
these match? 
MR. KAMA: No difficulty at all. We simply adjusted the 
contrast and tried to get it focused about the same. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: You didn't encounter any problem in 
getting them to register the same? 
MR. KAMA: No. When I first started on this, I was 
discouraged by what I had read in Mauro's report regarding 
the problems of alignment, resolution, and things 1 ike that. 
However, we felt that it was worth a try, and it worked. It 
appears to have a lot of potential. 
MR. FLATAU : Have you tested distortion of the spatial 
picture you get? 
MR. KA MA: No. All we have done so far is to get some-
one to hold a rod in the field of view and have the observer 
direct the person holding the rod to move it to whatever 
position the observer desired. We increased camera separation 
and shortened the camera-to-object distance. In both cases 
this enhanced the depth effect without distortions. 
QUESTION: How far away is the man's head from the cen-
ter mirrors? 
MR. KAMA: Presently we have him positioned right up at 
the vertex of the angle formed by the center mirrors. How-
ever, once they see depth, some of the observers have moved 
back about four or five inches without losing the depth effect. 
QUESTION: You put your nose against that crack? 
MR. KAMA: Yes, right here. Then after you obtain depth, 
you can move back. Of course we will have a viewing hood 
built so that you won't have to do this. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: Than k you very much Mr. Kama. Dr. Farr. 
DR. MARSHALL J. FARR: am the Assistant Director of the 
Engineering Psychology Programs Office of the Office of Naval 
Research (ONR), Washington, D.C., and I am the Program Director 
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for the subprog ram wh ich we call "Augmenting Man's Physica l 
Capabil ities. 11 I say physical because there has been some 
confusion generated at previous meetings like this, where 
the man-augmentation field has failed to differentiate be-
tween augmenting intellectual/cognitive ability, sensory 
abilities, and sheer physical abilities. Within the bounds 
of physical augmentation, one can conceive of three or four 
main areas of augmentation, and I would divide it as follows: 
augmentation of human strength; augmentation of human reach 
(and within this reach dimension one can include the entire 
field of coaxial manipulators and remote mani pul ators ); aug-
mentation of human endurance (which ma y correlate with 
strength in some ways, but not necessarily so ); and augmen-
tation of human flexibility / dexterity. 
Many of our everyday tools meet these requi r·ements. An 
electric drill, for example, is superior to the human arm; 
it can keep going round and round at a speed unobtainable by 
unaided man. And, even without a power source, you can 
accompli sh a great deal with an ordinary hand drill, a screw-
driver, or a pair of pliers. For this particular session, I 
will talk about the strength and endurance categories t ogether , 
as represented by a s ystem that is now cal l ed Human Augmen-
tation Research and Development Investigati on (HARDI-MA N), 
or the powered exos keleton , whi ch most of you have probabl y 
heard about. This device augments both st ren gth and endur-
ance, and I wi ll give some brief history for those of you who 
are not thoroughl y familiar with it. 
The p rogram started almost ten years ago, with a con-
tract that was su pported for several years by the Engineering 
Psychology Branch of the Office of Naval Research, by the 
Army, and by the Air Force, with Cornell Aeronautical Labora-
tories as the contractor for developing a nonpowered exo-
skeletal harness. 
We come now to what happened after Cornell Aeronautical 
Laboratories proved the feasibility of a nonpowered harness 
which a human being could wear without substantially impeding 
his mobi lity range and flexibility. Following the Cornell 
study, a contract was let for p rototyp e development and 
fabrication of a single, powered exoskeleton (fig. 33). 
This was intended to lead to a set of "mechanical muscles " 
that would actually augment a man's strength. The s pecifi-
cation called for enough augmentation so that a man might 
easil y lift up to 1500 pounds by use of this exos keleton 
structure. He could carry it and support it at a certain 
height above the ground for a given ti me, enough t o establish 
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the fact that the device is feasible. I won't go into these 
numbers now, but they were intended to show that this could 
be done long enough for a practica l Navy and Army application. 
The contract for this was let to the General Elec tric 
(GE) Company in Schenectady, supported by the Army (first, Army 
Natic k Labs, and now, Fort Belvoir), by the ONR, and by the 
Naval Air Systems Command. An artist's concept at the be-
ginning of the GE contract is shown in figure 33. It shows 
a photo of a manikin, about a foot high, wearing the harness 
in the manner originally envisaged for how this machine might 
work. You can see in the upper right and left corners where 
the mani kin has stepped out of the structure, which was 
meant to be strapped around the waist . The design has 
changed rather substantially since then. 
Figure 34 is an artist's concepti on, a 1 ittle later in 
time, of how the machine might look. You will notice the pro-
tective gear around the head. Figure 35 again is an artist's 
conception of one of the pos sible jobs envisioned for the 
operator loading cargo onto a truck pl atform. The pack on 
the back of the man is meant to be self-contained. The 
first model, sti 11 in development, wi 11 have an umbi 1 ical 
connection. We'll plug it into a power source, so that we're 
not worri ed about the back pack now. That is for the futu re 
program , when the first model is finally completed and 
checked out to our satisfaction. 
Here is a recent photo (fig. 36) of the first piece of 
hardware built by GE, showing, as you can see, a test leg. 
If it looks rather tremendous and heavy, that's because it 
is, since it is merel y a prototype model. Within the next 
year we hope to develop an arm to correspond to the leg, and 
if funds become available, the entire ful 1-scale device to 
be worn by a man could be available by the end of the calendar 
year 1970. This projection is optimi stic. 
Let me now give you, in a brief summary, the advantages 
of a system such as HARDI-MAN. added on 11man 11 to it to 
make it correspond to 11 Handyman , 11 an ear li er GE remote 
manipul ator developed for work in 11 hot 11 environments. To 
present some points that may not have been made: 
(1) The device is articulated. 
(2) It involves a master-slave relationship. The 
master harness picks up movements of the limbs or other parts 
of the body and transmits proportional signals to the slave 
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harness; the slave then takes the action. You have a "bila-
teral" force-reflecting servo system here. Bilateral in 
this sense means two-directional. The forces or resistances 
encountered by the exoskeleton are fed back to, and "felt" 
by, the man. The reverse is also true. 
(3) The structure is powered for augmentation. The 
man does not feel the we ight of the structure itself. It 
will have a force-feedback ratio of something like 25 to l. 
Thus, the man will feel l/25, roughly, of the forces encoun-
tered. 
(4) The device follows the shape of a man. There are 
many useful reasons for this, some of which are empirically 
validated while others are not. The human being has a 
better feeling if the device is the same shape as his body. 
He knows where his two arms an d legs are, since he has grown 
up with them. He also takes advantage of the fact that an 
operator should be able to master this device in what amounts 
to a negligible training time. Whatever he does in natural 
movement will be followed by the slave. There should be no 
really new learning necessary. The virtue of these natural 
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movements is that there is a lack of control-display-
relationship errors. 
Now, in the field of human factors, control-display 
errors are a frequent problem encountered, and responsible, 
for example, for some aircraft accidents. To explain: take 
a fellow who goes from plane to plane; in Plane A, the 
turning of knob x to the right ·makes it go down, but in 
Plane B, turning knob x to the right makes it go up. In 
times of stress or distraction, a pilot trained on Plane 
A who changes to Plane B may well turn the knob the 
wrong way and thus commit a fatal error. There is no prob-
lem with HARDI-MAN because nobody has to learn anything 
unusual or atypical. This device, as I said before, en-
hances endurance as well as strength. Take away the master 
and the slave from the contiguous coaxial relationship and 
you would have a remote manipulator. Even in this remote 
case, there are advantages as to why one would want the 
manipulator to be in the shape of a man, even at the slave 
end. 
(5 ) With the HARDI-MAN concept one could attach any 
number of terminal devices, either to the feet or to the 
hands. The hands could have an electric drill attached 
instead of just a gripper arrangement. The feet could have 
a snowshoe kind of arrangement, so that you could actually 
screw on a different set of feet for travel over varying 
kinds of terrain, which would make this thing very adaptable. 
Briefly, these are the problems that we hope the future 
will solve with HARDI-MAN: we hope to go, as I say, from an 
umbilical to a self-contained model; and we hope to get 
better, more stream! ined packaging. The model is developing 
so that it is going to be wider and bigger than we thought. 
The original specification called for it to fit through a 
doorway of a certain size; unfortunately, I don't think it 
will make that. But this is, after all, a prototype model 
to demonstrate the feasibility of the approach and to iron 
out certain human-factors balance problems. 
Now, some of the possible applications. Conceivably we 
can replace fork! ift trucks or devices of that sort in those 
relatively confined spaces where a fork! ift truck either 
cannot operate or operates ineffectively. The cargo-handling 
applications are obvious in many other domains. Furthermore, 
there is a possible underwater application. 
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The Litton Space Systems people several years ago were 
tal king about proposing to modify for underwater applications 
a space suit they had developed for NASA. The result was 
seen as a self-contained, c0nstant-volume, articulated suit 
at one atmos phere. Now, if this k ind of concept were 
developed into a powered-servo-boost system, you could fore-
see a number of underwater appl ications. When this device 
was hydromechanical it cou ld have been put into water and 
worked with very 1 ittle, if any, modification. There will 
be some comp! ications now with the electronics involved, but 
they could still be sealed off and made to wor k in such an 
environment. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN : May I as k a question? About a month 
ago the head of the Ph ys ical Medicine Division of the Holy 
Cross Hospital at Silve r Sp ring as ked me if I kn ew of an y 
work that had been developed which could be ap p lied to stroke 
patients who had a paralysis of one or the other leg. He 
t o ld me that if we could get powered braces for stroke 
victims, so that they could start walking around, their rate 
of recovery woul d improve rap idly. Now, it sounds to me 1 ike 
you have already got it here, haven't you -these powered 
legs you have been developing? You could miniaturize, because 
you don't need the strength that you have there. Haven't you 
al ready developed a lot of this technique7 
DR. FARR: Right now the person's own motion is required 
t o initiate and follow through on the motion of the slave. 
Given an EMG p ickoff you do not need actual motion, you just 
need e lectrical signals. With a comp letely paralyzed leg 
which cannot generate its own forces, you wou ld need s ome-
thing 1 i~e an EMG pickoff from a proximal body site in o rder 
to start and keep the thing going. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: In the initial phases, i f you can 
start getting your legs wo r king after a few days or a few 
wee ks, doesn't it begin a pick up itself? 
COL. BROWN, Fitzsimons General Hospital : For some 
types of strokes that is true, and your master-slave concept 
could be applied through the type of device you are describing. 
It wou ld just be another circuit there, and this would cer-
tainly be of aid in rehabilitating certain types of strokes 
in similar conditions. 
MR. KAY: There has been some work done at the Univer-
sity of California on this type of device by Professor Magee, 
but when he is working with a single leg you have to put in 
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certain in puts to that leg, synchronizing with the action of 
the normal other leg. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: I should think we woul d be able to 
include a small special computer to get the two working to-
gether. 
DR. FARR: Of course, for standard movement it would be 
easier to program this kind of thing. Perhaps something 
1 ike the patterning, discussed earlier by someone else, is 
possible. It is movement superimposed from without on a 
limb or the entire body. Patterning is supplied, as I under-
stand it, to people who are neurologically damaged - brain 
da maged for the most part - who have difficulty but not 
comp 1 ete lac k of ab i 1 i ty, in coo rd i nat i ng movements. And by 
having other people physically move their 1 imbs and entire 
bod y in a particular patterned fashion, hou r after hour, it 
has been reported that the person will then learn to do this 
by himself wi thout the aid of some motion imposed from with-
out. 
MR. MOSHER, General Electric Company: Dr. Lieberson 
has done some of this work at Hines (VA). He was using only 
the hip. He needed external power on the hip and this in-
volves other p roblems. Gait, for example, has a definite pat-
tern. It seems it would be easy to go ahead and program 
this, but if someone steps in your way, immediately there a re 
other problems, such as balance. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: Wouldn't HARDI-MAN have the same 
problems? I mean, how do you stop the thing? 
MR. MOSHER: If the one leg is good, you can take this 
motion with an exoskeletal control for getting position sig-
nals and echo it into this artificial powered leg. You 
could superimpose biases on this cycling, the action of one 
foot as compared to the directing motion of the other foot 
or leg. This technology shows you can control balance if you 
get along with certain distortions of man's orientation with 
res pect to the vehicle. One other important thing. We are 
all really talking about and around the fide] ity of control 
between man and the end effect, and this equipment demon-
strates the ability of having the speed, strength, position-
ing, and force fidelity needed. I am convinced that it can 
be done. If you want that device developed to let the guy 
get a patterning motion and develop this neuro-learning 
again, there is no question that it takes time and effort to 
do something 1 i ke this. 
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DR. MURPHY: Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory put in a 
proposal to us to work with the VA Hospital in Buffalo on 
adapting their control brace on this problem of training 
disabled people. This involved exercising them or using the 
control brace for objective measurements of the strength of 
various joints. However, we were never able to finance this 
and we are not sure it was a good idea to begin with, but 
they thought of it several years ago. As far as I know, 
nothing tangible developed except that we suggested they 
wo rk with the brace maker at the VA Hospital. 
I would reemphasize this point on the variety, even on 
a simple thing like walking. If you are walking in a straight 
line on a level floor, you may be able to use mirroring to 
the other leg, as Mosher suggested, with some d isplacement of 
phase; but if you want to turn or go up and down stairs or 
step over a doors ill, the problem reaches another level of 
difficulty. 
DR. MOSHER: Please, don 1 t be too negative about the 
idea. Otherwise you might be precluding the understanding of 
how amazingly adaptive the human body is. You can get along 
with these distortions. As an example, let 1 s take a peg leg. 
He can turn around with his one good leg, and so on, right? 
What we are trying to do is improve this ability. 
DR. MURPHY: One of the things about the peg leg is that 
the above-knee amp utee has a direct extension from his hip 
jo int, as Norm Wiener pointed out. The patient knew where 
the tip of the peg was by perception from his hip join½ and 
he knew from the pressure on the stump whether it was weight-
bearing or not. As soon as you introduce artificial joints 
at the knee, and perhaps the ankle, then you are adding 
joints about which he does not know. That 1 s why I say there 
is another level of difficulty. 
MR. FLATAU: This is true if it is an open - loop device. 
If you close the loop in appropriate fashion, you can still 
maintain the stiff feel to the stomach, even when the leg is 
articulated. 
MR. MOSHER: Remember how many closed loops there are 
in a human leg or appendage when you try to duplicate it. 
There are many. The artificial joint, you see, acts as a 
filter to some of these loops. That 1 s the problem. 
DR. FARR: The human being is capable of learning com-
plex relationships, unconsciousl y and consciousl y, that are 
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hard to believe. After all, a human being should not be 
able to play a piano 1 ike a virtuoso, but he does. In the 
same way a bumblebee shouldn't be able to fly, but he does. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN : Thank you very much. Let's go to 
Andy Karchak from Rancho Los Amigos. 
MR. ANDREW KARCHAK: We have had two presentations, one 
of the master-slave exerciser from Rancho, which is an innova-
tion of the electric arm, and the other showing a patient 
functionally using the arm. What I will review wil 1 be the 
developmental stage that we went through in evolving some of 
the techniques used in making it successful. For those of 
you who are not familiar with Rancho Los Amigos Hospital in 
Downey, I will indicate that it is a country hospital, which 
during the polio epidemic became a respiratory center for 
the southwestern part of the United States. They collected 
a great number of polio patients there, and as medical 
knowledge in the treatment of patients with polio developed, 
along with respirators, it began to save many lives. We 
wound up with patients in varying degrees of paralysis, all 
the way from something si mple t o extreme quadruplegia, where 
they had nothing below the neck. I mean just complete 
paralysis. 
Naturally we had some res ponsibility to try to help 
them out in their rehabilitation. We then began to think of 
the concept of app lying external power to these patients, in 
the form of, say, prehension first, taking something simple. 
The patients who had affected finger flexes or extensors 
were fitted wi th hand equipment, using a simple three-jaw 
chuck-type of prehension rather than going into the com-
plexity of trying to duplicate the finger mo tions, which 
required a single activator. 
Well, the power source used at the time was pneumatic 
because Dr. Marquardt in Germany at that time was using it 
fairly successfully in prosthetics on his amputees. During 
the beginning of this program the individuals were fitted 
for prehension and initiall y used light-walled aluminum 
pistons, so that they could be placed on the splint. Short-
ly after that, the McKibben muscle was developed. I don't 
know if any of you are familiar with it, but it is one of 
those weaves, similar to the Chinese finger-trap you put on 
your finger. If you pull down, it tightens down on your 
finger, if you put a bladder inside and inflate it , it 
contracts. The desirable feature of this device is its 
similarity to the anatomi cal muscle, starting out with a lot 
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of force,which dropped off when the muscle was contracted to 
ful 1 extension. 
This was placed on several hundred people at the time, 
and proved so successful they began fitting patients with a 
1 ittle higher degree of paralysis. People were using it 
every day and it was giving them function. Next, they began 
fitting the type of patient who wore what was called a ball-
bearing feeder, now known as a horizontal-arm support. 
These patients were the type who had a certain amount 
of residual arm and trunk motions. If you supported their 
arms against gravity in some sort of a device, they could 
rock around and get functional motions. Now, when you get a 
marginal type of patient 1 ike this, you begin to loo k at the 
appli cati on of external powe~ which is a little higher level 
of paralysis. They again used artificial muscles on this 
unit, which was nothing but two arms that rotate around the 
vertical axis. One is the proximal arm that attaches to the 
whee l chair, and the other is the distal arm that has a tray 
in it wh ich supports the arm. The tray will rotate both 
about the vertical and horizontal axis. 
After they had accomplished prehension functionally for 
the patient, they went on to external power on these types 
of devices by pu tting a muscle on each segment of the arm, 
pulling it in, and letting gravity ta ke it out when the 
muscle was deflated. As they became successful in doing this, 
they began to think of the higher levels of paralysis, and 
slowly they worked up towards the individuals who were com-
pl ete quadruplegics, patients with nothing in their upper 
extremities, and generally nothing from the neck down. Some 
of the polios had smal 1 flickers in their toes or maybe a 
finger, which would produce a little extremity motion. 
These mo tions were generally harnessed for their controls. 
There were t wo problems, though, we found in the pneu-
matic system with this type of patient. First of all, we 
wanted to correct the customized fitting required. When you 
are using e xtremit y motion such as a toe flicker here, or 
have some motion around the head that you can utilize, you 
have control systems stru ng out all over the individual 1s 
body, and -it is different for each individual. There was 
another problem. We could fit these at Rancho fairly well, 
but people throughout the country were having difficulty in 
fitting them. Then a further problem arose. These patients 
used electric wheel chairs in order to get around, because 
there was no other wa y they could move about in the hos pital 
or in their home. The wheel chair is fitted with two large 
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automobile batteries - six-volt batteries - and there is an 
abundance of energ y even for propulsion. They can generally 
run a wheel chair two or three days without charging. The 
power unit requirement of an arm brace, in the application 
of external power to these patients, would be very small com-
pared to that used for running the wheel chair. 
Then we began to think in terms of using an all-elec-
trical system. We were using CO 2 systems to power orthotic 
a ppl icantes and the electric power on the bottom of it to 
drive the chair; we thought we would combine the unit to 
make it all electric. We also kept thinking of future control 
s ystems which probably, we felt, would be electrical. During 
that time, when we were about ready to make the change, we 
were thinking in terms of what we would use by way of joint 
motions. Would they be the same as the pneumatic arm? 
When we looked it over we thought most of the joints were 
fine but the pneumatic arm did not have a humeral rotator; 
it had pronation and supination and it had all the other 
joints. 
Just about this time, James Reswicke from Case Institute 
was ready to get started. He was looking at the same problem 
regarding joint and torque requirements, and individually, 
without knowing it, we came up with just about the same speci-
fications. The only difference was that in his humeral ro-
tator he did not provide joint motion through the center of 
the arm, which makes things a little simpler to build. You 
didn 1 t get a pure rotation through the arm but you rotated 
around an arc. The prototype model was just a rectangular 
bar-stock, cross-sectional area, on which we mounted motors, 
and we ran this through a testing procedure just to see how 
they worked. We also placed a few patients in them as a 
tryout. 
Finall y, we developed a unit with seven joints, which 
are not as anatomi cal as we could make them. The first 
joint at the top is a rotational one through the vertical 
axis about the shoulder, wh ich moves the arm in a horizontal 
p lane. The first models we built had adduction and abduction 
motion in the unit at the first joint, the second one being 
the humeral flexion, and then the humeral rotation, elbow 
flexion, forearm pronation, su pination, wri st flexion, and 
finally prehensi on. 
We decided this would be a good system initially but it 
offered a problem. There is one thing these peopl e do a 
number of times in their daily activities; they live in a 
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wheel chair and they have a lap board mounted there. They 
pick up objects and transport them across their lap board, 
such as feeding, doing tile work, or whatever the O.T. 1s 
find for them to practice on, and they do this several times 
a day. If the first joint at the top of the shoulder is 
adduction and abduction, this simple motion becomes a com-
plex motion of several 1 ittle joints simultaneously at vary-
ing velocities, and it creates a tremendous control problem. 
Since at the time we were using straight switching 
s ystems, we found that this was almost impossible for the 
patient to handle. The only solution was to change that 
first joint at the top from the adduction-abduction joint to 
a rotational one through a vertical axis, so that they could 
push one switch and so lve the complex problem. This does 
restrict range of motion. We thought we would leave it out 
until our control system had been refined. 
About that ti me, Dr. Nickel, our Medical Director at 
Rancho, approached us about using the tongue. A lot of 
people wo nder why we use the tongue. When you consider that 
here we have seven joints of motion and 14 channels to con-
trol bidirectionally on the arm itself, plus four channels 
of control for the wheel chair (a total of 18), you can 
appreciate the control problem. This is especially true 
when you are dealing with an individual who is completely 
paralyzed from the neck down. It is not a trivial problem, 
but the tongue is a very educated muscle. 
When the idea was first presented to us we thought it 
would be objectionable to the patient and he would reject it. 
The first time we tried the idea out it was fabulous. We 
tried it in the shop, and we just had an improvised type of 
tongue switch whi ch we made ourselves. It worked perfectly 
and solved the problem of custom fitting. 
Generally, a severely paralyzed person has a tongue 
function left which can be used as a control source. In the 
number of years we have been fitting these arms,we have 
found only one case, a stroke patient, who could not control 
saliva. His tongue was impaired, and this wo uld be the one 
type we couldn't fit. But it worked so well on the greater 
majority of our other patients that we think of it as a com-
plete success. It is not custom-fitted, because you can 
position that tongue switch in front of any individual and 
they can control it. They very quickly learn to operate it. 
The first joint on the arm is control led by the first tongue 
switch bidirectionall y up and down. If you push it up, your 
vertical joint will go up ; if it is pushed down, it will go 
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down. So it becomes somewhat easier to learn in that sense. 
We have been very successful with it because it can 
s pan the number of degrees of control we need to move the 
arm brace. We are going int o future s ystems, as Dr. Moe was 
telling yo u. An intraoral-control s ystem that is being worked 
on will take the tongue switch and place it inside the mouth 
on a bridge with p ressure sensors on it, which wi 11 telemeter 
out the information to the joint. As you press on these 
sens o rs, they will rotate the arm joints. 
One of the big questions is in regard to cost. To keep 
one of these patients in the hos p ital, or other institution, 
cos ts about $68 a da y, although that figure is p robabl y 
higher now; this amounts to over $2000 a month. If you can 
fit a patient with a device 1 ike this in a chair and send 
him home with an attendant , t he cost wi ll be about $450 a 
mo nth . 
You might say, "Al l right, he can go home an yway, even 
i f he is paral yzed ." He can , but he needs somebod y to con-
stantl y wa tch him. If the patient is in bed, you can't 
leave hi m too long. On the other hand, if he is in a chai r 
he can do 1 ittle things for himself, even though he might 
not be able to get out of i t al one . If you can leave the 
patient al one and give hi m a degree of independence , this is 
in a manner some form of rehabilitati on . 
We have one girl 
telephoning service. 
earn her own living. 
at this level, where 
as far as su ppo rting 
able thing. 
who has her own 1 ittle business now, a 
If this becomes successful, she will 
To even thin k of rehabilitating persons 
they can get off the taxpayers' bac ks 
them is concerened, is really a remark-
We have 16 fittings now, with two more in the process, 
and we are trying to get information to the physician and 
the occupational therapist . We are also work ing to get some 
courses, p robabl y at N.Y.U. or Northwestern, to teach people 
throughout the country to become more p roficient at these 
f ittings. These can be installed by orthotists and a pp lied 
to a patient an ywhere in the country . The only customized 
po rtion of the fitting is in the hand s pli nt. The patient 
won't tolerate the hand splint unless it fits perfectl y. 
The total cost of pu tting one of these patients in a wheel 
chair is $3700. The wheel chair cost is a thousand. If you 
subtract that , you are at about $2700 fo r ada pting this to 
the patient and an ybody can do it throughout the country , 
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provided you have an orthotist to ma ke the hand spli nt for 
you. 
CHAIRMAN JOH NSE N: Any questions? 
Than k you very much, Mr. Karchak, Dr . Brown is our next 
spea ker. 
COL. PAUL BROWN : I am a 1 ittle out of my natural en-
vironment in this group. I am a surgeon, Chief of Orthopedic 
Surgery at our local Army Hospital. My s pecialt y is recon-
structuive surgery of the hand. Therefore, I am at least on 
the perimeter of your interests and I have been fascinated 
with your approach to your hand. It has become increasingl y 
clear to me that what we are tal king about with teleoperators 
and manipulators a re imitations of the human hand. It seems 
to me that it would be appropr iate to take a better l ook at 
what we are trying to accomp lis h . It may be t hat we fail to 
recognize some of the p roblems we are in heriting in our 
attempts at this imitation . 
As a hand surgeon I have l ittle to do with teleoperato rs, 
but I have a lot to do with hands. I would 1 i ke to show you 
a slide of a reconstructed hand (fig . 37 ). This reconstructed 
hand is in a normal position of function, wh ich al 1 of us use 
in our everyda y life. This is what we are striving for, I in 
my way and you in yours. The problems I encoun ter are cer-
tainly different from those that you have to face, but in 
many ways we take the same route. 
Possibl y we haven ' t given enough consideration to the 
numerous and comp lex fu nctions of the hand. Even t hough 
this is my life's wo rk , I am still finding out every da y that 
there are new functions a particular patient may have thought 
of or had need for that have never occurred to me before. 
To break them down - an d there's a l ot of histor ical b.a c k-
ground to cove r - hands have figured very strongl y in al 1 
religions as far back as recorded history. They also have a 
certain mystical significance. Special attributes have been 
given to the hand. For instance, the concept of the healing 
hand, wh ich I as a surgeon know is a compl ete myth, but 
which has persisted in our mythology - the healing hand of 
the physician, the healing hand of the faith healer, or 
saint. These are all very mu ch a part of our concept of the 
hand. 
We use hands in commun ication all the time, and thi s is 
tied in with symbol is m. Every culture, every nationality, 
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FIGURE 37 
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and every ethnic group has its own communicative uses of the 
hand. There are ce r tain gestures that are almost universal. 
I su ppose most of you saw the pi cture of the Pueblo pr isoners 
taken in North Korea. They were making a certain gesture 
that was recognized all over the wor l d and probabl y has been 
for the last f ew millennia. This is both communication and 
s ymbo l ism. Hands have a great cosmetic significance. I 
have to approach the f emale hand patient far differentl y 
from the male, With the male, it is primarily a question of 
function. With female, very often the cosmetic requirements 
override the functional requirements, and, of course, this 
is tied up with sexuality, and all so r ts of other things. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: That is one wa y to get a program 
going. 
COL. BROWN: When we are tal ki ng about real hands, these 
are real considerations, and then, of course, the last and 
probably the most important are the functional considerations 
of the hand. Here you and I come together, in what we are 
trying to get this hand, this won derful tool, to do or to 
perform for us. 
When we consider the hand we must include the entire 
upper extremity, the arm, the forearm, the shoulder, and the 
elbow, even though for all practical purposes, the only 
function of the up per extremity is to put the hand - this 
terminal device - in a position where it wil 1 per form the 
tas ks we ask of it. The shoulder and elbow are tremendous-
ly complex joints, but their function is secondary to the 
positioning of the terminal device , wh ile the whole system, 
of course, is one of jo ints and levers under a central con-
trol. Basically, in the hand there are two systems we have 
to consider, the sensory and the motor system. The two are 
distinct in many ways and yet they are tremendously inter-
related and, in certain s pecialized pathologic conditions, 
we can't separate one concept from the other. 
The motor function, to which most of your endeavors 
have so far been directed, is really a wo nder s ystem, when 
you consider the wide range of forces and the many ways in 
wh ich they can be app lied by the hand. The contrast is 
great between picking up something as fragile as an egg-
shell, then using the hand for very gross and strenuous 
tasks. Here, we are getting into an area of misunderstood 
and poor l y covered fields. It has been said , I think by 
Schopenhauer, that the hand is the outside brain of man. 
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This is just another way of saying tha~ lacking some of our 
central sensory systems, the hand may act as a substitute; 
certainly in the bl ind person reading Braille we have a 
wonderful example of this. 
Now, consider what the sensors in the fingers do. 
They can discriminate p in pricks from gross touch. They 
can determine vibration. They can discriminate very finely 
over a temperature range. And they have a two-point dis-
cri minatory ability which varies in degree, qualitatively, 
from one area of the finger to another and from one finger 
to another, just as it does throughout the entire body. In 
fact it is in the tactile pads of the fingers that this two-
point discrimination is most highly developed. 
As a part of this, remember that these finger pads, 
these outside brains of man, have attributes that we don't 
find elsewhere. It is a self-moistening texture, and in a 
normal hand there is al ways a film of moisture overlying 
these sensors. It controls its own temperature and operates 
over a rather narrow range, if it is to operate well. It 
replaces wear and tear, and has a useful 1 ife of about 70 
years. think it is p retty hard to manufacture a machine 
that will fulfill these specifications. 
Coordination and control are extremel y complex , as we 
all recognize. Acting on, and in the hand, there are over 
40 motors, any one of which may operate in combination with 
any other or groups of others. So you see the combinations 
- I am no mathematician and I wouldn't think of figuring 
out what they were, but they are tremendous and they are 
significant. All you have to do is look at somebody using 
their hands, even in a mildly complex task, to recognize how 
tremendous these combinations are. The intricacies of just 
tying a necktie or a shoe lace, if you watch somebody's 
hands and try to analyze what they are doing here, are 
astounding. You would have a devil of a time analyzing this 
on any type of a graph or with a formula. The hand can be 
used to exert very strong forces - karate actions or chang -
ing a tire - yet at the same time it may abruptly revert to 
the finest, most delicate functions such as playing a musical 
instrument. What's more, it can ma ke this change of pace 
with amazing ease. My attemp t, then, has been to give you 
some of my appreciation of what a tremendously complex tool 
and organ you are trying to duplicate. 
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I would also 1 ike to say something about the app lication 
of some of the things you are doing to our everyday medical 
problems. We have what can be called a rehabilitation para-
dox. To illust rate this, a cou pl e of wee ks ago I spent some 
time with the parents of one of my upper amputee patients ex-
plaining to them why the Boston Arm, wh ich they had read 
about in "The Reader's Digest, " was not going to be fitted 
to their son. They didn't understand. They knew what marvels 
medical science was turning out and they as ked why I persist -
ed in fitting a crude prosthesis, whi ch hasn 't been much 
changed in the last century, to their son, when all these 
electronic marvels were available. The point is, there is a 
t remendous ga p yet between the producer and the cons umer, and 
I have to deal with real people and real problems. By this 
I don't mean that yours are unreal, but they are di ff erent. 
Most amputees with an amputation above the elbow 
neve r wear the prosthesis we fit to them, regardless of how 
hard we try to train them. Our success rate with even these 
simple devices is very small. If I can't make such a pa-
tient use a crude tool, I am certainl y going to have diffi-
culty in getting him to wear something as complex as a 
myoelectric arm. I am convinced that we're going to have 
this t ype of workable prosthesis. Although I recognize the 
value of a favorable press release of the kind of thing you 
are developing, please remember that if it's too enthusiastic, 
it may do the patient a disservice. Than k you. 
COMMENT : I got very interested in ma king an a rt i fi cial 
hand once, and I thought I had worked out a way to do it but 
I have never tried it. In the s keleton hands it appears that 
you don't reall y have a hinge at the joints; in other word s, 
the bones slide over each other rather than hinge. 
COL. BROWN: Indeed they do. 
QUESTION: Is that an imp ortant distinction, or would a 
hinge be adequate? 
COL. BROWN: A hinge is adequate and we are proving this 
in our artificial sil iconized implants. For instance, to 
rep lace degenerated rheumatoid joints, we are using a flexi-
ble rod which, for all practical purposes, functions as a 
hinge. 
QUEST I ON : If we made a hand that was one-tenth the 
size and was controllable as a master-slave or compu ter 
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controlled, would it be useful to you as a surgeon? In 
other words would it work scaled down by some factor ten 
to twent y times? 
COL. BROWN: Theoretically, yes. For instance, in 
some of the new forms of microsurgery, where I operate 
under a mi croscope in repairing fine nerves and arteries, 
I am handicap ped by the grossness of my armamentarium, 
the instruments, and the microscope; I am also handicapped 
by my own tremor, which I know is going to advance with age. 
If you could damp this out, if you could make my mo tions 
with surgical instruments more finite, more controllable, 
then conceivably this could be a great hel p in refining my 
surgical technique. 
QUESTION: Basically, though, there is a substantial 
need for it as a commercial venture. Just to get some 
feeling, how many of them would be needed across the 
country ? Do you have any rough idea? 
COL. BROWN: Theoretically, X-number. One of the 
biggest problems is dealing with the temp erament of the 
surgeon. A lot of us are prima donnas and we are not about 
to recognize that any machine is going to supplant our 
wonderfu l healing hands. 
MR. FLATAU: won de r if you can help us a little bit. 
We are tr y ing to do what a good hand does - 22 degrees of 
f reedom - with one degree of freedom, which is prett y bad. 
Of course, now, if you can go to t wo degrees of freedom we 
can improve enormously. Then let me as k a further question. 
If you had a mangled hand and you were given a choice, that 
is, you could only restore two or three degrees of freedom in 
t wo or three muscles, wh ich ones would you choose - what 
motions wo uld you prefer? 
COL. BROWN: With every mangled hand that I have to 
treat - and I am confronted with several hundred out here 
at Fitzsimons - I start from this premise: is the hand as 
good, or can I make it as good or better, than a prosthesis? 
This is the basis of our pl ans for reconstructive surgery. 
I can never ta ke a damaged hand and return it to normal. 
That is absolutel y beyond my capabi 1 ity and, I expect, al ways 
will be. So there are degrees of return of fun ction - what 
represents a tremendous gain for one patient may prove a 
compl ete failure for another because here we are dealing with 
the rather mystical, poorly understood concept of mo tivation. 
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This is an all-important aspect of any type of rehabilitation 
(motivation) - how much does this patient want to do with 
what he's got. The hands that you people are making are tre-
mendously useful as they are now, Any greater degree of 
freedom, sensory capacity, and motor variability which you 
can add is a great step forward. 
MR. FLATAU: You didn't answer my question, but I 
suppose the answer is not that simple. 
DR. MURPHY: You remember Dr. Bunell , just before he 
died, had compl eted a manuscript for our magazine '~rtifi-
cial Limbs" on reconstruction of partial hands, and the final 
decision of whether to go ahead and make a wrist amputation 
if the hand was too badly damaged. His major point, it seem-
ed to me, wa s that if sensation was lost he might as we ll go 
ahead and amputate. If sensation was lacking, it mi ght be 
dangerous, the patient would injure himself. But he had a 
variety of ingenious operations to give at least some degree 
of gripping force, deepening the cleft between the thumb and 
the hand, for example. His main goal, of course, wa s to try 
to get the three-jaw chuck prehension, index and middle 
finger against the thumb, if at all possible. 
COL. BROWN: And yet we know if we have a hand that is 
anesthe tic, for instance, which still has good motor control, 
the patient can substitute with his eyes for his lack of 
sensation. Such a hand is no good in the dark, but if he 
can use his eyes, he has a substitute sensor. 
QUESTION : This is a little bit out of our field but in 
a sense an information processing problem. You mentioned the 
tie. The other day my daughter wanted to know how to tie a 
necktie, I found out I didn't know how to tie a necktie, but 
my hands did. So, essentially, my question is, when you work 
on these reconstructed hands, do the y then get these neural 
patterns established again so they can do these semiautomatic 
operations? 
COL. BROWN: The younger the patient, the easier it is 
because chil dren are unprejudiced. You are set in the way 
you tie a tie, that's why you don't know how to adapt . You 
have to change your programming, which at my age is a painful 
process and sometimes impossible. But a child can do this 
with tremendous facility. 
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QUESTION: So these young patients from Vietnam, they 
can get back to semiautomatic? 
COL. BROWN: Depends on how complex their problem is, 
and generally they are very complex. Therefore, we have a 
whole battery of people, the physical therapist, the occupa-
tional therapist, sometimes the family, the doctor, and the 
nurse, contributing · to help this patient learn to use his 
altered hand, set up new control pathways, and block out a 
few switches and put in a few more. This is practice, prac-
tice, practice, with educated training. Some make it to 
varying degrees of success while others don't. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: Thank you very much, sir. 
Mr. Hawkins, we'd 1 ike to hear about robots and pattern 
recognition. 
MR. J. K. HAWKINS, ROBOT Research: You have heard some 
very good talks on sol id developments in the hardware area 
and valuable research work being done. I will provide a 
change of pace by engaging in some pure speculation. What 
I thought might interest you is to report briefly on a panel 
session entitled "Human Augmentation through Computers and 
Teleoperators," held at the Fall Joint Computer Conference 
(FJCC ) in San Francisco last December, in which several 
people here participated. The purpose of the panel was to 
set the stage and establish some of the parameters that 
surround possible applications of teleoperators in labor 
amplification, or human augmentation through the use of 
teleoperators and computer control systems. 
The panel addressed itself to a problem posed by Art 
Critchlow, its organizer and chairman. Ed Johnsen here 
discussed the problem of teleoperators. Tom Sheridan, 
who is also here, talked about man-machine relationships. 
Others discussed communications and systems aspects. 
considered how the present state of image processing or 
automatic pattern recognition would or could play a part. 
The kind of system that was postulated was a very large 
central computer, a number of displays located with the 
computer, and operators who could, through the computer or 
directly, view what was going on at a large number of remote 
stations. There was presumed to be a variety of types of 
remote stations, each one mobile to some extent and also 
capable of performing various operations. We too k some 
specific examples just to see what the parameters of such a 
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s ystem might be. The kind of thing unde r consi derati on is 
touched upon briefl y by Jim Nev ins, tal k ing about the com-
pute r-su perv ised mani pulator. Here, someti mes at least, 
the remote mani pulato r could be unde r direct computer con -
trol without the ope rator on line, and the kind of tas ks 
we had in mind were compatible with such a scheme. There 
are j obs going begging in man y areas simp l y because they 
are so undesirable. Ca r l Flatau, I thin k, mentioned coal 
mining as one that few peop le care for. 
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To be more s pecific, the change in operating mode is 
de p icted schematicall y in figure 38. Here the concept of 
an individual wor ker contro lling a t ool t o perform a tas k 
at a particu lar location is labeled "Present. " The c on-
cept of a remote wor k stati on with an app rop riate too l per-
f orming its tas k under the general direction and control 
of a computer and human telesupervisor, which are time-
shared among man y such units, is mar ked "Future." 
The question was, how would a s ystem of this so r t 
actually be made to operate, and what const raints would 
one impose upon it ? The t wo things that seemed to 
emerge most strong ly we re f i rst, that t he communicati on 
1 in ks would have to be ver y low bandwidt h , on the order 
of voice-t yp e communication channels. Therefore, one is 
limited to applications such as s pace or unde rwater where 
bandwidth is constrained, or where the economics of the 
situation do not require an operator on line at all times. 
In other words, if we are, indeed, augmenting the abilit y 
of an operator to do a tas k, it does no good to keep hi m 
on line with a single tas k. That si mp l y p laces a com-
p lex lin k between hi m and the j ob. Hence, he must be 
ti me-sha red. The second point fo l lows, namely, that we 
must have a certain degree of automatic, independent 
ability on the part of the remote teleoperator for short 
periods of time. The periods ma y be minutes or seconds. 
In any event, if the unit gets stuck or needs hel p, it 
can call on the central controller. 
This assumes a reasonabl y comp lex tas k. On the other 
hand, i f the job is so si mp le t hat the human telesu pe r -
visor's attention is sel dom required, then the comp uter-
controller system ma y not be needed at all. A local self-
p rogrammed " robot ," as in the case of a washing machine, 
may suffice. Another way of say ing this is that the 
average interval between manual interventions at the re-
mote work terminal has gone to infinity . In this case, 
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for example, in f in i t y is equivalent to the average annua l 
calls of the appliance repairman. 
What the FJCC panel considered, there fo re, are inte r -
mediate tas ks between these extremes. In this ran ge , the 
tradeoff situation a ppears t o be dep icted in figure 39 . 
Here we have p lotted the unscaled coordinates of the aver-
age time between communications t o and f rom the remote 
work terminal and the central s ystem, and the number of 
wo rk terminals tied to one s ystem. The sol id curves gi ve 
a range of increasing interval required as the number of 
remote work terminals increases. Thi s f ol l ows f r om the 
fact that a request from a remote wo r k terminal ta kes 
ti me to answer. Generall y s pea k ing, the comp uter gi ves 
the quic ker answer. A man ma y have t o go "o n-l ine " for 
a few minutes t o extricate a work terminal faced with 
some obstacle. Comp uter-answered requests are in the 
nature of updated coordinates o r the calculati on of s ome 
geometrical transformation , requiring onl y a fracti on of 
a second . In either case, howe ver , as s ystem size in-
creases so does waiting time . 
The dotted curves in figure 39 rep resent constant 
labo r cost functions . Qualitati vel y, the sha pe of these 
f unctions can be ver if ied by notin g that , f o r examp le , 
fi x ing the update interval but inc reasing the numbe r of 
work terminals tied to the s ystem means that s ystem fi xed 
costs are be i ng shared by more tas ks , hence the c ost per 
tas k goes down. On the other hand, f i x ing the number of 
wor k terminals and increasing the update inte rval may no t 
at first slo down tas k performance substantiall y , but 
share the same tas ks over few operators and /o r less com-
puter ti me. Eventuall y , however, either task performance 
slows to an uneconomic level, or - as the update inte rval 
goes to infinit y - the remo te terminal must effectivel y 
be self-contained and therefore expensive, and cost per 
task rises again . 
The question arises , what do the remote terminals 
do between intervention or update periods ? It has been 
c ontended that most tas ks under consideration are repeti-
tive in nature and , having established an i nitial pattern , 
the human operator can turn contro l over t o the c omp uter 
for most of the routine remainder. I contend that th i s 
is semantic confusion based upon the wo rd "repetitive . " 
In engineering this word has a wel 1 known meaning ; the 
internal combusti on engine is a good e xampl e . But t o the 
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housewi fe - gardener- f arm laborer, who is constantly washing 
dishes, ma k ing beds, mowing the lawn, etc., it does not 
mean that the motions involved or the tools or materials 
employed are repeated each ti me with any degree of pre-
cision approaching that involved in the motions of an 
engine, 
Thus, repetition in detail is ab sent, an<l the remote 
wor k terminal must cope with this lack of order. It must 
therefore be capable of sensing a reasonable range of 
shapes, materials, textures, colors, etc. It was my con-
tention that one of the key sensors must be optical be-
cause optical sensing is inhe rently high resolution and 
does not disturb the object sensed, It can operate equal-
l y well over very close as well as reasonably great dis-
tances, and can be compared, for example, with mechanical 
sensing. 
Now if shapes, textures, and colors are to be sensed 
or even if objects are to be discriminated from their 
bac kground - some degree of automatic pattern recognition 
is called for. This may seem too much to demand o f a 
remote work terminal. Man y of us know of the difficulties 
e ncountered in t ry ing to appl y image recognition to mil i-
ta ry or s pace missions. However, the situation under 
consideration here i s much more constrained. Full use can 
be made of compute r models of the environment, computer 
cata ]ogs of speci f ic objects 1 i kel y to be found in the 
environment, calculations of perspectives, 1 ists of a specif-
ic object's tex tural or spectral characteristics, etc. 
In addition, lighting, perspective, and scale (range ) can 
be changed at will. And, as a last resort, the central 
operator can al ways be called in. The question that I 
particularly addressed myself to, therefore, was : where 
do we stand in the field of image processing and pattern 
recogn i tion at present, and to what k ind of tas ks is this 
field applicable? 
It appeared that you can place these tasks into three 
categories. One is these tasks that certainly or probably 
wil 1 not require any sort of on-board image-type sensory 
in fo rmation. The type of task here would be one in which 
complete storage of the environment is contained in the 
c omputer. For example, reactor disassembly. You already 
know where everything is and you simply go to it and do 
the job. In the house or outdoors, it would be applying 
a t ool to a well-defined area. 
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There is a second class of tas ks in which sensory data 
of a pattern or image type is required, and which is capaa 
ble of being solved at the present level of technology. 
Such tasks have to do with the handling of objects which 
are rigid themselves, but which can occur in any orienta-
tion in space. For example, in the house dishes are rigid 
objects; outdoors there are tools of well-defined shapes. 
Pattern-recognition technology is up to identifying these 
by techniques such as template matching, scene anal ys is, 
or various other techniques developed by many workers . The 
objects can even be partially obscured and still be dragged 
out of a complex environment, 
A third t ype of tas k appears to be well beyond the 
state of automatic on-board image processing at present. 
It is represented by objects which are nonrigid. We cur-
rently have no techniques for handling the recognition of 
things that can occur in great amorphous mass. The best 
example of this is clothing. In the household, cloth ing 
can simply occur in a heap. While human beings do a very 
nice job of sorting clothes, industry has not ye t develop-
ed any automatic recognition techniques that appear to be 
applicable to that kind of tas k. 
We have so far considered primarily the case in which 
we know the environment pretty well - in the house or 
outdoors. We already have a well -establis hed map of the 
environment and can direct the mobi le unit or the tele-
operator to the work point. But there are a number of 
tas ks that involve f inding your way in a relatively un-
known environment. You may have a rough map, but you 
need to locate your way locally around obstacles. This 
also appears capable of being handled by present tech-
niques in image processing. In particular, there are a 
number of techniques in mapping that have to do with 
me asuring parallax in stereo pairs. This can be done 
quite accurately. One can develop, on board with rela-
tively si mple equipment, a local range map of the area. 
You may not be able to tell what an object is, but you 
can at least tell that there is an object at such-and-
such a location stic k ing up above the general level of 
the terrain, and that it represents an obstacle. 
In connection with range finding by image sensing, 
noticed yesterday that Dr. Farr commented on the ability 
of the eye to see stereo even whe n questions were raised 
about wh ether there was real registration or whether the 
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images were distorted. I can say the same thing holds 
true in the electronics field. Stereo can be pulled out 
of t wo images that are distorted to a certain extent. A 
typical examp le is when you are loo king at aerial photos 
in stereo. The ground, if it is not flat, will appear 
distorted in one view compared to the other view. Yet 
you can still see stereo quite readily, and so can elec-
tronics. 
These are some of the things that came out of the 
panel discussion. The tas ks that were analyzed, the 
recognition requirements, and the applicable technology 
are su mmarized in the accompan y ing table. 
Table l. - Work Terminal Pattern Recognition Requirements 
Tasks 
Unmapped Areas 
Errands 
Harvesting 
Clothes Handling 
Dish Hand! ing 
Recognition 
Topology 
Texture 
Rigid Shapes 
Voice 
Shape/Size 
Spectral Information 
Cloth Texture 
Spectral In formation 
Code Marks 
Amorphous Shape 
Rigid Shape 
Cl utter 
Spectral Information 
Technology 
Mapping 
Statistical 
Template 
Spectrogram 
Template 
Multiband 
Statistical 
Multiband 
Print Reader 
Un known 
Template 
Nontemplate 
Multi band 
It may be of interest to some of you to see the basis 
for these conclusions. For this purpose I am inserting 
into the record a summary of the analysis of tasks pre-
sented at the FJCC: 
l. Housecleaning. Ta k ing this tas k to mean, say, 
vacuuming the floor and washing the windows, a first l ook 
suggests that sensory feedback requirements are mini mal. 
We can assume the ex istence of two key subsystems: (a ) a 
comput er store of t wo or three dimensional space model s of 
the areas of interest, and (b) a unit that knows the 
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location and direction of the remote teleoperator at all 
ti mes. (These will also be assumed present whenever appli-
cable in all subsequent discussion.) The first is straight-
forward in principle, but is bound to suffer from the same 
problems encountered with topographic models or maps, 
namely, the information to be extracted differs in accuracy 
requirements, type, method of access, etc., for each dif-
ferent user. The second subsystem can be implemented in a 
variety of ways; for example, by installation of a perma-
nent grid, as in wire-guided vehicles, or by installation 
of si mp le electromagnetic or acoustic stations for obtain-
ing a "fix" on the teleoperator. 
Vacuuming can proceed in a methodical fashion to 
insure complete coverage of the area, while avoiding per-
manent obstacles, such as built-ins. There wi 1 l always 
be a certain number of movable obstacles whose position 
is not known in advance. It seems proper to 1 abel these 
as "semipermanent" if the pressure sensor on the work 
terminal determines that the obstacle cannot reasonably 
be moved. Strategies for handling both these situations 
in order to reach a desired goal have already been worked 
out, for example, at Stanford Research Institute. Other 
clutter on the floor such as papers, books, toys, etc., 
can probably be handled in either of t wo ways. One is the 
present method, namely, the housewife picks up troublesome 
clutter before beginning the vacuuming operation. A more 
sophisticated and expensive approach is to allow for some 
degree of object identification. Here automatic pattern 
recognition of the types described subsequently might come 
into play. 
Window washing provides a very interesting problem 
for pattern recognition if dirty spots are to be detected. 
However, the brute force approach appears more appropriate, 
namely, simply wash all areas of all windows. With a 
computer space model of window locations and simple touch 
feedback,the work terminal can proceed to do its job 
ignorant of the actual condition of the windows. The 
central telesupervisor may inspect at completion and 
order selected repeats. The washing mechanism itself, as 
wel 1 as locomotion and extensor systems - particularly 
outdoors - pose serious mechanical design problems that 
are, fortunately, outside the scope of this discussion. 
2. Clothes Handling. A variety of tas ks involve 
handling cloth materials: making beds, sorting, pressing,fold -
ing , putting away, etc. The cycle starting with the removal 
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of apparel from storage and ending with its return to 
storage in clean, folded form can be taken as the predomi -
nant example. As far as a remote work terminal is con-
cerned, the cycle begins at the clothes hamper, goes 
through transport to sorting, washing and drying stations, 
again through sorting to pressing and folding, and con-
cludes with transport to storage. It is clear that a 
great deal could be done with a systems approach to this 
sequence. For example, what is the tradeoff between 
requiring the remote teleoperator to distinguish Ann's 
from Torrey's and Gale's dresses mixed up in a heap of 
tangled wash, and requiring each recipient's garment to 
be wa shed separately? There are many others. In any 
case, it is apparent that we cannot afford to have the 
centra l telesupervisor on -line for any substantial period 
untangling wash or identifying garments, so the remote 
work terminal is faced with the problem of sensing cloth, 
co lor, type of material, possibly reading coded or printed 
identifiers, and possibly having to possess some 11 concept 11 
of gar ment shape for the purpose of pressing, folding, 
etc. 
For some of these pur poses automatic pattern 
recognition techniques based upon the classification of 
textures of spectral response, combined wit h mechanical 
hand! ing and shape detection, could conceivably be appro-
priate, Texture classification has al ready been investi-
gated with some success in regard to aerial photo data, 
and spectral data is being applied to crop classification 
from remote sensors. Print-reader technology, although 
expensive at present, is probably up to reading garment 
labels, if the mechanical hand! ing problem can be solved, 
Although it may be feasible to computer store adequat e 
descriptions of individual garments, this seems excessive-
ly detailed. Probably a few dozen garme nt types can serve 
as basic categories for shape classification with excep-
tions handled by the central telesupervisor. 
3. Dish Hand! ing. The same t ype of cycle occurs 
in the case of dish hand! ing. Although consideration 
may be given to automatic food preparation, we can take 
for discussion purposes a cycle beginning with a table 
of used dishes and utensils and ending with their storage. 
The automatic pattern recognition requirements in this case 
may be taken to center on the identification of dishes and 
utensils at any location within the field of the table, 
against a background of clutter and nontarget objects such 
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as table decorations. Once the target objects have been 
located in space, their further manipulation through waste 
removal, washing, drying, and storage appears straight-
forward. 
The automatic pattern recognition problem in this 
case is greatly simplified for several reasons : (a) the 
target objects are rigid bodies that can only be visuall y 
transformed by the operations of perspective change and 
scale, (b) they must make contact with the plane of the 
table or 1 ie on other objects that do, and (c) the shapes 
are often simpl y described geometricall y , e.g., round 
plates. In t h is case it appears that well-known template-
machine or scene-analysis techniques can be adapted to the 
situation. For example, if the work terminal knows its 
position with respect to the table, then a perspective 
and scale transformation will tell it the expected shape 
of any plate of known size at any point on the table. 
Economical incoherent optical methods, or simple scanning 
techniques, can then be applied. 
4. Gardening. Outdoors the work terminal encounters 
a mo re varied terrain, but enjoys two advantages. One is 
that the tas ks generally do not involve the manipulation 
of complex objects, but rather the application of a spe-
cific tool to an area. Another is that outdoors we can 
probably permit the work terminal to be powered by an 
internal comb ustion engine, freeing it from the 1 imits 
of batteries or the constraints of cables. 
5. Unmapped Operations. Occasionally the subur-
banite is called upon to clear an area of brush, rocks, 
etc., but more often this task arises in rural areas and 
forestry . It is a task worth brief consideration. The 
problem is that no map ex ists on the same level of detail 
as that of the yard or house interior. Furthermore, we 
cannot afford to have the central telesupervisor driving 
the vehicle on 1 ine except in emergencies. Thus, the 
remote wo r k terminal must be capable of developing a local 
map as it goes along. 
Techniques for doing precisely this in connection 
with planetary rovers have al ready been investigated, for 
example, by Sutro· at M. I .T. They are based upon optical 
ranging and photogrammetric reconstruction of the sensed 
data. They p robably need to be augmented by a modest 
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degree of texture classification t o disc rim inate, for 
examp l~ between bushes and roc ks, so that the fo rmer can 
be cut down and the latter avoided. 
6. Errands. Many errands need to be run within the 
premises of any household, both indoors and out. The par-
ticul ar type chosen for consideration here is that charac-
terized by the request: "Fetch the screwdriver." With 
this type of tas k we have just introduced for the f irst 
ti me a new mode of system behavior. Namely, not only must 
the wo r k terminal be under central telesupervisor control, 
it must also, to some extent, be under local customer 
control. 
It is clear that this requirement ex ists i mpl icitl y 
throughout the list of foregoing tasks. For example, all 
work terminals should be able to respond to the l ocal 
voice command, stop , by freezing all mo ti on. Touch com-
mands ( including a stop button) should also be present. 
It is probabl y desirable in some situations to have the 
custome r "program in " a comp lex sequence of motions by 
guiding the wo r k termi nal through them manual l y. Auto-
matic voice recognition of the numerals and a few words, 
across a wide spectrum of spea kers, does not appear to be 
beyond the present state of the art. 
In any case, it does not appear unreasonable to 
expect the work terminal to res po nd to simple verbal re-
quests, perhaps initially given in some agreed-upon code 
form. In the case of fetching a tool, presumably a cata-
log of individual items or tool class characteristics can 
be computer stored. The pattern recogniti on problem for 
those cases where the specified tool is not in its usual 
storage location, but must be searched for within a given 
area , is similar to that of the dinner dishes. The objec ts 
are rigid, of well-defined shape, and must obey gravity . 
7 . Agriculture. The harvesting of fruits and vege-
tables is a tedious job . It is not at all clear, however, 
what, if an ½ role the remo te work terminal might play in 
the future of agriculture, because a number of mass 
production methods under investigation may prove difficult 
to comp ete with. Machines tailored to specific c rops are 
presentl y in commercial use or under development for such 
crops as lettuce, asparagus, tomatoes, and grapes. Much 
of this work is going on at the University of California 
at Davis, in conjunction with related wo r k in plant 
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biology . The objectives of the biological work are to de-
velop fruit and vegetables that are more suitab le for the 
mechanized methods of harvesting; for example, by forcing 
most of the crop to develop simultaneously, or by making 
the fruit more resistant to bruises, or by making the stem 
more easily detachable from the branch. 
These approaches have not met with universal accep-
tance. For example, although a strain of tomatoes has 
been developed in which 80% of the crop ma tures simul-
taneously, manual removal of green or bruised tomatoes 
still is required. The harvester simply cuts the stems, 
separates vine and tomatoes by shaking, and discards the 
vine. Unfortunately, this variety of tomatoes was devel-
oped in California and is not suited to growing conditions 
in most other states. 
Similar conditions hold for machine harvesting of 
tree fruits. So far all the successful methods have 
depended upon shaking the tree mechanically. However, 
clamping onto and shaking a tree can result in bark injury 
and subsequent infection. Also, catching the falling 
fruit in a large frame or basket without bruising it can 
prove difficult. 
Thus, there still exists an opening for either l ow-
cost work terminals to do individual fruit picking, or 
at least for operator-controlled work terminals to help 
set up and operate the mass production methods. In 
pattern recogn i tion, the task can range from relativel y 
simple (as when spectral information together with range 
and size can be used to identify ripe fruit) to very diffi-
cult (as when the discrimination required is that of a 
green object against a green background, often in the 
shade). Nevertheless, it is relatively easy to conceive 
of a computer-guided work terminal successively stationed 
at several points around a tree, a rough computer volume 
model of the tree, and successive sensory views, each of 
which covers some portion of the total tree volume. If 
fruit meeting the specified criteria is found, locations 
can be noted and picking arms positioned while the sensor 
goes on to the next volume. Mechanical speed and economy 
are obviously crucial. 
In conclusion, it appears that the known technology 
in the field of pattern recognition is up to most of these 
tasks, with the exception of apparel recognition under wet -
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dry-tangled conditions. The main engineering problem wi ll be 
economics. Historically, automatic image recognition technol-
ogy has developed around a set of military space problems with 
very special characteris tic s. Among these characteristics 
are: (a) computer-stored prior information about the sensed 
data not available to the pattern recognition system, (b) few 
constraints except the laws of physics operating in a complex 
natural environment to 1 imit what can appear in the sensor 1 s 
field of view, (c) pre-coding of natural phenomena excluded in 
any except complex ways, and (d) severe speed and accuracy re-
quirements. Along with these characteristics has generally 
gone an acceptance of relatively expensive systems. 
In the case of remotely performed domestic, agricultural, 
or other labor shortage tasks these constraints are substan-
tially relaxed : (a) the time-shared computer is already pres-
ent in the system, (b) the environment is relatively limited 
and well-cata loged, (c) the coding or lettering can be free l y 
placed at critical points if this is helpful, and (d) speed 
requirements are modest (wfth the poss ible exception of crop 
harvesting) while the central telesupervisor is al ways on hand 
to intervene in case of difficulty. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: Thank you very much. The next speaker 
is Art Critchlow, who is involved in commercial ope rations of 
this nature. 
MR. ARTHUR J. CRITCHLOW, Mobility Systems, Inc: As 
Mr. Hawkins ment ioned, we discussed some of these same things 
at the FJCC. I wou ld li ke to digress a bit, however, and 
talk about computer-controlled vehicles and explain what we 
are doing that may be of interest to you. 
Mobility Systems is -a commercial outfit,and as far as we 
know, we are the only company making a 1 iving on computer-
controlled mobile vehicles. Since it is a commercial appl i-
cation, we have to be cost competitive with labor in the field. 
We have to provide something to our customers that will do a 
job for them reliably, accurately, and on schedule. So we 
have had to develop mobile vehicles, and our approach here has 
been to use the computer to do those things it does best and 
let a man do those things that a man does best. 
Basically, the computer has a very good memory and 
an equally good analytical ability. It can remember 
what to do and in what sequence to perform certain tasks, 
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but it has poor pattern recogn ition capab ility, and a manip-
ulato r of any kind doesn't have t he same dexterity as a man. 
So one of our first applications has been to make vehicles 
which will carry a man to the tas k and tell him what to do, 
and let the man do the pattern recognition and perform the 
actions requiring dexterity. 
Our next step is to ta ke a vehicle with an arm to the 
pic king location. We have made a pic k ing arm which will 
handle defined objects such as boxes for garments or shoes, 
or cases of groceries. If you can describe the object in 
some good geometric terms and tell us where it is located, 
we can find it and pic k it up, if it is not too heavy. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN : Computers are expensive. 
MR. CRITCHLOW: Today this is no longer the case. We 
are currently buying computers for less than $5000 for 
our control work. Not only are they inexpensive but they 
are going down all the time. 
We have a dis k file; these are also fairly expensive. 
In this file we store all the in formation about the ware-
house. It has the description of the warehouse; it knows 
where every shelf is, where every aisle is, where every 
item in the warehouse is located. It knows the inventory 
in the warehouse by quality, size, weight, location, 
vendor, order, anything you need to know. It also contains 
information about the orders in the warehouse. So we tie 
all this together and provide complete integrated data 
processing and a details-hand] ing system. To do that, we 
come out to what we call the warehouse control unit, which 
is a 1 ittle auxiliary computer of a type I will show you 
in the movie here. Basically, however, this control unit 
goes to wires in the floor of the warehouse, forming a 
grid pattern, and this grid can be as fine as required, so 
you can ta ke any path through the warehouse. In particu-
lar, the computer can provide the best path for a given 
function. 
Since the time is short, may we run that first movie? 
This is our prototype computer-controlled vehicle (fig. 
40). As you can see, it ma kes turns and takes any path 
through the warehouse. This is what we call a drive 
module. It can have as many types of secondary modules 
attached to it as desired depending on the function you 
wish to perform. The black tape on the floor is covering 
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some wires which are used for guidance. They have a radio 
frequency current in them which is picked up by an electro-
magnetic sensor on the vehicle. The sensor is mou nted on a 
shaft that sticks out in front of the vehicle. That shaft is 
attached to the steering wheel, wh ich is servo-control led. 
You can see the sensor arm fol lowing the black 1 ine t here. 
One of the problems in this kind of s ystem is that safety is 
abso lutely essential. So we put safety devices on top of 
safety devices. No te that the technician rides backward and 
he doesn't have to hold on to the vehicle with the new ver-
sions, but he can work as he goes. 
A display tells the order picker what to do. He is told 
to pick 12 items at location 7564 (fig. 41). Quantity 12, 
location 7564, and he is putting those in his module. Since 
he is carried to the right location and told what to do, he 
can actuall y wo rk about three times as fast as a man could 
in the old scheme of pushing a cart around the warehouse. 
MR. FLATAU: Does he stop the vehicle, or does the com-
puter stop it? 
MR. CRITCHLOW: The computer does. 
QUESTION: How does the computer keep trac k of the cart? 
MR. CRITCHLOW : Marks on the floors are opticall y picked 
up. There is a wheel counter on each wheel, which counts 
rotations. There is t wo-way communication from the vehicle 
to the computer and back. So the vehicle is constantl y trans-
mitting its location back to the computer. This, of course, 
is stored in the disk file or the core memory of the computer. 
We also have some safety devices on these vehicles. One of 
these is a safety transmitter , which is not on this prototype. 
The order picker is told to pick seven items and presses 
the "Task Complete" button. The Task Complete is an all-
purpose button; it just says , "You told me to do something, I 
have done it." The computer remembers what it told him to do, 
so it marks that task as completed. 
QUESTION: Do you have such a system now that is being 
used comme rcially? 
MR. CRITCHLOW: Right now we have two of what we call 
our "local control" systems, which use the same type of 
vehicle, but it is not yet connected directly to the computer. 
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We al s o have in test and product ion our f i rst f ull compute r-
controlled system. Both systems use the same vehicles con-
trolled in the same way, except that the two-wa y communication 
link to the computer is not operated. Instead, in those 
systems the man sets a number of control dials to enter a 
location. Dial settings provide an aisle number , a bin num-
ber , and a height. He then pushes a "Go" button and that 
stores all this information in the local memory of the vehi-
cle. 
MR. FLATAU : Would you briefly describe the t wo-way 
communication lin k? 
MR. CRITCHLOW : Essentially it's an antenna in the floor, 
except it has to be balanced in such a way it does not radi-
ate too much. 
MR . FLATAU : What k ind of communication mode do you use? 
MR . CRITCHLOW : Just a parallel trans mission line. 
MR . FLATAU: Could you sa y anything about the required 
bandwidth? 
MR. CRITCHLOW : We designed this one f or a bandwid th of 
20,000 bi t s pe r second, or roughl y 50 kc ba ndwidths , and we 
could get more if we needed to. 
MR. FLATAU : Is that enough, or do you have room to 
spare? 
MR. CRITCHLOW : We have more than enough. In fact, we 
started out with the idea that we would use thirty vehicles 
and each of them would have not only computer control but a 
computer-controlled arm on it, also. Since these vehicles 
don't have arms on them, it takes less data trans mission. We 
have more than enough. It turns out, also , we are putting 
more computer power in the vehicle itself. Our comm unication 
problem is trivial. 
MR. FLATAU : What k ind of parameters do you need to run 
the computer? 
MR. CRITCHLOW : The installation I am showing was run 
off of what is called the Allen-Babcock system, a remote time-
sharing system. The computer is an IBM 360-50. It is run 
over a telephone line, which has an effective bandwidth of 
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2400 bits per second, but actually we are getting about 1200 
bits per second on our time-shared terminal. Each vehicle re-
quires about 15 bits per second to run in full computer control, 
One of the things I started to mention was the safety 
transmission on some of the new vehicles. This transmits an 
electromagnetic field about 20 feet in circumference, When t wo 
vehicles detect each other they stop and wait for operators to 
take control. These are standard printed circuit cards. We 
use integrated circuits and back-panel wir ing. Quite a bit of 
computing power is used in the control unit that rides with the 
vehicle. In addition, there is a warehouse control unit which, 
in this case, is just a local interface with a comm unication 
1 ine interface in it - an rf transmitter and receiver. There 
is also the tie-in to the remote computer. We are trans mitting 
through the remote computer to the registers, and actually 
storing command information in the vehicle. 
One of the things I want to show you is the computer-
controlled arm. This is a true teleoperator because right now 
it is being operated in this picture by t wo of our engineers, 
and you will notice that they are not overlapping functions. 
But it does show that you can pic k up boxes with a vacuum 
grabber and slide the box on to a shelf. This arm is perform-
ing the function of picking garment boxes in a warehouse and 
putting them -on the shelves on a vehicle. It wo r ks quite wel 1. 
The same arm has been modified slightly to pick up shoe 
boxes, and we have put it on full computer control. Some of 
the attendees here came down to see this arm operate while 
they were at the FJCC. The arm wo r ks under full computer 
control with overlapped operations, in X, Y, Z, and rotation 
movements. Ray Goertz was mak ing some comments about the 
overlapping operations that a master-slave unit can perform. 
This arm can overlap also, but the particular device shown in 
the movie did not overlap operati ons except in a computer-
controlled version. The movie was made about a year and a 
half ago. Shown are two engineers flipping switches. It is 
really a chore to flip all the swit ches i n the right sequence, 
but the computer finds it very easy to do. That is about all 
we need of the movie, so you can stop it if you want to. 
DR. MURPHY: Is there something noted when it is the top 
box? 
MR. CRITCHLOW: The compu ter keeps trac k, in the disk 
memory, of the location of every box - the re are five, six, 
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or ten boxes in a stac k. In fact, we worked out ways to keep 
track of a pallet pattern of bases stac ked on pallets in 
warehouses. 
Again, these are completely flexible programs. 
operate on any size box, any size warehouse, so that 
have to do is store in the computer a description of 
warehouse and the size of the boxes, and the programs 
take it from there and adjust the movements to match. 
They can 
all you 
the 
wil 1 
I have some slides to run through quickly, which will 
give you an idea of what one of our actual commercial instal-
lations loo ks 1 i ke . Here is the control panel (fig. 42) for 
what is called the local mode of operation. The two top 
dials are labeled 1 to 10 and use that as an aisle address. 
The next t wo are labeled 1 to 10 also, to set the bin ad-
dress on the bottom of the 1 ist. 
In the next slide (fig. 43) is one of our vehicles 
standing in the aisle wi th a man operating it under local 
control. This is a production vehicle. You see a couple of 
the safety features on top. The 1 ittle box there is a safety 
transmitter I told you about. 
The operation is rather interesting to watch because the 
safet y transmitters on the two vehicles will talk to each 
other, and if they come within 15 feet the vehicles auto-
matically slow down ; if they come within five feet, they 
automatically stop. Some of the workers have phenomenal 
faith in these vehicles, because they will walk between t wo 
of them separated only by these safety transmitters. I 
wouldn't do it. 
We also have a vehicle which is either man-controlled or 
compu ter-controlled. It is a side-1 ift or side-loading fork 
truc k and it can carry t wo pal lets full of parts. This can 
be used, of course, for carrying an y kind of object that is 
on a pallet or boxes where you can note its location. We 
have sold some as an unmanned, computer-controlled vehicle. 
It will reach out and pick up a loaded pallet of something 
and ta ke it somewhere in the warehouse and put it away or 
retrieve something from a rack and take it to the shipping 
dock. 
The 1 ift order-picker vehicle you see here is being 
operated at high altitude in the warehouse, and there's a 
girl riding (fig. 44). This woman found it very comfortable 
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up there to operate the vehicle, and pick. One of the things 
we sell to customers is space-saving. You can use very narrow 
aisles to go high, and that helps to pay for the system. 
Our 1 ift system is unique and patentable. A servo-
control led motor runs the hydraulic 1 ift and givm us s mooth, 
precise control. We can draw a pencil 1 ine on the 1 ift, for 
example, and repeat, - go down to the bottom and come bac k up 
and 1 ine up with the pencil 1 ine again within five-to ten-
thousandths of an inch, at least one or t wo times in a row. 
At the bottom of figure 45 you see the power panels for this 
vehicle, We use all power transistors in a bridge circuit. 
There are just 25 or 30 or 50 power transistors in parallel. 
It turns out to be the cheapest way to do this within the 
scope of our probl em. 
When we ta 1 ked to the FJCC, the subject was ''Human 
Augmentation by Compu ters and Teleoperators. 11 Take the idea 
Joe Hawkins mentioned : we can use a computer to control a 
number of teleoperators remotely and have a human supervisor 
override. Well, we coined the na me telesupervisor for the 
ma n who controls the remote teleoperators. And, incidentally, 
there are some new techniques coming up in microwave communi-
cations that seem to offer more bandwidth, so we may be able 
to use actual broadband television within a local area. This 
is considered to be something within a 10- or 20-mile radius 
of the central. 
In this slide (fig. 46) we are concerned with a system 
that is an economic problem. There are 100 computers in a 
hundred locations in the country. There are exoskeletons on 
the man, sensors, displays, and teleoperator controls - 20,000 
sets of these. In other word s, 200 for every control comp uter. 
We fig ure that 20,000 telesuperviso rs, each control! ing five 
teleoperators on the average, can run 100,000 teleoperators at 
remote terminals. This is planned as a two-arm, 50-pound 
capacity teleoperator wi th a vidicon scanner and a chance of 
two legs or dual tracks to do economic useful work in either 
a domestic situation or some other unpleasant environment 
where people aren't willing to work. 
In the next slide (fig. 47) I worked out roughly what it 
would cost to fully develop this kind of system. It will be 
interesting to check these numbers against your own experi-
ence. System planning, engineering programming, hardware, 
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SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
Control computers 
and peripheral equipment 
Telesupervisor controls 
exoskeleton. sensors. displays 
and controls 
Communication - Average length 
10 miles. 1 megahertz bandwidth 
Teleoperators (Work terminals) 
Two arms. 50 lb. capacity 
Vidicon scanner 
Two legs or dual tracks 
FIGURE 46 
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
System Planning 
Engineering 
Programming 
Hardware Test 
System Test 
FIGURE 47 
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Required 
100 
20.000 sets 
20.000 paths 
100.000 
$1 ,000.000 
2,000.000 
2,000.000 
800.000 
400,000 
$6 ,200.000 
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and system test. This is the development only. The numbers 
come out around six to ten mil l ion dollars, in that order of 
magnitude. It turns out not to be very important in the total 
scheme of things. 
The yearly cost of operation is shown in this slide 
(fig. 48). We have to pay the telesupervisor operators about 
$3.00 an hour on today's scale, plus supervision. Twenty 
thousand teleoperators would cost $50 mill ion; building and 
facilities, $12 million; administrative and miscellaneous, 
$50 mil lion. So this whole system would come to $690 mil l ion, 
whi ch is something maybe only the government can afford, but 
this is being approached as though it were a viable business 
venture. By the way, the idea is based on a theory of avail-
ability in 1975; not necessarily today . It will take that 
long to develop it and to solve the social and political 
problems. 
Then the income for 100,000 teleoperators at $2.00 an 
hour on the prime shift or $1.75 for the second shift wo rks 
out to be $774 million per year, so the yearly income ~s 
greater than the outgo (fig . 49). So you get a net income 
of $84 mill ion a year - not a very good return on the initial 
investment by industrial standards, but significant from a 
social viewpoint (fig. 50 ). You are finding work for 100,000 
people per system, providing functions that are not otherwise 
available, and doing jobs that are not otherwise being done. 
The approximate total system cost is shown on this slide 
(fig. 51 ) . 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: Any questions? 
COMME NT: In one of those slides you showed very narrow 
aisles , and it looked 1 i ke there wasn't much clearance 
between the vehicles and the racks. 
MR. CRITCHLOW: Five inches on each side. 
MR. BURGESS: Was that guided? 
MR. CRITCHLOW: This was guided on the floor, but not by 
track. We put specifications on the fl oor level, but have 
had no trouble with contact. We are guiding with an accuracy 
which is hard to measure. Something 1 i ke an eighth of an 
inch or less. 
1. 
2 . 
3 . 
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YEARLY COST OF OPERATION 
Telesupervisor Operators 
Supervis ion - 1 9% 
Maintenance of Equ ipment 
Bu ilding and Fac ili ties 
Administrative and Miscellaneous 
Total 
FIGURE 48 
SYSTEM INCOME 
100,000 Teleoperators 
80% utilization on prime shift at $2 / hour 
60% utilization on second shift at $1 . 7 5 / hour 
Total per day = $21 .20 per Teleoperator 
$100,000 x $21 .20 = $2 .12 million / day 
365 days x 2 .12 million = $774 million per year 
FIGURE 49 
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$525 mil lion 
53 million 
50 million 
12 million 
50 million 
$690 million 
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SYSTEM PAYOFF 
Net lncome$774 - 690 = $84 million / year 
Return on investment is low by industrial standards. 
Contro l Computer Complex 
$750,000 X 100 
Telesupervisor Controls 
$5 .000 each x 20,000 
Communicat ions -
FIGURE 50 
CAPITAL INVESTMENT 
IN 1975 (1968 Equivalent) 
$2 ,000 per channel x 100 ,000 
Teleoperators 
$4.000 each x 100,000 
Total 
FIGURE 51 
$ 75 million 
100 million 
40 million 
400 million 
$615 million 
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QU ESTI ON : Wou l d it be poss i ble that you could save 
the gu idance s ystem by us i ng trac ks where the vehicle would 
just slide out , t hen move ove r and engage an othe r t rac k in 
the next aisle in a buil d ing area where space was that clos e? 
MR. CRITCHLOW: You could. In fact, that is commonl y 
done in the for klift truc k business, and the advantage of 
this met hod is th e flexibility of guiding out an aisle, 
around a curve , and guid i ng into another aisle. Also, 
the cost of the steel guide ra ils along the s i de is 
quite e xpensive . We are tal k ing here about roughl y 5000 
feet of track, so you have to install a guide rail on each 
side, that is 10,000 feet. By the time you get through with 
that , it is cheaper to put guidance on the vehicle. 
MR. FLATAU: Could you sa y something about the cost of 
such a vehicle? 
MR. CRITCHLOW: Yes, they are in production and they 
range from thirty to fifty thousand dollars, depending on 
the t ype of vehicle. That is just the vehicles alone. In 
addition, the sys tem costs are running about three and a half 
to four and a hal f dolla rs installed per foo t of aisle. 
MR. FLATAU: Does that include your commu nications lin k? 
MR. CRITCHLOW: The vehicle includes all comm unications 
and the control, compl ete and ready to operate. In addition, 
there is a programming cos t, which is a one-time charge , and 
that is prett y si mple if all you want to do is guide the 
vehicles; but it turns out that everybody wants this also for 
order processing, inventory control, and other data-processing 
functions which are hard to separate. 
MR. FLATAU: Two more questions. One of them: what is 
the powe r source of the vehicle , a battery? 
MR. CRITCHLOW : Battery, 550 ampere-hour, 24 volts, lead-
acid. 
MR. FLATAU : What other anti-co l l is ion device do you 
have? I don't mean vehicle to vehicle, I mean vehicle wit h 
objects which the people have left around by mistake. 
MR. CRITCHLOW: On these vehicles there's no coll is ion 
device . We have a safety bumper that will stop the vehicle 
if it bumps into something, and we are thin ki ng very 
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seriously of putting on a sonar device whic h will detect 
objects. We haven't had that kind of trouble. If the vehicle 
loses a guide signal for any reason, it wil l automatically 
stop. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: One more question. 
QUESTION : You mentioned earlier in your presentation 
that there was something 1 ike a three-to-one efficiency ratio 
in favor of your computer control over man's control . Were 
these figures arrived at in some systematic fashion? It 
seems to me a man who is reasonably well trained and of 
average intelligence could very easil y learn a cataloging 
sys tern. With we 11-ma rked aisles and she 1 ves, I don I t see how 
you can really obtain anything 1 i ke a three-to-one differ-
ence. 
MR . CRITCHLOW: I compared the man riding one of our 
computer-controlled veh icles to the man pushing a cart, which 
is what was being done before in these wa rehouses . A man 
pushing a cart can walk about one foot per second and has 
to carry a piece of paper wit h him. He has to look at the 
piece of paper, recognize something on it, 1 ook a round, find 
the object, and quite often cli mb up or reach up to get it. 
In fact, in some of these warehouses they actually had por-
table ladders for the man to use. He has to chec k off the 
item on the 1 ist and then pick up the object . This analysis 
was done on a time-and-motion-study basis. We actually can 
achieve three times the output. 
QUESTION: If you had a machine that a man could ride, 
with an elevator, what ratio would you have? 
MR. CRITCHLOW: Then the ratio is onl y about two to one. 
There are on the market what are called "Order Pic kers," 
vehicles that a man does ride. In that case the man has to 
control the vehicle, and while he is control] ing the vehicle 
he can't do anything else. In our system he can pick and 
pack, tag, wrap, and do other functions as he is riding, be-
cause he doesn't have to control the vehicle. This is based 
not only on very careful analysis by us, but analysis by the 
best industrial engineers in the country. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN : One more question. 
QUESTION: I was interested in the five thousand dollar 
computer. Is this the computer you use with the disk s ystem? 
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MR. CRITCHLOW: I am talking really about the warehouse-
control type of computer. 
COMMENT: The $5000 is for the warehouse control unit, 
but you have a lot more money in the computer. 
MR. CRITCHLOW: This is the data processing computer, I 
should perhaps have mentioned, All we do for the data pro-
cessing computer is hook onto the existing computer and get 
information from it on a periodic basis. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: This is the one in Palo Alto. 
MR . CRITCHLOW: Yes. It is an IBM 360 Model 30 or 40, 
or 50, It is time-shared, so we use a fraction of its time, 
or t wo percent perhaps. All we do is transmit data from here 
to the local warehouse control unit, and then the computer 
is free to go about doing anything else it wants to do. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: Thank you very much, Mr. Critchlow. 
MR . MAGEE : I want to remind you we are starting at 
8 : 30 tomorrow morning. 
(At 5 : 20 p.m. the conference was recessed until 8 : 30 
a.m., Thursday, February 27, 1969.) 
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THE SECOND DAY OF COLLOQUIUM 
The 1969 Colloquium on Advancements in Tele-
operator Systems resu med at 8:30 a. m., Thursda y , 
February 27, 1969,with Edwin G. Johnsen presiding. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN : We will start with teleoperator 
systems. Most of the next group of speakers will probabl y 
have only brief comments to ma ke about what they are doing. 
would 1 i ke to start with Mr. Swain, and ha ve him give a brief 
rundown of what they are up to. Actually , this isn't quite a 
system that he has, but we will put it in that category an y-
way . 
MR. ROBERT SWAIN, Aerojet-General Corporation; 
Mr. Johnsen asked me to tell you about one of the tools Aero-
j et is developing for use by the astronauts. We developed the 
too l for use by the astronauts from one of the tools we had 
originall y designed and developed f o r use by a manipulator in 
the disassembl y of the NERVA reactor. Disassembl y of the 
NERVA reactors requires that the fo rward closure of the pres-
sure vessel be removed. This is held in place by 75 5/ 8-inch 
bolts and each bolt may ta ke a thousand foot-pounds of t o rque 
to break it loose. 
We started out with an impact wrench and a manipulator, 
and went around the forward closure and unscrewed each bolt. 
We then used the manipulator to pic k up the bolts and deposit 
them in a container. The v ibration of the last few bolts had 
reset the other bolts and they were no longer loose. It was 
apparent that we had to develop a tool that would hold on to 
the bolt, so that when the tool removed the bolt it would 
grasp it and subsequentl y deposit it in the container. We 
also found that if you hold a tool with a manipulator, you 
have to raise the tool as the bolt comes ou~ and this is diffi-
cult to do at the p roper rate. Thus, as we developed the tool, 
we expanded the design so that the bolt was essentiall y swal-
lowed up into the tool. With this design, the manip u lator 
did not have to move as you removed the bolt. 
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During a visit to the Marshall Space Flight Center 
(MSFS ), while showi ng them the type of tools we could develop, 
we discovered that they had a problem. The S4B tank, in 
order to be used as a space workshop, required that the astro-
naut first ta ke off a hatch f astened down by 75 5/ 16-inch 
bolts. MSFC had conducted a stud y in their neutral-buoyancy 
tanks to determine how long it would take a man to remove 
these bolts with conventional tools. They ran into the same 
problems we did. The natural-buoyancy diver - the astronaut 
- free to drift in space , drifted away, and he couldn't 
maintain himself in position, Also, he didn't know what to 
do with the bolt when he got it out because, wearing an astro-
naut's glove, he could hardl y pic k up a 5/ 16-inch bolt. When 
MSFC saw our tool they decided that it was exactl y what they 
needed and asked if we could develop one specifically for 
removing the bolts from the hatch. This we did with no prob-
lem except that it was a space design and yet had to be tested 
at 50-foot water depth. Our difficulty was sealing it so that 
it would wo r k under water. The diver using this too l , wh ile 
completely free-floating in water, was able to take out these 
75 bolts in 16 minutes compared with over two hours using 
conventional tools. The added feature in time-saving was that 
when the tool grabbed onto the bolt the operator needed no 
more restraint ; he did not have to fight his own body to stay 
in position, 
It so happened at that time that the hatch design was 
changed and the requirement for bolt removal was eliminated. 
The decision was made to go ahead with the space station work 
and we were as ked to design a tool that, in addition to taking 
the bolts off, would install them. They were interested in 
1/4-, 5/16-, 3/8-, 7/16-, and 1/2-inch bolts and wanted the 
installation torque control led. NASA has a requirement that 
all bolts are set wi th a certain to rq ue, so we have developed 
this tool according ly. It has been successfully bench-tested, 
and it will, indeed, take an y size bolt and install it to 
proper torque. The tool is designed to hold onto the bolt so 
the operator only needs one hand. He can pick up the bolt 
with the tool, run it in, go back, and get another bolt ; or 
he can take the bolt off and put it into a container. 
agreed with Mr. Johnsen that I would lead a discussion, 
but I didn't know until I got here that I was going to ma ke a 
speech. This slide (fi g. 1) shows a bolt-removal tool sealed 
for underwater testing, and the unit redesigned for bolt in-
stallat ion (not sealed for underwater testing). The basic 
tool has been written up as spin-off technology for possible 
commercial application . 
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CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: When you install it , how do you keep 
from ruining your threads? 
MR. SWAIN: We worried about that, but there is no prob-
lem. We wondered how we were going to be sure we were verti-
cal or horizontal at least true to the axis; and since we are 
now using a man to feel , you just ta ke the bolts and put them 
in. The easiest way to put a bolt in accurately and fast is 
not to look at it. You are talking about hand dexterit y , and 
if you watch you can get confused. 
QUESTION : What is the smallest bolt you have success-
fully installed? 
MR. SWAIN : Five-sixteenths. 
MR. FLATAU : Not a number four o r something li ke that? 
MR. SWAIN: No, we don't go that small. In fact, I reall y 
don't think they will go to a half-inch in space, but we are 
developing the tool for it. 
QUESTION : What is the mechanism fo r holding the bolt ? 
MR. SWAIN: It is a combination mechanis m. We use a 
special 12-point socket and it has a ho le i n t he he ad. As the 
tool retracts, a collar expands into the hole an d hol ds it by 
friction, 
QUESTION: Where does the counter-torque come from? 
MR. SWAIN : It is an impact wrench, so there is no 
counter-torque. There is a t wo percent residual torque. If 
you are installing with 100 ft-lb, then you are going to feel 
roughly 2 ft-lb. We did find out that you had to use an 
impact wrench. Astronauts do have to be restrained, and t wo 
percent is really no problem. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: Than k you very much, Mr. Swain. 
would like to ask Dr. Chesley now if he could tell us what 
his company has been doing recentl y. 
DR. FRANK G. CHESLEY, Central Research Laboratory : Than k 
you, Mr. Johnsen. I would like to express my appreciation for 
being invited to this meeting and for the opportunit y to say 
a few words about the activities at our company. It is very 
exciting to learn of the developments in o r thotics and pros-
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thetics that have been described and to hear the remarks of 
Colonel Brown regarding the hand. The efforts in our compan y 
have principally been directed toward developing and producing 
a variety of master-slave ma nipulators which are mechanically 
coupled. These devices permit manipul ations to be carried out 
in host ile environments ; unfortunately, in most cases, they 
are inefficient and unsatisfactory when compared to the case 
with which we use our hands. Most of the ma nipulators which 
we have produced are used for handling radio-active materials 
or devices. A relativel y small number have been supplied for 
handling hazardous chemicals and high-energy fuel. In a typi-
cal installation the manipulators are usually located at f i xed 
work stations and pass through shielding wa lls which vary 
from several inches up to five or six feet in thickness. 
One of the projects on wh ich we are working is an electro-
pneumatic servo system controlled by de potentiometers. This 
s ystem was ori ginated by the Northrop Corporation and we are 
continuing development under a license arrangement with them. 
The s ystem is not a true force-reflecting t ype, but it does 
provide a sense of feel by means of a si mulated force reflec-
tion. You see here the prototype s ystem (fig. 2). As the 
operator's finger bends, electrical resistances of the glove 
potentiometers alter. A bridge circuit detects the change and 
uses the error signal to control pneumatic actuators in the 
slave hand. A pneumatic bladder under the operator 's fore-
finger creates a pressure that gives him a sense of touch. If 
the slave hand is stopped by a sol id object, it cannot reduce 
the glove signal to zero,and the bladder pressure under the 
operator's finger increases as the operator curls his finger 
further. The mechanical system consists of miniature drive 
chains, sprockets, and return springs. Pneumatic controls 
are actuated through torque motors driving proportioning 
valves. Further development will include loops driving wrist, 
e lbow, and shoulder movements to achieve an articulated arm. 
Argonne Na tional Laboratory was principally respons ible 
for originating the earlier model of master-slave manipulato rs. 
At Central Research Laboratory we are making about 11 such 
models. These devices have evolved into this multiplicit y 
because the requirements and the tasks performed have become 
more specialized. The sealed master-slave ma nipulator has 
now been highl y refined and provides sensitive mani pulation 
with reasonable load handling capac i ty inside shielded enclo-
sures demanding ultimate containmen t of extremely hazardous 
materials. It also operates well in a completely evacllated ves-
sel o r containment s ystem at pressure as low as 10-7 torr, A 
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sealed manipu lator is shown in figure 3. It can be completely 
separated i nto three sections. All mo tions are converted into 
pure rotations which are transmitted through double rotary 
mechanica l seals between the master and slave mechanis ms. The 
inters pace between the two seals may be pressurized with any 
suitable gas to serve as a lock permitting co ntinuous monitor-
ing of seal integrity. In the event of seal failure any 
resulting lea k will only allow the compatible pressurizing gas 
to escape t o either the master or slave compartmen t. The 
slave ends of these sealed manipulators are remote ly removab le, 
and replaced units couple up to the seal tube assembly re-
establishing all mot ions initiated at the master end. 
A third item I would like to tell you about is a small 
micromanipulator . This device can be used under a l ow-power, 
binocular-type microscope and it provides moti on reductions of 
approximately 20 to 1. In the configuration shown in figure 4 
a small tweezer or gripping tool is operated in oppos ition to 
a probe. The motion heads are capable of exerting fairly high 
forces under complete c ontrol with no bac klash or lost mo tion. 
The operation is learned easily and quickly as the operator 
discovers that the microtools move li ke extensions of his 
fingers in the field of magn ification. It is not difficult 
with the hands supported to achieve finger positioning to 
about a sixteenth of an inch. With a reduction of 20 to 1 it 
is no prob lem to position the tweezers or other tools to three 
thousandths of an inch. This provides complete control and 
enables retrieval ot or crude operations on, small particles. 
In the nuclear field an example is the requirement to 
section some fuel which is approximatel y three-eighths of an 
inch in diameter, A thin cutting wheel makes a waffle-1 ike 
grid on the circular cross section of the fuel sample. The 
micromanipulator makes it possible to select little samples 
from known positions on the sectioned fuel. Other applications 
come to mind in the biological and medical fields. The micro-
manipulator might also be operated by master-slaves and peri-
scope opt ics to provide viewing in high radiati on fields. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: Questions, please. Mr. Allen? 
MR. ALLEN: What is the cost of the micromanipulator? 
MR. CHESLEY : It can probably be supplied for less than 
one thousand dollars and we are examining the costs for an 
initial production run . 
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Is it available now? 
MR. CHESLEY: No, but we are preparing descriptive infor-
mation and hope to be able to distribute it soon. 
MR. FLATAU: Do you have any k ind of force reflection on 
the micromanipulator? 
MR. CHESLEY: No. There is no useful force reflection 
invol ved. 
MR. FLATAU: You have a four-degree movement? 
MR. CHESLEY: We have five degrees of movement and a 
pinching action on the unit with a tweezer. The motions are 
X, Y, and Zand t wo rotations. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: Any further questions? Thank you 
very much. 
MR. MELVIN J . FELDMAN, Argonne National Laboratory: 
would like to describe a research and development project that 
was carried through to practical operations. In 1958 Argonne 
conceived a project for remote processing of reactor fuel. 
This differed from what we normally thin k of as fuel process-
ing in that it was a complete cycle whi ch included manufac-
ture. In 1960 the design was completed, and in 1963 the 
concrete was placed. By 1964 the process began its operation. 
The basic process was a trial for remote operations. 
Superimposed on normal remote operation was a higher-than-
usual radiation field (105 to 106 R-hr) and for a major por-
tion of the process, an inert atmosphere (argon at 20 to 100 
ppm) of water and oxygen . There was also a requirement to 
integrate nine separate but consecutive operations into a 
continuous process. Contributing to the complexity of opera-
tions was that the process was an integ ral part of a reactor 
comp lex which depended completel y upon this facility for its 
fuel. So we were a sole supplier for fuel and were tied 
directly to the reactor (EBR-11) . 
In the layout of the fac ilities (f ig. 5), there are t wo 
cells. The circular one is the more unique; it contains an 
argon gas atmosphere. The second is a fairly standard hot 
cell - air atmosphere, two-sided operation, normal rectangu-
lar configuration. Here the figure shows again the basic 
steps of the process as were shown on the earlier figure. 
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Figure 6 is a schematic of the process. We received sub-
assemblies from the reactor. This was our spent fuel. We 
dismantled the subassembly, moved the fuel cladding, and 
placed the fuel into a refining process. Following the refin-
ing step, the metallic fuel was, in essence, in the same con-
dition as it was before it went into the reactor. Since it 
was highly radioactive, we then proceeded to f abricate the 
complete fuel element over again from the raw fuel to the in-
spected element. The finished elemen ts are fabricated into a 
subassembly and shipped back to the reactor, in a continuous 
stream. Figure 7 is a cut-away of the building and the remote 
facilities. It shows the circular cell, the rectangular cell, 
and the passageway that leads towards the reactor. It also 
shows the peripheral laboratories. Figure 8 is an elevation 
of the circular cell. We have the ability to operate from the 
inside of the doughnut configuration or from the outside. As 
it turned out, the inside was used as an auxiliary viewing and 
control position. Standa rd rectilinear manipulators operating 
in polar coordinates had their cabling fed at the center of 
the cell. Figure 9 shows the fuel cycle facility and the EBT-
11 reactor. Figure 10 is a view of that manipulator from its 
center support column, showing the bridge and carriage. The 
bridge is a permanent installation; the carriages are remov-
able for repair. There are eight of these bridges. The ma-
nipulator used in this facility was a stiff-arm crane with 
fingers at the end. It has a 750-pound capacity. Figure 11 
is an end view of the air cell showing the equipment and 
master-slave type of manip ulators. In this eel 1, we use the 
standard Model-8 master-slave ; in the argon cell, we use the 
sealed master-slave man ipulators. Also shown is the overhead 
system with the telescoping tubes extended. The carriage is 
interchangeable wi th those in the argon cell. We have contin-
uously transferred car ri ages between the two cells. Figure 12 
is a representation of the process: refining the metal, cast-
ing, mol ding, and shearing - a large number of steps. This 
is, in essence, a standard manufacturing process remotel y 
operated. 
Si nce start-up we have handled 2300 kilograms of exposed 
fuel and have manufactured over 35,000 fuel elements. This is 
a 1 ittle better than five core-loadings for the reactor. I 
think one of the most important contributions of the operation 
is the fact that from March 1964 until the present time (five 
years), there has been no manned entry to the facility. All 
the operations have been done remote ly. The design philosophy 
of the facility was that manned entry would not normally be 
required. We accu mu lated reams of statistics. I would 1 ike 
to touch on a couple of high points. We have 1 l electric 
manipulators, 3 cranes, 21 Model-8 master-slaves , and 8 Model-A 
sealed ma ster-slaves. We also established repair frequen-
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cies for our equipment. On the Model A, a sealed manipulator 
is made up of three components : the outside master, the through 
tube, and the inside slave. These were treated separatel y . 
The repair frequency on a master was once every two mon ths ; on 
a slave, once every three months ; and for the sealed tube, 
about once every t wo years. 
On the electric manipulators, and there were eight of 
them operating almost continuously, we kept t rack of their 
ability to operate. We called the manipulator efficient if it 
was operable or operating. Most of the time we were process-
ing fuel, so it would be in an operational mod e, but there are 
times when you are not operating although the manipulator it-
self is available . Our electric manipulators ran between 61 
and 96 percent availability. The average (for the eight) was 
89 percent over a three-year period. These statistics were 
derived during the three-year span, our heaviest operations 
period. On the specific equi pment that made up the process 
equipment the efficiency was between 80 and 99 percent. The 
average here was about 92 percent equipment availability. 
In operating this remote foundry, we just proved that a 
comp lex sequential remote operation can successfully be under-
taken. Second , where repetitive operations are planned, the 
equipment can assume some of the manipulations. Third, a 
force reflecting electric manipulator would have provided addi-
tional flexibility and efficiency in the operations. In addi-
tion we needed good resolution television to utilize the space 
in the facility. This was designed around the window concept, 
which leaves you wi th a band of operating area within the 
sight 1 ine of your window. There was additional space that we 
could have used had we had good-resolution television. We 
made some progress in convincing people that remote operating 
and remote maintenance and repair for process i ng p lant and re-
actor operation are a potential avenue of pursuit. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN : That is a lot of experience. Questions? 
QUESTION: If you plan to have a complete remote opera-
tion, how are you going to repair the manipulators? 
MR. FELDMAN: One of the things that you loo k at when you 
anal yz e remotely operated fast reactor s ys tems is that there 
is a requirement for remote service facilities built right 
within the same containment shel 1. 
QUESTION: Will a man actuall y have to be in co ntact with 
these manipulators to accomp lish repairs? 
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MR. FELDMAN: There are many repairs on the electric 
master-slave that another slave can make. There are some re-
pairs in which you have to have an avenue where you get manned 
approach, either a glove wall or a tunnel suit. You can al-
ways take the approach that when something malfunctions, you 
replace it. We did not find this a feasible approach and that 
may just be a comment on the state of the art. 
QUESTION : You illustrated the large overhead manipulators 
and mentioned these could also be repaired. What reaches them? 
MR. FELDMAN : The illustration showed a fixed overhead 
crane. These are t wo-tiered systems so that a crane can re-
move a manipulator. About that is a fi xed crane, and the 
bridges are free wheeling, and so with another bridge you can 
always push a bridge over to the correct position and retrieve 
the carriage. We have had to use this mode of operation twice 
in five years. 
QUESTION: I presume, since there was no manned entry, 
that replacement parts were transferred into the work ing area. 
MR. FELDMAN: Yes, in a continuous stream. One of the 
major problems of this operation was the extremely high levels 
of contamination that were generated. Repairing the modules 
we removed became a serious contamination problem. The origi-
nal concept of the facility was to throw away malfunctioning 
equipment and replace it. As the reactor became more reliant 
on our fuel production, we lost the freedom of shutting down. 
Under those circumstances, we learned the art of decontamina-
tion and repair. 
DR. MURPHY : Is there enough buffer storage of fuel 
elements in the system so you can stop a given operation fo r 
a short period? 
MR. FELDMAN: Yes. We ran a three- or four-day material 
inventory at each step in the s ystem. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN : If you had to do it over again, what 
would you change in order to make it an even more efficient 
system? You would use television for one, I gather. What 
else would you do? 
MR. FELDMAN : I think if you couple our experience with 
the availability of mobile television and freely moving force-
reflecting manipulation, we would build a large, windowless, 
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shielded area. Signals from both the manipulators and from 
the operating equipment would be fed to data systems. The 
computer would be programmed for all normal operational con-
trol. Man would be required only to initiate special programs. 
MR. FLATAU: If you had to do it over again, would you 
find an electrical master-slave that wo uld work above the 
shoulder useful in servicing such a facility? 
MR. FELDMAN: Yes, we had to have a heavy overhead system 
to handle some of the pieces of equipment. With such a system, 
we could have used electrical master-slaves many times overhead 
to repair that system. The present removal system provided a 
very tortuous repair path. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: Any more questions? Than k you very 
much, Mr. Feldman. 
We are going to change the agenda a 1 ittle bit now be-
cause of the visual requirements. Our next speaker wi ll be 
Dr. Kleinwachter from Germany. 
DR. HANS KLEINWACHTER: Ladies and gentlemen, I want to 
show you a 12-minute movie about my activities during the 
last 12-months in the field of master -slave-s ystem develop-
opment. On a visit four months ago here in the State~ a short 
film presented by me was so well received that I have been 
encouraged to proceed with the development and in the meantime 
I have made a longer film. Yesterday and today a lot of de-
vices similar to the one I will show you were demonstrated; 
but I believe that is no reason to stop the work. I think 
there are some gaps in the master-slave development which give 
reason to cooperate in this technology. I hope the synchroni-
zation of my film will be adequate, as I have movie and tape 
separate. This film will show you the state of work develop-
ment for realization of an anthropomorphous machine, carried 
out in my research laboratory, in Lorach, Germany,during the 
past 1-1/2 years by order of the German Ministry of Scientific 
Research. 
This machine is designed to enter radiation-intensive 
rooms in the place of human beings in case of nuclear acci-
dents. It can also carry out complicated missions of diagno-
sis and operation. For easy handling and versati 1 ity we have 
decided on a master-slave system with an exos keleton as master 
commanding device and a bipe~ walking-slave machine. Before 
my visit to Idaho Falls, at the Argonne Institute, the Marshall 
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Space Center, and General Electric four months ago, I did not 
know about the high state of development of remotel y operated 
devices in the U.S.A. By then, we had already named our 
master-slave system "Syntelman, 11 as an abbreviation of 
Synchron-Tele-Manipulato r. Here you can see the result of an 
experimental feasibility study. We fixed this up within a few 
wee ks by using marketable toy gear motors, trimmer potentio-
meters, and power transistors to a master-slave system of fi ve 
position-controlled degrees of freedom (f ig. 13). 
Because of the restrictions of the master's exoskeleton 
to five degrees of freedom, the strong torsion-mu scle of the 
upper arm had to be blocked, and this led to a heavy constric-
tion. Nevertheless, with this simple slave system, using a 
portable master exoskeleton, we could carry out the complicated 
manipulation of taking a container and decanting its content. 
By the aid of the means made available for us after the 
feasibility study and as a result of experience, the model 
(fig. 14) shown here of a stereo television-operated master-
slave arm system was evolved. This features seven controlled-
angle and two not-transmitted lateral degrees of freedom. The 
seven electrical drive-motors of the slave arm are attac hed 
directly to the joints with their reduction gears and position-
ing potentiometers. The exoskeleton of the master is made very 
1 ight and can easily be fixed to the master. To obtain a low 
total weight all motors are de collector types and dis k rotor. 
The angle coordinates of the slave do not fol low the angle of 
the master. This is because silicon-controlled rectifier 
ampl ifiers presently drive the motors far below their thermic 
power 1 imit. Little transmission mistakes to the slave arm 
hardly cause trouble, as they are compensated by the master of 
the optic feedback of the used stereo television system. The 
six transmitted degrees of freedom of the slave's hand seem to 
be sufficient for its manipulation. Howeve r, the additional 
degrees of freedom of the thumb-forefinger tongs are definitely 
insufficient for delicate manipulations. In cooperation with 
German experts of hand prosthesis, a versatile hand of more 
than one degree of freedom will be developed in the future. 
The following film sequences provide detailed informa-
tion about the usefulness of the chosen stereo television 
system (fig. 15). The master sees the chessboard that is 
placed behind him only on the stereo television receiver. For 
this we have provided a pair of television eyes in anthropomor -
phous position to the slave arm. By using both the differently 
polarized pictures of the left and right television eye and 
suitable analyzer glasses, the master obtains the tridimension-
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al picture of the room of operation . This enables him to ta ke 
and mo ve chessmen without touching the neighboring one with his 
slave finger. The insertion of a screwdriver into a borehole 
of only eight mm indicates the accurac y obtained at present. 
This mainl y depends on the mechanical gearboxes and in the 
future wi l 1 become considerabl y reduced. The correct hand ] in g 
and use of a t ool will be facilitated by a second hand,and a 
slave hand of several degrees of freedom,and fingers. For this 
the rotation axis of the screwdriver does not ha ve to be that 
of the forearm. For a Syntel man operating in the reactor it 
mig ht be important to be able to manipulate a power supply 
p lug (f ig. 16 ) . 
The turning of a screw with a wre nch,using one hand wi th 
the primitive one-li mb tongs,iscomp licated too, but still 
feasible -that is, providing the tridi mensional stereo system 
supplies sufficient information. For routine wo r k with screw-
driver and wrench, hammer, chisel, etc., slave-motor-driven 
special tools are needed which can be attached to sockets on 
the right wo rking hand. 
The following slides show some construction details of 
the slave arm and the master-exoskeleton arm belonging to it 
(fig. 17 ) . The thumb -hand tongs have in this si mple form the 
usual parallel lead. The motor power of each of the joints is 
adapted to the proportions of the power of the human arm 
musc les. The thu mb-hand tongs, the hand nick joint, and the 
forearm rotation joint as wel l as the elbow joint are driven 
by small iron rotor motors, and the three shoulder joints by 
high-power d i sk rotor motors. The master's arm moves the 
attached light exoskeleton. This has seven degrees of angle 
fr eedom, which are combined with minipotentiometers and control 
the position of the slave arm. Besides, the exoskeleton has 
two lateral degrees of fr eedom, whi ch allow minor changes in 
length of the upper arm and forearm of the exoskeleton. Both 
of these additi onal degrees of freedom are not transmitted to 
the slave arm and avoid undesirable forces when moving the 
exoske l eton . The television receiver consists of t wo norma l 
small - picture receivers, wh ich show the separate images of the 
left and r i ght televis ion eyes at a i fferent polarization. The 
master observes both pictures over a semitransparent mirror 
through special polarized glasses. This gives him tridi-
mensional informat ion of the operation room. This picture 
shows the control specialty developed for Syntelman. Owing to 
the low- power dissipation, all of the seven 200-watt amp lifiers 
could be mounted closel y together. The stability of the seven 
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control loops wa s obtained by phase control and angular speed 
ad dition. The motors are prevented from overloading by 
temperatu re sensors and thus can produce much over power in 
co ld condition. We regard as provisional the use of quick-
ru nning electric-drive motors wi th their powe r-losing reduction 
gears, These must be replaced by gearless fluidic motors as 
soon as possible. 
Thi s sl i de (fi g. 18 ) shows an earl y laboratory model of 
a fluidic muscle , which con ve rts the pressure energy of the 
fluid into t orsion wor k. This occurs by means of a membrane, 
the elasticity of whi ch becomes anisotropic through a tight 
arrangement of steel wire . Except for drive rails and long 
pl a in gangways, al l installations such as stairs, ladders, door 
entrances, hatches, etc., are adapted to the biped motion of 
man. We t herefore in tend not on l y to put the slave-arm system 
on whee led and trac kla ying vehicles, but also on anth ropomo r-
phous biped walking machines. 
For the quasi-stati c biped wal king, the center of 
gravity of the slave must constantly be situated over the 
contour of support. Consequently the projection of the center 
of gravity for standing on one leg must be wi thin the contour 
of the standing leg, and for quasi-stationary walking, must 
follow the zigzag path, visible in the film as a shadow (fig. 
19). While the angles of the slave's legs are commanded by 
the master, this motion of the slave's center of g ravi t y mu st 
automatically be controlled by powe r sensors of the slave's 
ankle joints. 
The last sequence of t he film s hows the dynamic, quasi-
biped walking of Hong Kong - made toy dogs periodically shifting 
the center of gravit y dynamically by a resonance v ibration. We 
hop e to outst ri p the lead of the Chinese in this field of 
wal king machines shortl y. 
At times yesterday and tod ay i t was mentioned that the 
hand still is the wea kest po in t of the master-slave system, 
because we used si x degrees of freedom, three Cartesian and 
three angular coo rdinates for placi ng the hand plates , and we 
left only one additional degree of freedom for the finger-hand 
tongs. Increasing the number of degrees of freed om for the 
hand by one, two, or three would inc rease the versatility of 
the han d considerably. For this I cooperated wi t h a German 
expert for prosthesis, who started his work back in 1945 , a 
rather hostile ti me for starting a compan y . After one year 
he had realized an artificial hand. Now I hope that gentleman 
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will help me to improve the hand mechanism. In closing I want 
to thank you for your k ind invitation and for your patience in 
hearing my self-taught English. If you come to old Europe, 
spend some time in the nice Lorrach, my home. Many thanks. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: Any questions? 
MR. FLATAU: I have t wo questions; a remar k first, on 
terminolog y . I thin k when the term master-slave was coined 
and I be lieve Ra y Goertz can bear me out on this - it was 
intended to mean bilateral master-slave. This means one can 
have both the master by the slave and the slave over the 
master and thereb y also achieve force reflection. I don't 
want to say this is not a master-slave, but we ought to try 
to kee p our terminology straight so we know what we are talking 
about. As to the t wo questions. First, on the biped model 
with the center of gravity control, it seemed to me this was 
an ani mated thing and not powered, is that correct ? 
DR. KLEI NWACHTER: This was a si mulation of the static 
mechanism. I learned of this problem from Mr. Mosher four 
months ago, and we then reflected how to walk statically, not 
dyn amic all y . That means, as long as the walking machine stands 
on one l eg, the center of gravity must be inside the contour of 
the leg ; and now before we lift one leg we must displace the 
center of gravit y to the other leg. The master controls the 
angle of the 1 imbs of the slave, but the control of the center 
of gravity has to be made by the slave's own intelligence. 
This can be done by measuring the forces and the torques in 
the an kles of the legs in cooperation with a computer. 
MR. FLATAU: May I ask my next question? You talked 
about planning more than one degree of freedom in a terminal 
dev ice, l e t rs ca 11 it. Could you sa y a fev✓ words about what 
your next approach will be? 
DR. KLEINWACHTER: The next step wil l be to realize a 
mechanical hand similar to that Dr. Koennec ke developed in 
1945 and adapt it to our slave arm. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSE N: am going to have to cut off further 
questions. We have got to compress things now . 
Than k you very much, Dr. Kleinwachter. 
Mr. Schlissler. 
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MR. EARL R. SCHLISSLER, Westinghouse Electric Corporation: 
It loo ks 1 i ke most of the manipulators that have been discussed 
so far are those which are used in hot-cell wor k, programmed 
within industry, and some which are master-slave t ypes, but I 
want to talk to you about an underseas manipulator. Our Ocean 
Research and Engineering Center at Annapolis, Maryland, is 
currently building a manipulator for use on the deep-submer-
gence rescue vehicle. The primary mission of this vehicle 
will of course be that of rescuing personnel from a distressed 
submar i ne. The role of the manipulator in this case is to 
clean debris from the distressed area, cut a messenger buoy 
cable, and grasp an d pul 1 down a haul-down cable to which a 
grapple is connected, a nd attach it to the bail of the escape 
hatch. So in this case we have predetermined tasks for the 
mani pulator to foll ow. I regret that I don't ha ve any slides 
for my talk this morning, but the hardware is not yet complete. 
So I will have to give you a word description of it. 
In general, the manipulator s ystem consists of an elec-
tricall y operated, hydraulicall y powered, mechanical arm, 
which uses the vehicle hydraulic-s ystem power. Its control 
unit consists of t wo parts. One is a rack-mounted electronics 
box and the other a control-input device to which is mounted 
a joy stic k. The joy stic k has three axes of rotation, can be 
displaced fore and aft, operated from port to starboard, and 
can also be rotated. These motions will result in various 
manipulator actions, depending on the position of a thumb-
operated five - position toggle switch located near the top of 
the stic k. The re is also a small push button operated by the 
thumb which can be depressed to cut the cable when necessary. 
In addition, there is a trigger switch mounted on the far side 
from the operator, which is used to operate the jaw bar. 
The arm is ten feet long; it is capable of exerting 50 
pounds of force in any direction and in any position. Further, 
it has a requirement that it be capable of resisting a 600-
pound force in certain arm configurations, when being pushed 
or pulled by the ve hicle to move debris f rom the general area 
of operations. The arm has a shoulder rotate, shoulder pivot, 
and elbow pivot joint as well as three wrist movements -
vertical, horizontal, and roll. Additionally, it has a multi-
purpose terminal device, mounted at the arm extremity, combin-
ing the f unctions of a cable cutter which cuts a five-eighths-
inch diameter wire rope; a jaw bar which can be adjusted for 
grip force from the operator's control (zero to 2000 pounds); 
and a high-speed brush/pump assembly used in cleaning the 
escape hatch of the submarine. 
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Because the manipulato r could become inalterably entan-
gled in the work function, a jettison system is necessary. in 
this case we have a capability of jett isoni ng the entire arm 
from a point just above the shoulder-rotate joint with t wo 
completely redundant systems for doing this. One mode is 
actuated by the hydraulic power suppl y, and the second system 
is gas-operated from a high-pressure bottle, whi ch is initi-
ated by a squib. In additTon , the terminal device itself can 
be forcibly ejected, hydraulically and remotely, or it can be 
removed manually. This function is not necessary to the 
mission, but is required for future work where an interchange 
of tools would be useful. Probably the most significant 
feature of this manipulator is its cont ro l system which emp loys 
both rate and position feedback an d has an analog computer to 
provide three basic modes of operation. There is an automatic 
stow and unstow mod e , a so-called true-arm extend and retract 
mode, and then there is a manual mode. 
Let me talk about these individually. To improve the 
vehicle's hydrodynamic cha racte ri st ics whil e underway, it is 
necessary that the manipulator be brought up inside the ship's 
fairing, which is an extremely small opening. So the arm 
must be folded through seven discreet steps to get it into 
place. The reverse procedure is also true. There is a single 
command given by t he operator and the arm then goes through 
the sequence of motions until it is completely unstowed o r 
stowed, as the case may be. A mode selector swi tch is 
situated on the control-input device that the operator mus t 
position when he wants to go from one mod e to another. Then 
there is an additional control knob which enables him to 
execute the function. 
In the automatic mode, during each step one joint is 
commanned at a constant augular rate, and one or mo re other 
joints are slaved to the output of the commanded joint rate. 
To get it into the stow mode, the arm has to be brought into 
a prestow position. This is accomplished by getting it to a 
position which essentiall y is where the upper arm, the forear m, 
and the terminal device are more or less horizontal and out to 
starboard. The operator knows when it is in this position 
because he has a series of 1 ights situated on hi s control-
i nput device which will 1 ight and let him know when he has 
every joint in its exact position. When he does have every-
thing ready , he can then execute the command to stow, and it 
wi 11 do so. 
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The true arm-extend-retract mode is required to eli minate 
time in cleaning the hatch. On this vessel a transfer skirt 
is attached to t he underside of the midsphere. This s k irt is 
made to mate with a si milar kind of hatch surface on the dis -
tressed sub marine, and in order to get a good seal, any dirt 
or o ther debris that may be on that surface must be cleaned 
off. To do t his most e f ficientl y you should have some sort 
of translato ry motion , and that's precisely what this mode 
can achieve. A coordinated motion of the shoulder, the elbow, 
and the wrist pivot joints causes the terminal device to 
move in translation along the center 1 ine of its longitudinal 
ax is. Depression of a thumb switch on the joy stic k auto-
matically puts the arm into that mode of operation. 
The manual mode is si mply the normal mode of operation 
when we are not using the computer. Operation of the joy 
stick gives a rate signal which is proportional to the dis-
placement o f the joy stic k. 
In hydraulic devices such as this, leakage through check 
valves is undesirable since the manipu la tor must hold posi -
tion when the command is removed. Hydra u lic leakage sometimes 
al lows the arm to drive to an undesirable position. We solved 
tha t problem by use of an electric equivalent. As the thumb 
switch is dep ressed, the position loop is opened and a 11 track 11 
command is entered into the trac k-s t ore circuitry which tracks 
the slewing-position transducers. When you release the switch, 
a store command is entered into the trac k-store circuitry and 
compared to the position transducer which is situated on the 
joint of the arm. This prevents drift. I think that about 
covers the mechanical and electrical characteristics of the 
device. I do have a set of write-ups over he re which go into 
much greater detail for those of you who are in te rested. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN : Than k you. Any questions? 
QUESTION: How does the operator view the manipulator in 
the manual mode? Is he loo king through a po r thole or external 
camera ? 
MR. SC HLISSLER : A couple of portholes are provided. 
This vessel has three pressure spheres which are inter-
connected-a forward, a midsphere, and an aft sphere. The 
manipulator is situated in between the forward and the mid-
sphere and there are a couple of portholes provided in the 
vehicle through which the manipulator can be seen. 
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QUESTION : The fact that there is an air-water interface 
wh ich d i storts the field of view - does that give you an y 
trouble? 
MR. SC HLISS LER : I am told that it does . That is not 
quite in the f ield we are involved in here, but occasiona ll y 
it does. What k ind of study has gone into that or wh at kind 
of win dow specificall y they have, I don't know. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSE N: Than k you very much, Mr. Sehl issler. 
Mr. Jones. 
MR. JAMES JONES, NA SA : This is my first appearance with 
you people and I would 1 i ke to begin by introducing myself. I 
am in the Ames Research Center and our organization runs: Man-
Machine Integration Branch, Biotechnology Division, Life 
Sciences Directorate. My particular group is Man-Machine 
Integ ration. We are developing from a piloted-airplane-
interface interest into a broader spectrum. As a result of 
conversations with Mr. Johnsen, we have underta ken to get into 
the space aspects of remote manipulators. Historicall y , we 
have funded a variety of studies in the remo te control of vehi-
cles, a variety of sensors, and sensing met hods. At present we 
are attemp ting to obtain a surplus pair of 5OO-manipulator arms 
not the bridge c rane but the arms. Am I correct on that? 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: No, these are the bridge cranes. 
MR. JONES: It is less than the crane, though? 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: That's right. 
MR. JONES: We will be doing some compu ter-augmented work 
with at least one of these ma nipulators. I have become in-
volved in the remote television - viewing s ystem and am in the 
process of getting some hardware put together for the most 
si mple system that I can imagine providing stereo television. 
I hope to avoid some of the problems that have plagued stereo 
systems in the past, in particular to consistently obtain a 
pair of compatible images. We are presently at the bread-
board stage of developing an automatic focusing device for 
television. We have about four wo rking configurations l y ing 
around on the work benches, but I am not far enough along to 
attempt to describe them yet . We haven't decided on what 
course to take with these things. I am wor king rather closel y 
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with people who have optical training, and we feel optimistic 
about being able to put this stereo pair through the tele -
vision system simultaneously and avoid the problems of dis -
si milar distortions. I think that essentially covers our 
endeavors. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: An y questions? 
QUESTION: Could you just say a word mo re about the 
nature of this computer augmentation you are planning? 
MR. JONES: This is a co-worker's bailiw i ck. I can't say 
anything definitive about that. 
QUESTION: Is there a report available on this? 
MR. JONES: At present, no. It has just entered the 
realm of ph ysical reality. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN : Than k you very muc h, Mr. Jones. 
Mr. William Allen, also from Ames . 
MR. WILLIAM ALLEN , NASA: To set the record straight, 
I am housed at Ames in a tenant organization called the 
Mission Analysis Division. I do paper work . Since we are 
short of time, I am going to put the most important infor-
mation on the blackboard, then if I run over ten minutes, you 
tel 1 me. The only thing we've got going is a contract wi th 
General Elect ric to study the use of remotely controlled 
manipu lators for repair and refurbishment of satellites in 
orbit. General Elect ric's work on this study is reviewed by 
lnterian and Kugath in l'Astronautics and Aeronautics)' May 1969. 
Essentiall y wh at we want to loo k at is: if we wa nt to repair 
a satellite in orbit, what can we do with a manipulator? We 
want to keep things fairly crude, not do a soldering job or 
anything 1 ike that. We are loo king at what we could do if we 
had a wrench and a screwdriver 20,000 mi les long. You wil 1 
see samples of the techniques considered in a film that Ralph 
Mosher wi l 1 show. 
During some of the conversations we had last night, I 
found that in several instances you were talking about much 
finer work with manipulators than I have in mind. I worked 
my way through high school and college as a rigger, wo r k ing 
in cold weather with heavy gloves, hanging by one arm and one 
leg, and trying to break loose a rusted nut. So when people 
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talk about manipulating in a chem lab, I' m not with it. The 
Army took care of me for several years after I got out of 
college and always managed to put me in places 1 ike Greenland 
or the middle of the Amazon jungle, thus I have a feeling for 
severe environment. 
One of the few thins;s I had going for me during World 
War I I was an arrangement with the Air Transport Command, 
when I was in Greenland, to bring me late magazines. We got 
some astounding science fiction in a story by Robert Heinlein 
about a guy who invented a thing called a Waldo. The Waldo 
was a master-slave glove arrangement. You worked with a 
glove and it went out to a slave, another glove, that multi -
plied force or diminished it - any number of wonderful things. 
Heinlein gave no details, just the concept. So when we sat 
up there in Greenland and had to go out in 40-mile wind, 
30° below zero, to clean the snow out of a switchbox so we 
could push a button, we really hoped for a Waldo. That's 
what I have been hoping for in all this work up to now. 
The General Electric study is basically a cost effec-
tiveness study of a complete system. We are not contracting 
with this company to develop a manipul ator , although they do 
have a design. We are seeing how cost effective this would 
be on a reali st ic task and we are biasing the study against 
the manipulator. Costs are included that really should not 
be put in, such as supporting technology. We are trying to 
make it look as bad as possible, but it stil 1 looks fairly 
good for some purposes. What is happening is that space-
craft, even unmanned, are getting more and more complicated. 
Those of you who have done a ny maintenance work know that as 
the design gets more complicated, you eventually reach a 
point where redundancy introduces unreliability. So you need 
some sort of a repair operation, and we feel that as the un-
manned spacecrafts are designed to do everything that is 
wanted of them, we'll eventually get to this point. We have 
already proved the need for maintenance on manned spacecraft, 
where the man has to be there to do the repair even for 
things that are not necessary for his survival. We feel that 
ma intainability is going to have to come or we wi l 1 have a 
compromise. If we can't build in a cost-effective repair 
capability, then we are going to have to go to, say, satel-
1 ites with single functions which can be replaced easily and 
for l ow cost, because the cost of sending up a large load is 
hard to visualize for those of us who aren't in the business. 
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To answer the question that came up last night, we 
consider our human factors data on man - machine interface with 
manipulators sufficient except in one very important area -
time delay. We would 1 ike to see some more work on this, but 
we really feel that the operation al systems or possible opera-
tional systems ought to be developed, the hardware made, and 
then we would 1 ike to see what the human factor problems a re. 
We equate the manipulator system to a man in a space suit, or 
to get back to my own experience, to a man in heavy clothing 
and work gloves. This is essentially the type of repair we 
are talking about. 
The other thing we are workin g on is, without any con-
tract, the expend able astronaut; and again I am talking 
about a complete system study, not the hardware. The prob-
lems of using a human being in a space suit to do exploration 
or to, say, inspect a satellite, or fi nd out what's wrong 
with the satellite are pretty rough. You introduce a whole 
new echelon of people involved in controlling the astronaut, 
looking over his shoulder, and monitoring him, and the 
support costs are unbelievable. However, if you lose a re-
motely controlled manipulato~ you haven't ki lled a man, and 
you haven't lost a space program. We are taking a loo k at 
some of the tasks wh ich were originally planned for ma nned 
operation and saying: "What could we do with what we can 
expect in the state of the art in manipulators, i f we could 
get a manipulator in place of the man ." Some of the plans 
that have been published assume that the required manipulator 
and associated equipment exists, but we just can't find it. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: Yes. 
MR. ALLEN: I hope to get more interest in this problem 
of the expendab le astronaut from the people at NASA who 
control the money . I take every chance I can get to write 
memos when some authority ma kes a statement about what we 
are going to do in the far future, seven or eight years 
hence . I write him and say: "Look, it is going to take 
seven years to develop this thing and we haven't even given 
a contract for Phase A on it. When are we going to start?" 
To break off here, in the work that General Electric is 
doing for us, we are talking about a known piece of equipment 
to do a very elementary type repair or replacement of black 
boxes, things like that. It is a preliminary system study 
in which we are looking at what a manipulator - a Waldo 
with al l the bugs out of it, could do if we had one. 
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CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN : Than k you . 
Any questions? 
MR. FLATAU: A remark on this charitable institution. 
think it exists. We have a few very dedicated people, mos t 
of them in this room, who get ulcers and other things trying 
to carry these projects through without funding. There is 
also hardware cl ose to what we need; it needs a lot more 
development but the ideas are there. 
MR. ALLEN: Excuse me, when I was tal k ing about unavail-
ability, I had in mind space, and the space qualification of 
this hardware is a tremendously long process. 
MR. FLATAU : think I have some idea of what you are 
talking about. The idea is there for what needs to be done. 
CHAIRMAN JOH NSE N: The engineering is the smallest 
problem. 
MR. FLATAU: One more thing. I had a tal k yesterday 
abou t a manipulator, and a few weeks ag o I added up, very 
truthfully, what it cost the funding agency, inc luding my 
salary, and so on. And once more the esti mated cost is about 
to go up. It costs about ten times as much as the develop-
ment of that manipulator. So you have an idea that the cost 
really, in NASA 1 s budget terms, is enormous. I think you can 
find the space for that much money if you really want to. 
MR. ALLEN: You could find it if it was in the proper 
pocket, Mr. Johnsen can explain it in detail . 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: What it boils down to is that there 
is a lot of convincing to be done yet . Many of us have been 
working on people, trying to convince them that they ought to 
put money into this thing. We haven 1 t succeeded yet. 
MR. JONES : That 1 s about the size of it. think we are 
making progress, but one of the things actually has been that 
human factor studies have al ways been labeled mani pu lato r 
studies and people will say, 11 Oh, gee, we are studying 
manipulators," when actually they are studying just an inter-
face problem. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: Thank you very much. 
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DR. MURPHY: Don't you think one of the problems related 
to the point Mr. Jones made is the tendency of everybody to 
talk in the present tense, as if something in fact existed. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: I think that is a part of the prob-
lem. The other part is a reluctance to admit that ma n maybe 
needs to be augmented. NASA is devoted to man in space and 
with all the capabilities of man, and perhaps they rea ll y 
don't like the idea of augmenting him, except the astronauts 
are beginning to get a good idea themse 1 ves. It is not so -
mu ch a polit ical as a psycholog ical problem. I don't know 
when we'll luc k out, if we ever will. We keep plugging. 
Our next speaker is Mr. Mosher. 
MR. RALPH MOSHER, General Electric : I could talk all 
day on man ipulator technology. In the discussion period I 
want to br i ng out points of interest. 1 'l l be here. 
QUESTION : Can you show us about t wo or three minutes of 
your mov ie ? 
MR. MOSHER: Not yet. Here on the blackboard is progress 
t wenty years ago. This meeting shows tremendous progress, 
and we are right there; if we can congratulate the University 
of Denver, I think this is a wonderful catalyst and I am im-
pressed. There is on l y one dilemma; the frustrations are 
shown here in many cases. I notice some interesting develop-
ments, but as an engineer who loves his wo rk, I am disappoint-
ed to see a duplication of efforts. As a businessman, I am 
glad. So I think that's the way to impress on you we should 
l ook at each other's work here and get this stuff going. 
Nevins from MIT put a matr i x of numbers down, didn't he?>', 
haven't seen anything li ke that around with regard to 
manipulators, and a couple of people challenged his numbers. 
We ll, I again challenge the challengers to improve the numbers 
and publish them as Nevins did. That's one way of getting 
started. Now, of course, the dilemma is to try to duplicate 
the fine control of man. In order to match human performance 
you need to reflect his kind of efficiency in controls. The 
same curve applies to the acuity of tactile sensing of the 
fingers. That is when you see how efficient and fantastic 
*Mr. Nev ins ' talk is presented later in the proceedings. 
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man is. You want something in space that duplica t es man's 
efforts in some ways. We have got to become very clever 
about it. 
Again, in measurements, Mr. Flatau said something about 
the dexterit y quotient . That's a step in the right direction. 
So far robots are spastic imbeciles in terms of potent ial and 
needs (fig. 20). I think we should measure servo performance 
or control capability. The resolution, the speed of response, 
the threshold of force, force bias, and viscous drag - these 
shoul d all be measured. We are making attempts at that. We 
have started a matrix in our own plant, and this is something 
we need and it will help. Now we can compare it. Nomencla-
t u re is the other point you ment ioned. But we need more of 
that , and perhaps next time that I meet with you peop le I 
could set up something 1 ike that in numbers. Twenty years 
ago, Mr. Ra y Goertz was work i ng with four-and-a -hal f percent 
compliance. A lot of peop le don't even know the definition 
o f comp] iance. There fore, we can't compare performance of the 
servo. 
wi 11 show you a f ew minutes of the film. I am happ y 
with our own compan y 's progress in this work. We are not 
doi ng just pure resea rch wo r k. We have our own sepa rate 
profit and loss, and we are developing machines t o use i n 
ind ust ry (fig. 21 ) . What we are doing here is try ing to 
measure expected performance in carry ing out a variety of 
tasks, not necessaril y space tasks. We have some numbers and 
are measuring our abi lity to do a job with or without force 
feedback. What is suggested here is a couple of active manip-
ulators for handling the satellite, and three passive tether-
ed ones. We also use a cop y of Ray Goertz's electromechanical 
wire-connect in doing this kind of measuring because we can 
ta ke his machine, shut off force feedback, and do the job with 
and wi thout force. The increase in efficiency in terms of 
power and time is surprising. We took Ra y Goert z's manipu la-
tor and actually meas ured power to perform suggested tas ks 
that might be done in space and we ran an average of around 
20 watts. It goes up in the order of three to ten times with-
out force feedbac k, not to mention the difference in ti me. 
MR . ALLEN: May I interject here? There was a question 
brought up yesterday. I want you to note that on the manip-
ulator doing the work, the wor k ing area is firml y attached 
to the manipulator by tethers. The stability of the entire 
system is controlled by an attitude control s ystem which is 
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in the manipulator chassis. The manipulator operation is not 
worrying about maintaining position. 
MR. MOSHER: Incidentall y, we have a servo in our labo-
ratory running now, and we are measu ring performance. It is 
less than two percent compliance and position error, and of 
course the force ratio is quite high. There seems to be a 
lot of interest in this operation at the present meeting. 
Notice the depth perception through shadows. 
You are talking about 1 i ning up the bolts, Mr. Diedrich ; 
don't know why you don't put f o rce sensors on your man i p-
ulators and X and Y, then compare the forces, and if one is 
higher than the other, change the whole frame of reference 
of your reactor in the computer. 
MR. DIEDRICH , Case Institute of Technology: We at the 
moment do not have any other sensor pos ition on it. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: You don't have the money, either . 
MR. MOSHER: Force feedback is a valuable and subtl e 
business. An example of this can provide some insight - the 
doorknob. When you open the door, you describe a specific 
geometric pattern, the arc of the circle. You couldn't do 
that with an imaginary doorknob. So it must be that it is a 
two-way street, the doorknob is telling the operator some-
thing. Whenever you are working in this euclidean world, 
where geometry is the rule, you must strive for specific 
geometric patterns. There is an opportunity in developing 
mechanism for space because we are getting out of the sea of 
gravity. It represents an opportunity, just as there was an 
opportunity when we climbed out of the ocean and started 
evolving new mechanisms for the bod y . 
MR. WILLIAM ALLEN: I think one thing which doesn't show 
too clearly in the film is that they had one TV camera which 
could be positioned so that you had the overview an d then 
could move the other TV camera to get a position and obtain 
essentially three-dimensional information out of the second 
camera, or greater resolution. In my terms, it is equi va lent 
to having a camera on the end of your finger. You can stic k 
it down real close and find out what's happening. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN : Can we see the rest of the film this 
afternoon? 
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MR. MOSHER: Yes, why don't you shut it off? I have a 
couple of essay papers. One is, "Exploring the Potential of 
a Quadruped, " or this big walking truc k (fig. 22). There are 
a lot of things to be learned from this work. I have a few 
papers left , more can be had, and the references show other 
work that has been done through the years. I wi 11 leave 
these on the table. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN : Than k you. I would li ke to get two 
more speakers from Europe because I think they have a mi ssion 
here. 
Mr. Mettetal is a consultant in foreign commerce for a 
Paris firm. 
MR. J.C. METTETAL, S. I .E.R.S.: Ladies and gentlemen, for 
about 15 years, our company has been designing and producing 
different machines which are remotel y controlled and work in 
a hostile environmen 4 essentiall y in the nuclear field, More 
recently we have cente red on power manipulators. When 
Mr. Johnsen explained his point of view about teleoperators 
and the new elements const itu ted by the humanoids in the 
Washington ANS Congress of November 1968, I took the 1 iberty 
to tell him my own ideas concerning an imalo ids. It is to be 
noted that if he opened my eyes in what concerns those human-
oids, maybe I presented him a complementary aspect in wh at 
concerns the ani maloids from my Bible, Genesis, Chapter 2:18. 
"It is not good that the humanoid should be alone." 
In his lecture Mr. Johnsen talked about a flying machine 
conceived by Leonardo da Vinci with flapping wings, more or 
l ess imitating the bat, and finally realized by Clement Ader 
with f ixed wings, After Icarus and Leonardo da Vinci he 
practiced bionics, a science which is now becoming up-to-date 
in this country. The studies I persona lly made in the Natu-
ral History Museum in Paris, Department of Comparative Anatomy 
under Professor Anthony's direction, confirmed my keen inter-
est in bionics. We examined a nd studied the vertebrate 
e lements 1 ike snakes, tortoise neck, and invertebrate elements 
li ke elephant trunk, earthworm, and octopus tentacle. If man, 
instead of practicing passive comparative anatomy, practiced 
it in an active way, he would not only have noticed the 
particular morphology of the bat head but also tried to find 
out the reasons why, and immediately thought of radar. The 
humanoid could be the first step in the dynami c space sepa-
rating man from his ai m, fo llowing criteria perfec tly 
described by Mr. Johnsen. 
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On the other hand, man has al ways had on one side ine r t 
objects either for his habitation or for defense or attack 
(weapons), and on the other side 1 iving,active instruments 
either for his survival (meat, wool, and so on) or attack, 
defense, and draught (dogs, oxen, horses). When exploring 
or working ina hostile environment, one is in the presence of 
scientific, economic, sociological factors, and in fact, the 
last one should dominate the others. Before involving man 
in a hazardous exploration, he has to be replaced by effi-
cient, reliable, economical teleoperators, and I think that 
the chain might be man, computer, humanoid, and animaloid. 
wil 1 1 imit my examples to aquatic environment and moon condi-
tions. In a fluid under pressure, almost opaque, which 
easil y gets muddy, exploration and working are extremely 
difficult. Actually, people operate with the help of manip-
ulators which are mechanically bound to a platform. It is 
nearl y similar on the moon. Then self-acting machines could 
leave the platform - controlled or not - directly by man 
or through humanoids. However, this method may be too ex-
pensive. 
I propose the " lost machine" method, which means the use 
of 1 ight, economical , specific exploration devices. Their 
possible loss would be of no consequence for the platform 
itself as it would be if an element bound to the platform got 
caught on a heavy external object. On the other hand, in the 
aquatic environment a heavy mass arriving near the bottom 
makes the water muddy and the other elements coming from the 
platform only make it worse. So I would propose: 
First, an observing space humanoid with adequate senses, 
as sensitive as possible. For instance with computers which 
feed back sensations. 
Second, the same thing with animaloids ejected 
guided by aerial support, 1 ike short-range rockets. 
near future, total separation should be possible. 
and 
In the 
Third, according to the information received after the 
first and second phases, the presence, if necessary, of man 
replacing (or in any case being helped by) humanoids and 
animaloids. 
In order to make this lecture as close to actuality as 
possible, let us say that bionics is al ready part of our 
1 ives for some up-to-date techniques. For instance, the 
I 
- J 
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studies made about dolphins, particularl y their epidermis . 
Our company did some research in a field I wi 11 just briefly 
describe. If you take a viper s keleton and manually assemble 
the different vertebrae, you notice that the assembly is 
flexible upwards and to the right and lef t, but not downwards, 
and that it does not disassemble by axi al traction. Then, i f 
you merely introduce soft bread at the bottom of the verte-
brae concavities, you get an extraordinary phenomenon of 
flexibility similar to that of a live animal. On the other 
hand, let us observe that the brain controls sections of the 
spine composed of several vertebrae, groups of four or five 
at one time. Effectively, there are short or long muscles, 
generally t wisted like our best cables, beginning on short 
or long sections. 
Finally, the geometr y of vertebrae differs according to 
the section concerned - front, middle, and back, Let us say 
that the middle part is composed of square vertebrae; the 
back part of rectangula~ or rathe~ trapezoidal vertebrae; and 
the front part of their plates placed side by side for the 
flexibility of the neck. The ventral skin is provided with 
a system of thin plates. The ani mal can thus move on marble, 
but because of the structure of those plates it cannot move 
bac kwards. 
The form of the vertebrae is different according to 
whether the animal is burrowing or strangling or adapting to 
several environments, such as earth and water. Al 1 vertebrae 
have side apoph yses which prevent them from t wisting,and 
we made very interesting radiographical studies and measures 
of periosteum hardness, On the other hand, the stud y of 
neutral fibers, centers of gravity, and bases of support en-
abled us to answer the biologists who were questioning the 
names of such-and-such nervous vascular system. Of course, 
we centered on the mechanical aspects of the mobility. From 
that we may project: 
l. An economical machine adapted to its environment. 
In a system opened to environment (a fish has gills), adapta-
tion to chemical phenomena, like corrosion, is feasible. 
There is also a weight advantage. 
2. Remote control. The brain is on the platform, 
according to the chain man computer, humanoid animaloid. 
I will not specify the nature of comp uters needed. 
This animaloid must have different senses such as vision, 
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touch, an d smell, beyond his own mob ilit y . He must also 
have power, a lways ada pted to the environment, sol id or 
fluid. There are many kinds of transmission means. The 
technologist has to choose the simplest ones, taking as a 
pattern natural phenomena. 
Under certain conditions it would be easier to let the 
vehicle home on the destination through means such as 
layers, luminescence, acoustics, radioactive source, and so 
on. The destination wou ld then guide the object meant for 
its exploration or exploitation. So gentlemen, thank you for 
your attention and k ind invitation. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNS EN: Any questions? We haven't talked 
about animaloids before. 
COL. BROWN : I'd like to make a comment. Mr, Mettetal 
spoke of the invertebrate concept, which hasn't been demon-
strated, reall y, with these exoskeletons and articulated 
mani pu lato rs that have been devised. But if you ta ke the 
concep t of the elephant's trunk, this is really quite a 
different approach from positioning your terminal device, 
and I think it is one that probably has considerable promise. 
CHAIRMAN JOH NSEN: I would like to answer that one. 
Down at La Jolla , in Scripps Institute of Oceanography, 
Dr. Anderson has been working on a man ipulator using that 
concept - that is, all tension, flexible tension. It is 
made out of ny lon and teflon so that it can operate in sea-
water without suffering any degradation and corrosion. He 
is having a little trouble with it, but he's still working 
at it. 
MR. ALLE N: There's a fellow at Stanford, also, building 
this t ype of gadget out of artificial muscles. He had one 
problem, according to Harry Erks - or Les Er ks. Larry 
Laffner, I believe, is the fellow who did the wo rk. He said 
he wo uld need a computer about 200 mi Jes long to contro l it. 
MR. MOSHER: What bothers me is that there are so many 
pieces comp l i cat i ng the issue. I have a picture he re of one 
and there are only si x moving parts, three of them are 
segme nts and three are synchronizing lin ks that ho l d them. 
You only lose the greater percent of your torque-transmitting 
capabilities when it's curved, compared with straight. There 
is a possibi li ty of solving some of those problems. Th e 
thing here is, you can seal this comp l ete l y with the be lts, 
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you see, and there are other opportunities. You can drive 
this with a single actuator and whi p it r ight around 360 
degrees, 180 each way . You can also put actuators between 
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1 in ks so you can get various curves, and there are other 
interesting combinations of that joint. This is something 
that could be used in space as well as an articulating finger. 
DR. KOSORO K, Battelle-Northwest: I would just 1 i ke t o 
remind you s ome of us are working on ani maloids. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN : Yes. Ma ybe you can just briefl y 
mention what you are doing. 
DR. KOSORO K: Yes. It is a continuing project in adap-
tive control studies. We are wor king on a computer controlled 
four-legged vehicle, a small pony size. We haven't reall y got 
a planned use for it, but it is an interesting concept for 
hostile envi ronments. We have it under a real-ti me operating 
system so that we can do a lot of things with it very si mpl y . 
We have quite a general interface and we can put a lot of 
sensors on the legs and determine pressures on the ground, 
forces we have from the ground, and equilibrium. These can 
then be fed into the computer program to adapt it to the 
environment. 
MR. HAMILTON, Institute fo r Defense Anal yses : I thin k we 
ought to at least mention the open-loop wor k that has been 
done on ani maloids in Disney land. If Mr. Mettetal hasn't seen 
that, he would find it interesting. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN : Thank you very much, Mr. Mettetal. 
The colloquium resumed at 1: 15 p. m., Chairman Johnsen 
presiding. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN : The first spea ker this afternoon wil 1 
be Mr. James Nevins. 
MR. JAMES NEVINS, MIT: This afternoon I would 1 ike to 
discuss a supervisory type manipulator system and try to 
illustrate why we thin k development of this k ind of system is 
justified. To begin with,the requirement that man must be 
capable of performing work in environments extremel y hostile 
to him (hot labs, oceans, and space) has led to the develop-
ment of machines or tools that allow hi m to be stationed in a 
friendly atmosphere yet perform wor k in the hostile en v iron-
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ment. Historically, the AEC hot labs ( re f . l ) have provided 
the largest impetus for the development of these devices, 
usually called manipulators. Of the family of manipulators 
developed, two principal classes are in common use. The first 
kind features master-slave control (ref. 2) in which the 
operator guides a model (larger than, or less than full scale ) 
of the manipulator so that the remote slave will follow a 
specified path and come to rest at a specified point. These 
units are further classified (ref. l ) into unilateral and bi-
lateral, depending on whether the operator received force-and-
motion feedba c k from the remote slave. The second kind uses 
rate control, where the operator specifies the direction and 
speed with wh ich the manipulator is to move, using a joy 
stick or a set of switches to activate the various degrees of 
freedom of the manipulator device, 
Both techniques have been in general use in hot labs for 
approx imately twenty years. The first k ind has a load capac-
ity of up to 50 pounds. The second kind has been extensi vel y 
used in hot labs for handling all sorts of heavy jobs and is 
the onl y type presently being used or considered for under-
sea operations. 
Recently another techni que, called superviso ry control, 
has been suggested. In supervisory co ntrol ( refs. 3 and 4 ) 
(fig. 23 ), the operator specifies neither rates , no r paths, 
nor positions, but rather whole tasks, however pri mitive they 
may be, using a computer as an imput and control device. The 
pertinent features of the systems are as follows: 
l. The manipulator is controlled by a l ocal data proces-
sor assisted by sensors located at the task site; supervisory 
control by a human is provided at a remote location by hard 
lines or through telemetry. 
2, Control of t he system is based on determination of 
relative position vectors from a known reference to the 
desired task site (ref. 4) (fig. 24). 
I will now try to illustrate why the present systems 
(master-slave or rate-control manipL•lator ) even though they 
are relatively cheap are so slow and inefficient that a super-
visory type manipulator system, as illustrated by figure 23, 
can be economicall y justified. Si mply stated, what we are 
trying to do is put at the l ocal site, the remote site, as 
much computer control as possible and enough local sensors so 
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we can perform s i gnificant levels of tas ks, Where our tech-
nology breaks down, we plan to use man to pitch in and con-
tinue the task, All functions-pattern recognition, etc.-are 
under computer control. If man is used at all it would only 
be to moni tor what's going on. 
The two modes I wish to outline are as fol lows: in order 
to define the proposed manipulator it will be necessary to 
define the general man ipulator task as illustrated by figure 
24. The unit vectors xl, y l , and zl define a three-dimension-
al work space, Attached to the right hand wall of this work 
space is a box, representing the manipulator system. Rigidly 
attached to the box is a multidegree- of-freedom manipulator. 
A computing coord inate frame, defined by the unit vectors x, 
y, and z, ex ists within the manipulator system. Mechanically 
aligned to this computing frame of reference are the manip-
ul ator and device for establishing pointing vectors between 
the computing frame and objects wi thin the work space. Here, 
we must assume a peg and hole wh ich are not round. The work 
task will thus be to see if the peg wil l, in fact, fit into 
the hole. The wo r k sequence required is as follows: the 
manipulator must be positioned near enoug h to the peg so that 
the peg may be grasped and moved to the hole. Various orien-
tations of the peg, with respect to the hole, will be used in 
testing to see if the peg fits the hole. 
In order for the manipulator system to follow the above 
sequence, certain things must be known a priori or be capable 
of be in g measured - first, the locations of the peg and hole, 
with respect to the manipulator. Here we are defining two 
major modes of operation with respect to know ledge of sub-
target l ocation. In the first operational mode, the manipula-
tor s ystem would al ways be mechanical l y referenced to the work 
space. Thus, the location of the peg and hole in the work 
space, relative to the attachment point, would always be pre-
cisel y the same, within some tolerance. This mode would be 
particu larl y useful for repetitive tasks at the same or differ-
ent wo rk sites, as with a computer-controlled milling machine, 
It also is obviously the fastest operating mode. 
For this mode man' s prime task would si mp ly be to monitor 
that all was proceeding normally. In addition, if the s ystem 
got itself into trouble he would have to devise the proper 
steps to get it back on line, This, by far, is the most 
efficient mode, but it requires a lot of computer storage. Of 
course, in the real case there are a loto f tasks you can't plan 
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ahead. You have to establish methods to do wor k and identify 
sites whi ch have not been previously known. So the next thing 
we have to do is introduce s ome way of establishing pointing 
vectors, from our reference frame to the work site; that is, 
since we don't have known relationships be t ween the two task 
sites and the computer reference frame,we will have to deter-
mine them. One method of doing so is to establish a relative 
position vector between the objects and the computing frame. 
(In figure 24 the vectors are A and B) . Two things are re-
qui red to mechanize this technique, namely : (a ) the abilit y to 
discriminate between different kinds of objects in the work 
space and (b ) a method of making the physical measurements 
associated wi th the pointing vector. If an optical s ystem is 
used to establish the vectors A and B, then a visual monitor -
ing system can be included, With the addition of such a 
system, any object in the work space may be selected, identi-
fied, and measured without benefit of a priori know ledge. 
This mode is paramount for nonscheduled activities such as 
repair. In addition, it is needed to perform tasks when the 
manipulator system is in the near vicinity of, but not mechan -
ically referenced to, the wor k site. 
Of course, to make this system work,subtargets must be 
identified and measured on the peg and the hole, These sub-
targets are necessary to define the orientation of objects in 
the computing frame, in order that the manipulator-approach 
orientation be proper for operating on the objects. If new 
objects of interest are similar to those of a stored set, 
then identification of subtargets wi ll be similar, except for 
the scale factor, and therefore wi ll permit standardized 
procedures to be employed, Use of subtargets also reduces 
the ambiguity resulting from viewing objects by t wo-di mension-
al techniques. 
In the second operational mode,once the subtargets have 
been measured and stored, a simple command will correctl y 
position the manipulator to grasp the object. Here the speed 
of response of the manipulator is 1 imited only by the perfor-
mance of the control loop local to the task, Another feature 
of this mode is the ability to stack tasks. For example, 
once the subtargets on the peg have been measured, the proper 
computer instruction would enable a computer routine to com-
pute an optimal path from the present position of the man ip -
ulator to the desired position and could also enable the 
routine to position the manipulator, using the computed path. 
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We identify the fist mode as the semi-auto mode and the 
second as the hybrid mode. In addition we require the system 
to be capable of operating in either a master - slave or rate-
control mode . A system requirement for these last t wo modes 
is made because it is anticipated that operating experience 
will be needed before it is possible to anti c ipate al 1 the 
tasks that a system would be ca l led on, part i cu l ar l y in the 
area of unplanned maintenance. Therefore, some basic mode 
such as a variable- rate mode would be needed for tasks where 
computer subroutines might not be available. Since the most 
serious constraining of the previous systems has been shown 
to be their slowness in performing tasks (refs. 2, 5, and 6), 
l et us compare th e system times to pe r form tasks usi ng the 
time for a man to perform the task directly as the reference 
ti me illustrated by column 3 in figure 25. Four operating 
mod es a re 1 is ted in figure 25: 
l. Semi -auto. This is the highest speed mode of the 
proposed system. In this mode the system is operating with 
large amounts of a priori information and requires minimum 
supervision. The expected speed of the system, compared to 
direct means, wou ld be five to one-hundred-or-more times 
faster. 
2. First level (hybr id). In this mode the system has 
a minimum of a priori data. It can stac k tasks ; therefore, 
it is expected that its relative speed wou ld vary from t wice 
as fast to as fast as the direct technique. The present 
hybrid mode speed is a guess. For the time being we have put 
it at a number of one to two . The advantage of the hybrid 
mode, of course, i s that we can stil l function in a sort of 
semiau t omat i c mode once we have es t ab li s hed t he po int i ng 
vector. So it should be a fa i rly f ast mode. How fast is, 
of course, open to speculation until the system performance 
for a range of specifi c tasks can actually be measured. In 
all probabil i ty the system speed should be higher tha n is 
presently being estimated. 
3. Second l eve l (M - S). The ratio of speed s hown for 
the master - s l ave mode is the one recommended i n references 
2, 5, and 6 - namely, eight times s l ower than direct means. 
4. Third level (rate). Again the speed ratio shown 
comes from reference 2- namely,one hundred times slower th an 
direct. 
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To obtain a representative overall system efficienc y 
where all modes might be employed, an arbitrary percentage 
o f the total tas ks was assigned to each mode in descending 
order (colu mn 2 of figure 25 ) . It is anticipated that the 
slowest modes would be requi red onl y for tas ks that were 
si mpl y never thought of in the original task evaluations. 
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The method of comparison follows. The percentage of the 
total ti me used, for each operating mode, is obtained by the 
product of the task-time/ direct-time ratio and the percentage 
of the t otal tas ks. The percent of t otal time is summed and 
compared to the direct means. Thus, the sum shown (48.8 
percent) means that the representative division of tasks f or 
the proposed system would be t wice as fast as the direct 
tec hni que. That is, if all the tas ks were per f ormed by direct 
means, the tas k-time/ direct-time ratio would be one for all 
tas ks and the percent of total ti me would of course equal 100 
percent. As another example, suppos e that the semi-auto mode 
tas k--ti me/direct-ti me ratio was only 1:5. Then the percent 
of total ti me, for the semi - auto mode, would be 16 percent 
and the new sum would be 64 percent. The proposed system 
would be about l ,5 times as fast as the direct technique. 
The basic s ystem principle is su mmarized by figure 25. 
Present mani pulator systems operate in the region of 10 to 
100 ti mes slower t han d i rect means. Onl y by using systems 
whose principal operating modes are much faster, and by pre-
planning tas ks to ma ke max i mum use of these high speed modes, 
will it ever be possible to efficiently perform wor k in hos-
tile environments. 
In order to demonstrate the s ystem concepts just describ-
ed, a proposal has been made to develop a wor king model. So 
that the empha sis may be placed on deve l oping system concepts, 
it has been proposed to put together a "test bed" composed 
of hardware which, for the most part, has al ready been devel-
oped and is generally available. The test bed would be 
composed of t wo principal elements: (a ) the principal units 
o f an Apollo Block II Guidance, Navigation,and Control (GN 
and C) s ystem for the CSM, and (6 ) one or more of the fa mily 
of presentl y available manipulators (w ith modified inter f ace ) . 
The Apollo GN and C system (ref. 4 ) was designed to 
provide full on-board capability for guidance, navigation, and 
control for the manned Apollo vehicles, during the mission 
phases of orbit,maneuver, rendezvous, lunar landing and 
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ascent, midcourse maneuvers, reentry into the earth's a tmos -
phere, an d earth landing. Optical force and attitude measure-
ments of high precision are used by the on-board data proces -
sor to control these activit ies. Digital programs d irec t l y 
control and stabilize the vehicle through the reaction control 
systems and start, stop, and throttle the veh icl e propulsion 
systems. 
This system, except for subtarget distance sensors an d a 
remote visu al mon ito r, contains all the basic measuring ele-
ment s referred to earlier. It also includes a large data 
processor with a flexible input - outp ut format. Senso rs for 
determining target range an d range rate (at close distances 
1 t o 10 meters ), and a remote visual monitor would need 
to be integrated with the system. Accurate target ranging 
techniques for close distances have been developed and studied 
at the Instrumentation Laboratory (f ig. 26 ) (ref. 7) . With 
this technique (fig. 26) it is expected that we can establish 
the direction an d the distance accurately - accurately in 
this case wou ld be in the order of thirty thousandths of an 
inch in 10 feet. 
I would like to comment on time delays ass ociated with 
present communication systems for space operations. One test 
I performed when a 501-booster was sitting on the launch pad 
was to measure the time delay associated with activation of a 
single discrete event to the airborne computer located in the 
command modu le. The round trip from Mission Contro l Cente r 
in Houston, through the contro l-cente r computer, over the 
ground 1 ines to Cape Kennedy, through the rf links at the 
Cape to the booster, and then back through the same route was 
8 seconds. Discussions with the commun icati ons peop le at 
Mission Control indicate that delays can be pulled down to 
about 5 or 6 seconds. (Note: These mod i ficat ions we re 
made sometime last year. ) Of course, trans missi on delay 
associated with this test wa s mini ma l. In lunar orb it we 
would have to add the 2.5 seconds in the transm ission delay 
for the roun a-trip time. Fo r anal og -t ype signals the delays 
go up to about 18 seconds or l onge r, again without space 
trans mission delays. 
That wi ll end it. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN : Any comments or questions? 
MR. FLATAU: Could you be more specific about how commu -
nication delays are introduced? 
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MR. NEVI NS: Between the spacecraft and the ground there 
is a comm and link with a maximum capability of 1000 bits per 
second. A command wo rd consists of 22 bits of which 7 bits 
are the vehicle and system identification and 15 bits are the 
data. F~r the Apollo airborne computer the 15 bits of data 
are actually three 5-bit words where the first and third 
word s are the same data and the second word is the one's 
comp lement of the same 5-bit word. Besides this redundanc y 
the entire command word is encoded into a 5-bit Barker 
code. Thus, the command word instead of being 22 bits long 
is now (5 x 22 ) or 110 bits long. In addition, during the 
transmission of the data, three data-validation loops are 
used. The validation loops are the ones at the Command Site, 
the Remote Site, and the Telemetry Command Verification Site. 
These loops all work serially ; that is, data cannot proceed 
from one loop to the next loop until the data has been trans-
mitted, recei ved, checked, and a va lidation pu l se sent back 
to the next lower loop. Also, the same data is nominall y 
repeated three times before being finall y accepted as correct. 
In addition to delays caused by encoding techniques and 
validation loops, there are delays caused by processors on 
the ground in assemb ling and formating the data. 
MR . FLATAU: However, if you wanted t o use more band-
width, you could cut this down enormously. 
MR. NEVINS: The point to remember is that the available 
s ystem and faci liti es are very extensive and would cost a 
great dea l to modify. The system puts heavy emphasis on 
reliability, hence, must have appreciable processing delays. 
These delays can be reduced but the reliability will go down. 
That is, the controllers want to be able to command the 
spacecraft to do something and have it respond in the pres-
ence of noise or what have you. It is a system from wh ich 
i t would not be reasonable to expect radical changes for a 
number of years. One reference* is listed; others I am sure 
are available through the Manned Spacecraft Center. 
MR . MOSHER: Do you have a publication on this work? 
,':Apo llo Comm and Telemetry Control Capabilities Stud y - Final 
Report (Prel iminary), Philco-Ford Corporation under NASA 
Contract No. NAS9-l26l. Report No . PHO-TR 290, 10 February 
1967. 
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MR. NEVINS: We have a paper which we sent around to a 
few people. We have not yet published it formally. In addi-
tion, we do have some thesis work which has been concerned 
with the optimal control laws for moving an arm from one 
location in space to another and the determination of the 
minimum number of degrees of freedom to accomplish certain 
tasks. Additional thesis work is planned for development of 
a 11pointing system11 for identifying and locating objects 
accurately in the work space with respect to the computer 
reference frame. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN : Has anybody there done any anal yses? 
Take,for instance, the submarine. The cost of stay time of 
the submarine, you know, is quite high. Have you done a cost-
effectiveness analysis of what something like this would do 
in terms of mon ey? 
MR. NEVINS: Unfortunately not. In fact, the prime 
reason for generating the data in figure 25 was to try to 
encourage that kind of study. Not until we look at the cost 
of using these inefficient manipulators can we demonstrate 
the requirements for a computer-driven, man-supervised manip-
ulator. Discussions with the Alvin people, who are invo lved 
with doing things on the ocean floor (2000 feet) with a rate-
driven manipulator, point up how slow and tedious it is to do 
even the simplest kind of task with these manipulators. Up 
to now this kind of message has not got back into the design 
loop to encourage people to work on better manipulators. 
MR. FLATAU: What is the origin of the first t wo numbers 
mentioned earlier - the task-time/direct-time ratios for the 
semi-auto and the first level (hybrid) mode. 
MR. NEVINS: The task/direct-ti me ratio for the semi-
auto mode comes from automatic milling machine techniques. 
This number assumes that you have got a "hard" mechanical 
reference, one accurate enough to do a complete sequence of 
tasks from a priori data at maximum speed. 
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CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN : Any more questions. Thank you very 
much, Mr. Nevins. 
Norman Died ri ch is our next spea ker. 
MR. NORMAN F. DIEDRICH, Case Western Reserve University: 
Over the last three years, maybe four now, we have been 
deve loping facilities at Case in the Digital Systems Labora-
tory for evaluating the feasibility of using a small general-
purpose computer for control] ing a remote manipu lator. The 
particular manipulator we have wou ld probably be in the class 
of a rate-control manipulator. The initial rate cont rol was 
t wo-step, two-speed, each direction on five degrees of free-
dom. It has been mod i f ied to give us seven degrees propor-
tional control, as wil 1 be further explained with the film. 
Concurrent with this development, a series of algorithms was 
developed to permit the use of the computer as an interface 
between the operator and the manipu lator. The goa l of these 
studies was threefold: firs½ to indicate further steps to 
improve the man - mach i ne communication of this teleoperator 
system; second,to obtain a maximum manipulator flexibility 
by reducing the number of operations that were required of 
the operator ; third,to reduce operator fatigue. Based on the 
work that has been done to date, it was decided that this 
computer teleoperator system was feasible, and the next stage 
would be to use the system to perform an actual task. Such a 
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task, mainly guided by our support, was selected from the 
Space Nuclear Propulsion Office - assembl y of a moc kup 
nuclear reactor. Reduction of operator fatigue was expected 
t o be very noticeable. 
I thin k at this point we will show the film. (Also, see 
slide (fig. 27 ) . 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSE N: Are there an y questions? 
QUESTION: Do you control the computer or the specific 
geometric patterns describing pa r ticular paths for the end of 
the hand? 
MR. DIEDRICH: In this particular case, and in mos t 
cases, the end point is specified, and the move between end 
points is determined. 
QUESTION: What happens i f your programmed direction of 
pu 11, 1 et' s say of those cont ro 1 rods, is at a one-degree 
a ng le with th e actual orientation of the rod ? What would you 
do abou t that? 
MR. DIEDRICH : If it is slightl y cocked, we can do it. 
Damp ing rods woul d be needed - we 'd have to have some kind 
of a lead in the hole where the rod comes through the upper 
plate. 
QUESTION: Do you foresee there would be some feedbac k 
during the programm ed operation that senses there is a mis-
a li gnment a nd re- programs itsel f? 
MR. DIEDRICH: Currentl y we don't have any force feed-
bac k on the device, so the onl y wa y this problem could be 
recognized would be i f the operator saw the thing was drag-
ging on one side. One of the modifications cu rrentl y in 
proces s is to provide for t he operator t o manuall y overr ide 
one ax is , f or example, while the computer is still running 
the basic operation. This might come in handy if the da mp ing 
rod wa s a 1 ittle bit out of line because the operator could 
then tri m that posit ion without reall y ta k ing the whole 
opera t ion over to himself. 
QUESTION: It l ooks li ke in reassembling, for example, 
it might be very difficult to p ic k up a nut. 
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FIGURE 27 . 
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MR. DIEDRICH: It would be. I have not addressed mys elf 
to the problem of reassembling. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: I think perhaps this is the business 
of tooling. There are some people here who have been work-
ing in this area. 
MR. FLATAU: I notice several terminal device changes 
have been made. Were these done manually? 
MR. DIEDRICH : Yes, they were done manually. We have a 
fixture for doing it automatically, which hasn't been pro-
grammed, but it doesn't appear to present any problem. The 
tool-changing fixtures were part of the original equipment 
supplied by General Mills. 
MR. FLATAU: How did you pi c k up the " hex" position of 
the nut. Was that computer controlled? 
MR. DIEDRICH: No. The wrist rotation and the opening 
and closing of the hand,at the time this film was taken, was 
entirely open loop. As far as index ing on the nuts, I would 
set down so that there would be a slight free load and turn 
it until it indexed, and that's why it was done in the 
sequence of turning-] ifting motions. The modifications 
necessary to get the rotation and the hand opening-closing 
are in process right now. 
QUESTION: "Step" motors? 
MR. DIEDRICH: No. The motors used on this are all of 
the universal type, gear motors. The ones for the hand 
opening-closiQg and for wrist rotation are probably 20 hp, 
or something on that order - 5000 to 10,000 rpm. The motors 
used for the basic arm motions are one-tenth hp and the 
remaining motors are one-fifteenth, all running on 120 volts, 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: I think we ought to point out that 
the reason why this particular manipulator was used is be-
cause it was surplus and available, 
MR. DIEDRICH: And cheap. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: That was the governing factor. We 
were primarily interested in determining feasibility rather 
than developing sophisticated hardware. 
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QUESTION: Within what tolerances have you had to posi-
tion the object you are work ing on? 
MR. DIEDRICH: The basic tolerances I have had have been 
with i n the range of this machine. In other words, if I go to 
pick up the end belt, for example, I can get within an eighth 
of an inch or so, and that 1 s fine as long as I 1 ift straight 
up. It wo ul d appear that the best way to do this sort of thing 
is to make sure that the alignment for something on that 
order is right along with the axis. 
MR. MOSHER: You or ient your computer image of the re-
act or to go anywhere the computer f inds it? 
MR. DIEDRICH : Yes . 
QUESTION: In this type of application, did you compute 
the location of all the nuts and just direct from one to the 
other, or did you have to use the television camera? 
MR. DIEDRICH: Us ing the keyboa rd , I went through and 
directed the manipulator to the various points, and then 
recorded those moves for filming, beca use you like to be 
able to repeat things. The time required for the keyboard 
entry would have made t he mo ti ons prohibitively slow. The 
software is not written at the moment because there are hard-
ware modif ications in process and I didn 1 t want to rewrite 
all the software. 
CHAIRMA N JOHNS EN: Thank you very much Mr. Diedrich. 
wou ld 1 i ke now to ask Ray Go er tz to discuss t wo kinds of 
wor k that he has been doing. You all know that he has been 
one of the long-ti me leading lights in manipu lators, partic-
ularly mas ter-slave manipulators . He has also done a 
considerable amount of work on hea d-control television, 
which I think is a very important technique for having good 
visual control of what you are doing, especially in a remote 
environment. I think Mr. Goertz is going to combine both 
topics in his one discussion. 
MR. RAY GOERTZ, Argonne National Laboratory: Thank you. 
Yes, I certainly will combine the topics of remote viewing 
and manipulation . These two items, and others, are essen-
tial parts of almost all remotely control led general-purpose 
manipulator systems. I learned this some 20 years ago. We 
built our first master - s lave man ipulator before we had 
developed shielding windows . We tried using this early 
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manipulator with periscopes, mirrors, and with direct view ing 
through air. The former slowed down the rate at which work 
could be done compared to that wh ich coul d be done with the 
manipulator wh ile viewing directly. This stimulated us to 
start developing large shielding windows that wou ld be opt i-
cally and economica ll y acceptable. As most of you know , this 
development, along with the development of mo re advanced 
master-slave manipulators , has been successful. This system 
is used in most hot facilities in the free wor ld. 
In recent years we have worked on developing electric 
master-slave manipulators and slave television. This system 
allows the slave arms and TV camera to be moved freely be-
cause only electric cables connect the master arms and TV 
monitor to the slave arms and camera . We could replace the 
electric cables wi th radio trans mi tters and receivers which 
have appropriate modulators and demodulators. 
The main objective because of the radiation hazard has 
been to develop techniques and devices that provide a me ans 
of carry ing out complex experiments and other operations re-
motel y . The ai m has al ways been to do the work more quickly 
and more economicall y. Before general-purpose manipulators 
were developed, it was necessary to design and build new 
specific-purpose, remotely controlled apparatus for each new 
experiment. This proved costly and time consuming. 
Let us take a close loo k at the economics of remote 
handling and manipulating intensel y radioactive materials. 
Handling devices some 22 years ago we re mainly tongs, cranes, 
and a couple of very crude unilateral manipulators. There 
were no windows, a few poor periscopes, and no TV. We first 
developed t wo unilateral electric manipulators and these 
became the forerunners for the General Mills and PAR uni-
lateral manipulators. In less than a year, we had decided 
that the unilateral manipul ator had serious technical and 
economic shortcomings. Only one or t wo of the seven motions 
could be operated at one time. Because of these li mitati ons 
and others, we stopped developing this t ype and switched to 
the approach of mimicking the basic motions of the human 
hand and arm. Each manipulator would be controlled by one 
hand of the operator. Econom icall y this was a good choice. 
There are now over 1000 pairs of mas ter-slaves wit h 
their shielding windows in use in the U.S.A . We estimate 
that they are actually used about 20 percent of the ti me 
for one shift. The cost to operate them is at least $10/ hr 
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counting radiation safety and supervision. This all adds up 
to 4 mill ion dollars per year. Had the master-slave system 
not been developed, we might assume that all the work would 
be done with unilateral electric manipulators. Tests have 
shown that it takes over 10 times as long to do tasks with 
unilaterals as it does with master-slaves. Therefore, the 
yearly cost wou ld be 40 mill ion dollars per year. The annual 
operating saving is 36 million dollars. On top of this, 
more hot facilities would be needed. The investment to 
develop all of the mechanical master-slaves, the electric 
master-slaves, the shielding windows, some TV, etc. has 
added up to only about 6 mill ion dollars for the 22 years. 
Manipulator systems are simple in their requirements 
and objectives (f ig. 28 ). The y extend the manipulative 
functions of hands and arms and reflect back to the operator 
the necessary senses of feel. The viewing part of the system 
extends the necessary image information back to the operator. 
Although the basic needs can be stated simpl y, it is not so 
easy to develop and build good s ys tems. For tunately , nature 
pe rmits us to develop the systems in steps and come up with 
very useful devices that are moderatel y si mp le but fall far 
short of the longer-range objectives and needs. As an 
examp le, one of the most widely used systems is a pair of 
mechanical master-slaves and a shield ing wi ndow. This sys-
tem performs quite well but car ri es out simple tas ks at only 
about 1/lOth the rate of working directly with the hands, 
Also, the wo rk area is 1 imited in size and location because 
the window and arms are anchored to the shielding wall. 
These manipulators have only seven independent motions 
and can be operated to apply any force or torque to a sol id 
object. Since a sol id object is 1 imited to six independent 
degrees of freedom of mo tion in space, the manipulator need 
have only a similar set plus a method of attaching itself to 
the object. The most versatile method is to provide a 
seventh motion for grasping the object. Additional motions 
can provide operation of additional fingers and for addi-
tional arm movements. Force reflection from the object back 
to the operator is very important for a number of reasons. 
It helps avoid exerting unwanted fo,ces on the object, helps 
movements when other objects are near and might cause a 
col 1 is ion, and provides a means for the object to determine 
the path of mo tion for some operations. 
Moving a lever is one examp le of the need for motion-
and for ce feedback to the operator and for the entire manip-
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ulator to be bilatera l in its motion behavior. This allows 
the slave to fol low the path dictated by the lever with only 
moderate forces in any undesirable direction (fig. 29). On 
the other hand , with a unilateral manipu lator (where the 
controls produce a velocity) great care must be taken to 
avo id high forces. Thi s slows the rate at which wo rk can be 
done to 1/lOth that of master-slaves, on the average. 
Another example is fitting one part into a fixed part 
(f ig. 30). As the part is moved into place, some of its 
degrees of freedom a re lost. 
We believe that manipulators can be made large enough to 
handle very large loads but the size should be mo re dependent 
on the overal 1 economics than on the engineering feasibility. 
It is probably more economical to provide mani pulators having 
moderate load capacities that will handle most of the work, 
and then use cranes for the loads above the 100-pound capac-
ity of the manipulators. One goal is to deve lop an electric 
mas ter-sla ve having the general capabilities of the human arm 
and hand. This slide (f ig. 31) shows the latest manipulator 
developed at Argonne - the Electric Master-Slave, Mark E4A. 
It has a load capacit y of 50 pounds in an y direction and has 
force reflection and other master-slave characteristics 
si milar to the well known Model-8 mec hanical master-slave . 
The feel is not quite as good as the mechanicals because of 
the mo tor inertias and some additional fr iction. However, 
since it can approach the work from al most any direction, has 
for ce boost, bra kes, and other features, its overall perform-
ance is judged to be considerably better than the mechanicals 
even if each could adequatel y cover the work volume of inter-
est, Since the slave a rms can also cover mu ch larger volumes, 
its usefulness is far greater than that of the mechanical 
mas ter-slaves for large facilities. 
All the motors, except the X-d r ive, are moun ted in a 
group on a body that is fixed to its support device. This 
method avoids the inertia that would be included as part of 
the arm mass if the motors moved bodil y with any of the 
mo tions of the arm. The method also avoids cascading of the 
force-ref lecting servos. 
At present I am developing a very high-performa nce, 
moving-coil de motor for use in future electric master-slave 
manipulators. It is designed to reflect an equivalent mass 
of less than 2 pounds in a slave arm having a load capacity 
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of 100 pounds. At the same ti me the maximum heat generated 
in the armature is to be no greater than 100 watts. The 
primary objectives are to increase the sense of feel and 
reduce the cooling problem. This mo tor wi ll have a ver y 
short mechanica l time constant and an even shorter electri-
cal ti me constant. Consequentl y , stable force feedback can 
be used to further improve feel by reducing the apparent 
inertia, friction, and other factors. Since the economic 
factor is the underl y ing reason for developing better mani-
pulator systems, it is important to improve the rate of doing 
work and to expand its versatility. Both of these wi ll be 
imp roved as the feel is imp roved. 
There is alwa ys a question as to which parameters to 
emphasize in the next developments. One factor is certain, 
the master -s lave s ystem for the arms and television is the 
best of any I have studied or heard of (f ig. 32). It ex-
tends the hands and eyes to a remote hazardous area and, 
thus, the great dexterity of man can be brought to bear on 
a distant task. As these s ystems are developed to higher 
perfection, they wi ll be able to more accurately transmit 
and feed back information almost exactly as if man we re in 
the hazardous area himself. These advanced s ystems wi 11 
also be easier to operate. Thus, operators with different 
s kills can perform operations remotel y even though they ma y 
have little training. 
The choice as to which parameter to stress at a given 
ti me within the master-slave system is a 1 ittle difficult. 
It de~ends on the funding level for development, existing 
technology, characteristics that potential users think they 
need , etc. The needs for advanced systems exist now , but 
there is a lac k of understanding of the economic advantages 
by facility designers and operators. 
The approach to the development program, in my opinion, 
is to carr y out more or less continuous development on com-
ponents and subsystems and also to reduce to practice at 
intervals of t wo to three years a comp lete s ystem of proto-
type models. Each new manipulator system wou ld have signif-
icant improvements in at least one important parameter. 
Also, each complete system would be a very useful device. 
The arm sizes and load capacities should span a large range 
of at least 1000 to l. Improved slave TV would be an inte-
gral part of each system. 
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Before long, a manipulator system should be developed 
that has the size and shape of man. The load capacit y and 
dexterity should approximate that of man for such tasks as 
repairing machinery. This slave man should be able to wal k 
and climb in and overall places that man could go in a re-
actor plant or process plant if no radioactivity were pres-
ent. The visual part of the system would be high-quality 
slave TV. Walking and cli mbing woul d be on two, four, or 
six legs. This slave man would be useful in facilities 
that were not designed for remote repair and therefore have 
no manipulator support s ystems. Although the cost of devel-
oping a good electromechanical slave man wou ld be high, this 
cost would be returned many fold in the next fifteen years. 
It might come down to where it could be economicall y used as 
the chief repair device for new reactor facilities. 
Also, s maller walking and climbing manipulator systems 
should be developed for inspection and instrument repair in 
s mall hot areas. One of these might be the size of a cat 
and be able to climb or crawl through pipes, a round vesse ls, 
etc. 
Television pictures are much infer io r to direct vi ew 
through a window at a mode rate or close distance. There are 
several reasons for this deficiency . The number of discrete 
elements of lightness or darkness in one picture is only a 
sma ll fraction of the number presented to the eye through a 
shielding wi ndow or good periscope. Also, television has a 
low dynamic range of brightness-to-darkness ratio of only 
about 100 to l. This makes it almost impossible to get a 
good picture of machinery wi th poorl y illuminated recesses. 
Besides, stereo has never been developed to a fully satisfac-
tory degree. 
It is possible to improve the effectiveness of a TV 
chain without improving the TV itself. One method is to 
narrow the angle of view so that the total picture elements 
are concentrated on a moderately small scene. This narrow 
angle of view can be aimed to move from one scene to another . 
We have done this by 11servoing 11 the camera and monitor to 
follow the pan an d tilt motions of the operator 1s head . The 
face of the monitor stays at about t wo feet from the opera-
tor1s eyes and swings in arcs with its f ace al ways nearly 
normal to the ope rator 1s 1 ine of sight. The TV camera is 
also servo driven in synchronism wi th the pan and tilt mo -
tions of the operator 1s head. This s ystem shows great 
improvement over TV used with a wide-angle lens or when only 
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the camera is aimed. Also, it is moderately easy to oper-
ate. We found that we had to put a "dead spot " in the servos 
to prevent the continual small angular moveme nts of the head 
from blurring the picture. In addition, the narrow angle of 
view requires some learning. This slave-TV system gave good 
enough performance for us to recommend it for use in a master -
slave manipulator s ystem. 
With an angle of view of 30 degrees, most of the items 
are in the whole wo rk area and may require 150 degrees or 
more. After a while the operator remembers where most of 
the items are located and can perform manipulations with 
reasonably good speed. He will have to search for some items 
occasionally. We judge this slave-TV viewing system to be 
about as good as a window wh en the distance to the work is 
12 to 15 feet . 
Although this head-controlled TV is the only one that 
we know of that was designed and tested as an integ ral part 
of a master-slave manipul ator system, there are others tha t 
have been developed for other uses such as military observa-
tion and tracking. As a further improvement in the arrange-
ment of television for use in a manipulator system, we have 
considered using t wo TV chains. One wou ld provide a reason-
abl y good picture covering a moderatel y small angle of about 
15 degrees. The second TV chain would provide a wide-angle 
picture surrounding the small one but be blanked off the 
small picture, Each would have the same magn ification. John 
Chatten has tested this arrangement for target tracking and 
other observations. It works quite well. With some modifi -
cation, this basic arrangement should give reasonably good 
results for master-slave manipulator systems. Of course 
many other improvements are also needed. 
Other viewing screens could be used instead of the CRT 
monitor. Projection onto a hollow hemisphere screen has 
been considered and some organizations have mounted small 
CRTs on the operator's head. 
The common definition of line resolution of a TV chain 
is mis leadi ng because the monitor is not required to faith-
fully reproduce the details of the lines seen by the camera . 
When sharp high-contrast lines are the scene for the camera, 
the monitor need only barely show that the lines exist and 
the contrast ma y just be discernible. Thus an 800-1 ine 
chain may only reproduce up to about 150 lines sharply. Even 
then, the contrast wil l likel y be considerably below that on 
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the test pattern scene (f ig. 33). Clearly, TV itself needs 
to be greatl y imp roved if we are to be able to view remotely 
as clearly as we can l oca ll y . 
This mov ie shows some of the work done for NASA by the 
Argonne National Lab. We carried ou t a short study of possi-
ble uses of manipulators for space wo rk. A tas k board was 
furnished by NASA which has various screws, pipe connecto r s, 
electrical connectors, etc. Wor k was done on the task board 
under the fo ll owing four conditi ons: 
l. Subject work ing directl y while in ordinary clothing. 
Working ti me: 7 min. 
2. Subject work ing directl y while in an Apol l o state -
of-the-art suit pressurized to 3.5 psig. Working 
ti me: 20 min. 
3. Subject work ing with Model M8 master-slave manip-
ulators while in ordinary clothing. Working 
ti me: 25 min . 
4. Subject work ing with Mode l M8 master-slave manip-
ulators while in a Apollo state-of- the-art suit 
pressur ized to 3.5 psig. Wor k ing ti me: tas k 
could not be completed because of operator f atigue. 
The Apollo suit is not a constant-volume t y pe and this 
means that the person in it must do work to move the arms, 
legs, an d fingers. The glove on this suit is very stiff 
when pressur ized, and it is quite d ifficult and tiring to 
grasp things. It is especially diff icu l t to grasp the 
hand l e~ of the manipulators. 
In addition to working the tas k board, we tried using 
the manipu lators to dock with a couple of objects. The f irst 
object was a 50-pound oscilloscope moving toward the manip -
ulators at 5 or 10 i n./sec and rotat ing at about 20 degrees 
per sec . There was no trouble in catching and gently 
stopp ing the osci ll oscope. Th e ot her object wa s a 120-pound 
beam similarly moving toward the manipu lators. Again, dock-
ing was extremely eas y. From this we believe that master-
slave manipu l ators could be used for doc k ing with objects in 
space that are not equipped with docking rings. 
The latest electric master -slave manipulator developed 
at Argonne is shown perform ing a variety of tas ks. It has 
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three different selectable force rati os: l to 1, 2 to 1, and 
5 to l. Force reflection and reversible or bilateral mo tion 
arte good for a 11 force ratios . The movie al so shows an 
experimental 5-motion, head-control led TV system. The 
extra three translational motions over and above the pan and 
tilt helped considerabl y in carrying out manipulations. For 
example, moving the head from side to side gave depth infor-
mation to the operator. It also allowed hi m to get different 
viewpoints. When the operator wanted a closer view, he had 
only to step forward. 
In closing, I would li ke to reiterate my opinion that 
the strongest reason for developing bette r manipulator s ys-
tems is to increase the effic ienc y of operation in hot 
facilities, to improve their plant availability, and to re-
duce their design and construction costs . These general 
economic reasons also apply equally well for space and under-
water uses of advanced general-purpose manipulator s ystems. 
The rate and versatility app l ied to work a re the keys 
to high economy. The master-slave type of arms and TV is 
the fastest and most versatile of any system so far develop-
ed. Ye½ to date, the master-slave potential has only been 
scratched. The time will come when remote work can be done 
as rapidly an d surely as it can with the hands. It may be 
possible to actual ly increase the remote rate above that of 
direct. Computers can help in certain subroutines, but it 
wi ll li kely be a long time before they can even begin to 
have the dexterity, s kill, versatility, etc., of the human 
hand, eyes, and brain. However, for very distant operations 
where time delay is significant, various kinds of computers 
will be needed. Otherwise the rate of doing work must be 
very slow. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: Before we have some questions, I 
wan t to point out, the P.A.R. , who ma ke the rectilinear 
manipulators, were going to be here. At the last minu te 
guess something happened and they couldn 1 t send a man along. 
I want to point this out, because I don 1 t want to give you 
any impression that I have a bias towards master-sla ves. 
Let 1 s have some questions and discussions on Mr. Goertz 1 s 
presentation . 
MR. FLATAU: Two questions. We did very l itt le work on 
TV viewing, but we found one thing when we had a very narrow 
angle of view -one tended to lose the slave arms out of the 
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area of view and couldn't get them back in. Did you find 
anything wrong with you r view? 
MR. GOERTZ: Yes, inexperienced operators tend to 11 lose11 
the slave arms. The method that works best is to find the 
slave arm by moving the head and then move the arm to the 
desired location while fo llowing it with the slave TV. 
MR. FLATAU: Did you chec k what the additional hindrance 
factor was by having a man in a space suit work these tests 
rather than the man doing it directly by a manipulator? 
MR. GOERTZ: It took about the same length of time. 
QUESTION: Mr. Goertz, could the man have comp leted the 
tas k in the space suit work ing directly on the problem? 
MR. GOERTZ: Yes, he could, and he did. He did this in 
about three times the ti me it too k him to do it in his shirt 
sleeves directly, but he was much more tired. 
COL. BROWN: With the head-control TV s ystem, did the 
operator's concentration and efficiency, and thereby tolerance , 
decrease steadily with time? 
MR. GOERTt : We have not tested people long enough to 
find that out. We don't know. We did find out that the 
people, when they f i rst tried to use it, we re quite tense. 
After a few hours, off and on, they were much more relaxed. 
COL. BROWN : Would the field of view influence that? 
MR. GOERTZ: I think it might have. 
MR. JOHN CHATTEN, Control Data Corporation: I wanted 
to comment on your statement earlier that NASA felt it 
wasn't necessary to redesign equipment to let the awkward 
manipulator handle it. That pol icy may change. We have 
been studying many problems of maintainability . The wo rk 
may have to be done in a space suit. It turns out that 
the clearances, the size , the grip, and all this, match very 
closel y what you need for a manipulator. In addition, in 
other studies, some of which are going on now, the people 
who put this equipment together have pointed out when we go 
out to get this information, that 11 lf you could just build 
i t the way you' re talking about, we can maintain it ; we can 
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check it out mu ch easier than we can now. " So I think in the 
forthcoming generations that the equipment being designed for 
man's use may also be readil y usable by a manipu lator. 
MR. GOERTZ: I thin k that's a good point. The y li mited 
us for this particular study. 
MR . CHATTEN: To clarify my last question, there are 
four possible ways of doing the task of the space suit and 
the manipulators, and d irectl y. One is man doing the task 
directly in his shirt sleeves; using the ma nipulator; direct -
ly in the space suit; and in the space suit using the manip-
ulators. Did you cover all four possib ilities and could 
you arrange them in order by difficulty? 
MR. GOERTZ : Yes , all four were tried. The las t one 
you mentioned, the space suit with ma nipulator, was by far 
the most d i fficult. The operator got so tired he could not 
finish it. 
MR. FLATAU : What was the fatigue effect? 
MR. GOERTZ: We don't know . We had only a day or two 
to do it. My observation of the people who did it was that 
the fatigue factor was higher in the space suit even though 
the subject was working wi th the tools a nd gadgets directly 
with his gloved hands. 
MR. JAMES JON ES: I wo uld 1 i ke to comment in defense of 
the suits. The state-of-the-art suits offer torques and 
essentially complete balance, and gloves are being developed 
with counterbalances so you don't have as much of a problem, 
and hopefully, it won't be quite so bad in the future. 
MR. GOERTZ: Yes. 
QUESTION: With these better suits that are coming up, 
would you envision changing the inte rface between t he master-
slave and man such that maybe the controls are inside the 
env i ronme nt of the suit, coming up wi th a special glove jus t 
for that? 
MR. GOERTZ ? Yes, I thin k there is a possibility of 
putting a handle inside by removing the hand from the glove 
and moving it into another area. 
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COMMENT: was thinking in terms of having di rect s kin 
contact with the control but with only the hand encapsulated. 
MR. GOERTZ: Yes. That is what I had in mind. 
MR. FLATAU: I would 1 ike to comment on a concept I had, 
which I am not sure would wor k. Maybe some of the labo rato r y 
control people, if they are here , ca n give me an idea (having 
built a master for a slave ) whether I could do away with the 
master. That is , if we can so code that we can ma ke up a 
field force without actually physicall y appl y ing to it, we 
don't need a master. Then we can put all this inside the 
space suit, and be much better of f , and also use it in other 
environments and get a superior feedback. I don't know 
whether that is feasible. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: We have people here who are wor king 
the EMG cont rol , and t hey are go ing t o tal k later on. I wil 1 
ask them to answer this at that time. 
MR. GOERTZ : Just a short comment. It may be possible 
to do away with the master, but I feel st rongl y that great 
improvements in master-slaves can be made while still using 
the no rmal hu man hand to operate the master arm. In f act, 
it seems to me that the f ul 1 dexterity of the hand can one 
da y be extended t o the remo te locat ions. 
COMMENT: What we are tal k ing about here are t wo compet-
itive ways of attaining this sophistication. The winning 
approach is to provide an improved sense of control, posi-
tion, and f orce in the ways we are tal king about, with 
special forces, transducers, and better servo techniques. 
Myoelectric signalling some day will be a very sophisticated 
way of doing things. But if we are going to advance this 
art, should we hold bac k by waiting f or EMG ? I thin k we can 
go faster by wor k ing with the sensor technique and using an 
exos keleton master. 
QUESTI ON: Do you have an y brief comments about improved 
depth perception? 
MR. GOERTZ : Depth perception can be improved if the 
slave TV has all five degrees of freedom. Then, when the 
operator moves his head from side to side he gets depth 
information to some extent. Stereo is reall y needed but 
none has been developed, that I know about, that is very good. 
We tried some yea rs ago and others have tried. Unless the 
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two pictures are high quality and very we ll 1 ined up, it 
doesn 1 t work well. Better quality TV may be a prerequisite 
to good stereo. 
COMMENT: agree. We tried it and found it was useless-
that is, stereo TV as compared to a crisp resolu tion of a 
single system. There are man y ways of seeing depth. The 
psychologists tell us there are eleven distinct functions in 
the eye to give you depth perception. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN : have rearranged the program once 
more because, again , we have a gentleman who has some other 
appointments to keep. Lee Harrison, who is now President of 
Control Image Corporation here in Denver, has done some work 
using a television display, if you want to call it that, 
requiring minimum bandwidth. 
MR. LEE HARRISON : I say hello to all of you that I 
remember from some of these other conferences. Fi rst I want 
to show you a slide of our software for programming a compu-
ter which is specially built to make images. The program-
ming input is quite low bandwidth, to create motion; I have 
some moving pictures of anthropomorphic forms that we have 
photographed in real time off a cathode-ray tube. This is 
Debbie, who was on the TV program called 11Turn On 11 that got 
turned off, if you remember (fig. 34). Debbie i s a dancer. 
She came out from Hollywood to supply some motion to our 
anthropometric harness, which was made of tinker toys and 
potentiometers at the joint~ and rubber bands and a few 
things 1 ike that. That 1s Debbie, a 1 ittle out of focus, but 
this was taken off of another picture. We were picking up 
some joint motion, and she had a lot of motions we couldn 1 t 
pick up, but it was an interesting start. 
Now, I will show you some of the things she actually 
programmed. What we lacked was the hardware for making a 
coordinate transform between Debbie and the computer. We 
are using normal X Y Z coordinates of the computer so that 
when we run the film, you 1 ll see some of the things we have 
done. 
The idea which is applicable to teleoperation is that 
we take the high bandwidth, a priori information (that which 
you already know about the basic image format), and contain 
this inside the computer. We animate the image or make it 
move with very low bandwidth inputs. We sample what a few 
potentiometers on a body are doing, or on a remote manipul a-
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tor, and this informati on ma kes the image conform to the 
model. The feedback is visual . So the coord inate transfo rms 
on something as comp licated as a human body have to be f air-
l y accurate. An yway, here is the movie. 
I think the application to teleoperation shoul d be very 
clear . If, for example, you wan t to concentrate your band -
width on the actual target of the task that you a re perform-
i ng but at the same ti me with l ow bandwidth orient yourself 
on a wide screen with manipulator status and position, this 
can be done. You know what man ipulators l ook 1 ike; that 
means you have the a priori i nformat ion which v is ually de -
fines the manipulators to any degree you want a t the rece iver . 
Combining an imation produced by comp uter with a standard TV 
picture oriented properly in the display space can give the 
operato r a better vi ew of the task at red uced ban dw idth. 
Murky viewi ng conditions wou ld not affect the v iew of the 
manipulator. 
Any questions? 
QUESTION: What was the bandwidth on the Debbie demon -
stration? 
MR. HARRISON: We sampled Debbie 48 ti mes a second 
for each degree of freedom that we could measure. But it 
was 2 or 3 hundred cycles, I suppose. I haven't figured 
it out latel y . Debbie cou ld use up 1500 cycles with no 
p roblem. 
COMMENT: It appeared to me her eyes were cl os ing as 
wel l in reconstructi on . 
MR. HAR RISON: That was probably just prog ra mmed in; 
some of the sound that was in the music, or somebod y wo uld 
hit the microphone. We weren't part icu lar l y try ing to 
ani mate the mou t h of the dancer. 
MR . FLATAU: It seems to me the hu man eye do es precise-
l y wha t you described, has a high resolution •.• and a muc h 
lower resolution. If we knew how to develop with the ... 
reso l ut ion of the human eye in the dyn amic range, we wou l d 
probably need a mu ltibandwidth of c ycles ; I don't know quite 
what i t is, but someth ing f a ir l y wide. I wou ld 1 ike to hear 
you r comment about the possibility of superimposing depth 
perception-in other words, several t hings to do with comp ut-
er plotting of a three - dimens ional figure, some thing 1 ike 
t hat. Have you done that? 
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MR. HARRISON: We have the capability. The equations 
inside the computer (it is primaril y an anal og compu ter wh ich 
solves three simultaneous equations) define the motions of a 
point as it moves about in s pace, focusing on the object that 
you have programmed. A 11 you need is a no the r mon ito r, or 
another eye channel if you will, to produce 3-D effects. The 
equations are producing their movements for any view in three-
dimensional space, and you happen to take one view of that, 
but you can simultaneously take another view that represents 
the distance between your eyes. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: May I interrupt a minute ? Mr. Harri-
son is going to show some mo re mov ies tonight. I thin k some 
of his other movies are going to generate further questions 
because he hai a way of fleshing out what he calls bones, 
which might be of interest to a number of you people. So why 
don 1 t we defer an y further questions until t on ight. Our next 
topic will be Head Control Television, and John Chatten will 
discuss the system he has been working on for quite a while. 
MR. JOHN CHATTEN, Control Data Corporation: am re-
porting on a program wh ich has been under way at Control Data 
for about t wo-and-a-half years under Defense Department 
sponsorship. Its objective is the development of a novel 
type of a head-aimed television system. A head-ai med tele-
vision system is designed from the outset for use by a single 
operator and is intended to provide him with as complete a 
sense of vi sual presence at a remo te site as poss ible . It 
consists of three basics or subsystems, the first a remotely 
located camera, which is gimbal-mounted and controllable in 
at least two degrees of rotational freedom. Second, the 
distinctive thing about head-aimed television systems is the 
f act that the display device is coupled to the operator's 
head in such a manner that, regardless of how he moves his 
head, the display surface al ways remains centered about the 
ax is of his head and presents a picture to his central vi-
sion. Third, associated wit h the head-coupled display device 
i s a head-position sensor whi ch generates control signals 
pointing the camera in such a way that it mim ics the motion 
of the operator 1 s head. 
The history of head-aimed television goes back about 
twelve or thirteen years. Systems previously built had as a 
display a single mini ature cathode-ray tube mount ed on the 
operator's head, either helmet-mounted or goggle-mounted, 
and a head-position sensor wh ich controlled a single gimbal-
mounted TV camera. These systems have adequatel y demon-
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strated the effectiveness of head control in camera ai ming. 
I think most people who have tried these systems have soon 
been satisfied with that aspect of it. The major problem 
with television, which some of the speakers have touched on, 
is the obvious inferiority of its image compared with direct 
visual presence. This results in the 1 imited number of re-
volvable elements available wi th realizable television images. 
This problem manifests itself in t wo ways, making the opera-
tor feel deprived of both resolving power and field of view. 
The designer has a choice in setting up a system providing a 
broad field of view with poor resolving power, or good re-
solving power with a smal 1 field of view. We addressed our-
selves to this particular problem on the project being report-
ed here. 
Figure 35 shows the distribution of resolving power of 
human vision in the horizontal plane. It shows that excep-
tional resolving power exists in a very narrow area about the 
central part of the field. At this point it is roughly one 
minute of arc. Within a few degrees it drops off to a tenth 
that value. 
With a single field television s ystem you have your 
choice of supplying data perhaps as shown by one of the two 
dotted curves. The bottom block corresponds to a viewing 
system wi th inferior resolving power displayed over a 68-
degree field of view. The other dotted block corresponds to 
a presentation that supplies detail nearly matching the 
acuit y of human vision. To accomplish this it is necessary 
to restrict the f iel d of view to 8 degrees. Either 
dotted block represents a television system having 1000 
scanning 1 ines and requiring a 20-MHz video bandwidth. We 
try to approximate the resolving capaoil ity of the eye with 
a composite image made of two images such as those shown 
dotted in figure 35 - a foveal image having high resolution 
and a narrow field of view and a peripheral image having low 
resolution but a broad field of view. The experimental 
remote viewing system which has been built using this con-
cept is properly termed "head-aimed television with a foveal/ 
peripheral image format" or "foveal-HAT" for short. 
When utilizing foveal-HAT, the operator's field of view 
is circular and subtends 68 degrees wi th respect to his eye. 
The resolving power across this field of view is uniform at 
approximately 11 minutes of arc except for the central 8 
degrees of the field, where the resolving power improves to 
approxi mately 1 .5 minutes. As the operator moves his head, 
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this composite image al ways remains centered in the overall 
fi eld of view. He gets the impression he is wearing goggles 
whi ch restrict his vision to a 68-degree field of view, the 
central part of the goggles being made of mu ch clearer glass 
than the rest. 
Figure 36 shows the first assembled camera. It demon -
strates clearl y how the camera system wo rks. There are t wo 
stationary vidicon came ras in this implementation. They are 
put on a common opti c axis through the use of a beam-spl iting 
mi rror , and they v iew off a front surface mirror which is 
gimbal-mounted and remotel y controlled in azimuth and ele-
vation. 
Figure 37 shows a newer camera wh ich has a little more 
structural integrity than the first one. It has been de-
signed for use on a vehic le. In this case, the t wo vid i con 
came ras are loo king straight up through an aperture in the 
azimuth- bearing of the mirror gimbal. An additional feature 
of this second came ra is the capability of remo tel y zooming 
the lens that generates the foveal image. 
Figures 38 and 39 show the v iewing devi ce. On this 
project we made the decision to concentrate on optimizing 
optical quality, and the best solution with this design 
objective in mind is to co upl e a television image from high-
quality stationary displays to the operator's field of view 
through a jointed optical relay. Figure 38 is the relay 
and the head-piece part of the s ystem. This is hung from a 
s mall tray anchored to a wall. The upper portion of the view-
ing device is stationary and consists of two lenses which take 
the images from t wo individual monitors and combine them op -
tically into a composite one-inch image having the foveal/ 
peripheral image format. The remainder of the lin kage is mov-
able and so articulated that the operator can turn his head 
with the three rotat ional degrees of freedom, Inside the 
tubes are lenses and mirrors whi ch simply relay the one- inch 
dia meter imput image to an eyepiece. The eyepiece is mounted 
in a headpiece wh ich , in this case, is a formed plastic mas k 
fitted in a frame having a headband. The eyepiece takes the one-
inch image and displays it to the operator as subtending 68 
degrees. The main weight of the device is supported by the 
tray and the joints are either spring-loaded or so located 
that he doesn't feel the weight of any portion of the device. 
When he takes the device off it will just float in space in 
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front of his face. The only time he senses the mas s is whe n 
he is accelerating and is aware of the initial load. The 
weight of the movable portion of the display is about eight 
pounds. The head-positi on sensor is, of course, elementary 
with this kind of a display device since it is just a matter 
of sensing the deflection of the joints of the viewing de-
vice. 
The experimental foveal-HAT system was completed about 
one year ago. Since that time we have been performing a 
program of experimental evaluation. The evaluation tests 
are generally a matter of establishing standard tasks to be 
performed using foveal-HAT and one or more alternative remote 
viewing systems, the most successful alternat ive being a joy 
stick-aimed camera with remotely controlled zoom capability. 
These tests and results obtained to date are too preliminary 
to report on here , However, several statements can be made: 
l. In all tests, foveal-HAT has enabled equivalent or 
s uperior performance to alternate systems tested. 
2. In pure tracking tasks involving rapid target mo tion 
over wide angles, head control resulted in a markedly superi-
or performance over joy stick cont rol of the camera. 
3. For tasks demanding high resolvi ng power in the 
remote visual field approaching one min ute of arc, it is far 
more effective to give the operator some optical magnifica-
tion rather than trying to supply important data to him at or 
near the resolving power of his eye. It is these results 
that led us to incorporate the zoom fovea in the new camera 
implementation. 
Currently we are in the process of installing the 
foveal-HAT camera on a drone vehicle. In this case, it is 
a Ford pickup truck con verted to drone control to determine 
how we ll we can perform various driving tasks utilizing the 
foveal head-aimed TV system as against other t echniques such 
as fixed camera and manually controlled single field cameras. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN : Question? 
MR. HAWKINS: Mr. Chatten, do you think it necessary in 
these experiments that the central field of view register 
with the outside view, or would it be just as effective to 
have one magni fied more than the others? 
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MR. CHATTEN: It is a matter of degree. Precise regis-
try is not impor tant. The operator very quic kly learns not 
to get an ything important in the scene right at that dividing 
1 ine. When you introd uce magnification in the fove al field 
wi th no other change in s ystem parameters, tracking ability 
will be degraded because of the mismatch between head and 
camera mo tion. The advantage of this s ystem, when trac k ing 
moving objects or per form ing surveillance from a moving 
vehicle, is the fact that there is unity optical magnifica-
tion and unity mechanical magnification in the system; so 
when you move your head the scene moves in exactly the way 
your brain e xpects it to move and you mainta in your sense of 
orientation. 
QUESTION: What commercial or industrial applications 
have you postulated for this? 
MR. CHATTEN: My personal feeling is that the most 
significant application for this kind of a system, with the 
full capability of the wide field of view and the higher 
resolving power fovea, is remote control of vehicles where 
the object ive is to achieve a fairly high degree of perfor-
ma nce in challenging terrain. However, there are many other 
possible applications and, of course, the television con trol 
of remote manipulators is one of them. There was some dis-
cussion earlier, when Mr. Goer tz was describing his experi-
ence, of the procedures when the manipulator hand is separa-
ted by mo re than the angular field of view of the television 
system and the object you want to grasp. You have to first 
find the manipulator, then track it to the object. The broad 
peripheral field would be of enormous help in this respect, 
I would imagine. 
QUESTION: Does it seem to offer any use in underseas 
operation? 
MR. CHATTEN : am not f ami liar with the requirements of 
the underseas work. I see no reason why it should not. 
DR . JAMES BLISS: Is there an y advantage in being able 
to record eye movements within the head and then using a 
s maller field of view perhaps, but then instead of keeping 
the high resolution field ..• being able to position it 
around the field as the eye moves? 
MR. CHATTEN: Yes, that would improve performance very 
significantl y if it could be done effectively. The engineer-
ing of such a system is pretty challenging. 
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MR. FLATAU: thin k you me nti oned the bandwidth re -
quirement, but I didn 1 t get it. Wou ld you state it again? 
MR . CHATTEN: The bandwidth requirement depends on the 
resolv in g powers that you are aiming for . The figures I was 
quoting of 700 resolvable e lements across either the foveal 
or per i pheral images correspond to two 20-megacycle channels. 
MR. GOE RTZ: I wou l d just like to ask this question. 
Have you tried the head - viewing thing, and how would you 
compare it to a stationary device - the little tubes? 
MR. CHATTEN: One of the major problems with systems 
with little tubes is the tubes themselves. It is a substan-
tial engineering effort to get high resolving power and 
brightness on those tubes, and I wou ld say every system I 
have seen that utilizes miniature helmet - mounted cathode-ray 
tubes is li mi ted in reso l ving power by the disp lay tubes 
themselves. In a conventional television s ystem, however, 
one that uses a la rge 17- or 21 -inch monitor, the displa y 
itself only slightly affects the total reso l ving power of 
the s ystem. In that case it is usuall y the data link or the 
camera that limits the resolving power. 
MR. FLATAU: How much force does it take to move that 
optical re l ay? 
MR. CHATTEN: 
head, of course. 
I haven 1 t measured it. 
MR. FLATAU: Does it move easil y? 
It is moved by the 
MR. CHATTEN : Depends on how rapidl y you want to accel-
erate or decelerate, and on how we ll the individual fi ts the 
headpiece. I find personally I can move it with no diffi-
culty and over long periods of time with steps of, say, from 
90 degrees in a half a second - this sort of thing. 
CHAIRMAN JOHNSEN: I wou l d like to point out one thing 
which hasn 1 t been ment ioned, which I think is very impres-
sive, and that is that one of the tests of this thing is to 
be able to read fine print on a mov ing object. 
QUESTION: Does the system provide for any head trans-
lati on just for comfort - that does not impart an indexing 
or a trac k ing command? 
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MR. CHATTEN : No, there are onl y three degrees of free-
dom of the head - pri marily rotational. I don ' t quite know 
how to define this in terms of pure head translation and 
rotation, but there is translation associated with some of 
the degrees of freedom. If you were to loo k at the center 
of gravity of the head, it translates with some of the mo-
tions. 
QU ESTIO N: So each of these motions would impart a 
trac king command? 
MR. CH ATTE N: Yes. The location of the three axes of 
rotation were chosen to be those most comfortable for the 
operator. They do not cross in the center of the head, so 
some head translation accompanies rotat ion . However, onl y 
rotation is sensed. 
At this point Dr. Charles B. Magee too k over as Chair-
man. 
CHAIRMAN MAGEE : I believe we are ready to start. The 
next speaker will be Dr. Thomas B. Sheridan from M. I.T. 
DR. SHERIDAN: Our activity at M. I .T. is academic. Our 
labor force consists of graduate students. We are developing 
no hardware, but are wor k ing on theory and concepts, labora-
tor y experi ments, and I thin k in the long r un t ry ing t o de-
ve l op a theory for manipulation that goes beyond servomecha-
nis m. What is now called old-fashi oned control theory as 
compared with opti mal or modern control theory is not reall y 
adequate to describe what manipulation is, because manipula-
tion is a many - di mensional process. It i s a process that 
stops and starts; it is not to be characterized by continu-
ous dynamics. 
Several years ago, starting with a thesis by William R. 
Ferrell, formerl y one of my s t udent s and now a colleague in 
the Mechanical Engineering Department at M. I .T., we became 
convinced that an ybody who thought he was going to operate a 
teleoperator s ystem continuousl y when the time dela y is 
longer than about a tenth of a second ( i.e., longer than 
what co rresponds to synchronous satellite distance ) was 
kidding himse l f. The reason is that you si mpl y can't do 
contin uous control through a pure time delay, not if you 
have loop gain greater than one at frequencies greater than 
those for which a half c ycle is the time dela y . 
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We demonstrated this in the laborato ry. Russ Ferrell 
came up with a prediction, followed by experimental verifica-
tion which indicated that the time it takes to complete a 
task was equal to the ti me it ta kes to do the job with no 
time delay, plus a number N times a quantity including ti me 
delay and reaction time. That gives you a plot of the com-
pletion time for the task as a functio n of the delay. Some-
thing that looks 1 i ke a signal-to-noise ratio, which corre-
sponds to number N of correction, moves to achieve the re-
quired position tolerance. 
The number N has to do with the number of stops and 
waits for feedbac k in doing a task. In other wo rds, if you 
commit yourself open loop to a certain part of the task, at 
some point you simply wait because you are afraid to go on 
fo r fear you 1 l 1 drop something or push something where you 
don 1 t mean it to be pushed. The number N can be worked out 
in the laboratory; Mr. Ferrell did this for si mple tas ks; 
in fa c~ he predicted it. Recently on a consulting venture 
for GE, as part of their Air Force project, we verified his 
model in six degrees of freedom with an ANF manipulator 
hooked to a computer. 
One of the things that we 1 re doing now is putting, in 
addition to a pure time delay in the loop, a visco-inertial 
time lag, Dynamically, these are clearly two different 
animals. The time lag tends to reduce the time delay. Clear-
ly, if you have a long inertial lag in a system and a very 
short ti me delay, you 1 re never going to see the time delay. 
Then of course, your system is still slow, So the move and 
wait strategy that Ferrell uncovered becomes a 1 ittle slop-
pier, but it 1s still there, and it becomes somewhat random 
as to how long the operator waits. 
About this point in time we convinced ourselves that 
the only right way to do this job is to use a computer in 
the loop, where the man talks to a computer over long dis-
tance telemetry, and the computer, which is local to the 
manipulator, ta kes care of the control, I am going to refer 
to a slide depicting the supervised computer-manipulator 
s ystem (fig. 40 ) . We have had in the laboratory for several 
yea rs now a fairly simple setup consisting of a modified AMF 
or Model 8 manipulator equipped with stepping motors, which 
are driven by a small computer (PDP-8) augmented with some 
other equipment. We do experiments on how to give commands: 
typing into a teletypewriter or mov ing joy sticks or other 
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controls. We also e xperi ment with the strategy by which the 
compute r effects local cont rol between ti mes the man inter-
acts. 
had a discussion with Mr. Allen - I guess he has left 
- I was going to disagree with him. My point of view con-
cerned the time dela y problem. I am convinced that nobod y is 
going to be very happy doing manipulation, except very crude 
manipulation, with a time dela y in a continuous loop at lunar 
distances. The hu man factors problems that we really need to 
study, call them control problems if you will, are problems 
of (a ) how do you tal k to a computer about manip u1ation, and 
(b) how do you organize the computer to do 1 ittle pieces of 
the tasks by itself. 
In tal k ing to a computer about manipulati on, we have 
been using two modes of control. One is analogic, and the 
other is symbolic. My contention is that you want to use 
both of these kinds of control in talking to a compute r about 
manipulation or in giving it instructions. It's much as you 
would instruct a small child to move a toy. You would point 
(analogic ) and would also use words (symbolic ) . Analogic 
commands are those we use in pushing, pulling, pointing, 
doing things in the real words that are in some sense an 
analog or have a physical di mension or direction a nalogous 
to what we want done. We built an arm that in some ways was 
similar to that shown by our German visitor in his slide this 
morning. It was not a positional device , but merel y an on-
off directional one with seven degrees of freedom . Its 
operator only has on - off switches in all seven degrees of 
freedom, but it is also anthropomorphic with the arm. We 
found that we could position-control our Model-8 manipulator 
quite nicely with this. You didn't have to thin k about which 
switches you were throwing; you simply went ahead and did it, 
just kept orienting your arm more or less in the direction of 
the manipulator. 
Symbolic commands are related series of alpha-numeric 
symbols, letters, and numbers 1 ike you use on a typewriter 
or 1 ike the astronaut uses when he directs the guidance 
system in Apollo. In the context of this manipulation si mu-
lation I referred to, one of our students has written a com-
piler he cal ls Man-Tran for manipulation translate. It 
al lows the operator to t ype statements that are 1 i ke English 
sentences when the arguments are such things as which degree 
of freedom to move, how far to go, what the stopping condi-
tions are, and so on. There are more or less three levels of 
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instructions i n th i s Man- Tra n language. The re are the direct 
imperative commands : "Move a ce rtain degree of freedom at a 
certain distance . " There are contingenc y commands of the 
type: " Do such-and-such, but if a ce rtain thi ng happens, 
1 ike i f your touch sensor touches something (we have on our 
manipulator here some crude to uch sensors), then stop. 11 Or II If 
you touch s omething on the outside, go into another subrou-
tine." In additi on t o the si mple imperatives of 11 D0 a certain 
thing," "Go to a certai n p lace, 11 or "Move a certain degree of 
freedom, " there are t he contingency comm ands wh i ch essential -
l y are a listing of condi t ions : if this, do this; if that, 
do that ; if something unexpected, do something else. 
There are prenamed configurations. For example, if the 
manipulator is in a certain configuration, and you know you 
later will want to come back to that confi gurati on, you say, 
11 11m there, 11m going to name it Alpha," and t he c omputer is 
going to remem be r what Alpha is. Sometime later when I want 
to come back to Alpha, 11 11 just say "Do Alpha, " a nd the 
computer will know to look up on a 1 ist . Assuming it knows 
where it is and knows where Alpha was, it can go right back 
to Alpha by the best path. Finall y, there is a k ind of 
hie rarchical structure where a prearrangement of certain 
statements in turn call other statements. Man-Tran has all 
these features in it and they work. We are now struggling 
at higher leve l problems where you say "Pick up the block" 
or "Put the nut on the bolt " or someth ing l ike this, and the 
prog ram has to have the sense to call t hese k inds of sub-
routines in the right order. So this is still very much of 
an ongoing type of activity. 
Now, there is one other area I wanted to mention , an d I 
am going to drag you into just a 1 ittl e b it of abstract con-
ceptualization. The problem here is that of how you st ruc -
turall y represent a manipulation tas k. Once you can forma ll y 
structure what the tas k is for a computer, there are man y 
ways it can work things out for itself, but it is impe rative 
that you have this formal structure. Otherwis e, the compu -
ter doesn 1 t have any idea what you are tal king about. Yo u 
have to represent the whole manipulation tas k in registers 
of the computer 1 s memory. 
The cont ro l engineers have something called 11state 
space ," and what sta te space is, rea ll y, is just a formal 
representati on of all the permissible states the s ystem of 
interest can ta ke an d how these are related. If we are 
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sending a roc ket to th e moon, these states might be all the 
combinations of position, velocity, a nd acceleration. You 1 ve 
got to "d iscret ize " this fora compu ter, so you 1 ve go t a three-
dimensional array of states for the rocket problem. 
A couple of years ago, on e of our students by the name 
Dan Whitney, also a col league on the facu lty at M. I .T., did a 
thesis whe re he showed how manipulation tas ks could be repre-
sented forma ll y i n a state space. The noti on is that instead 
of these states being si mpl y the pos i tions, ve locities, accel-
erations, and higher derivatives, if you wish, of one object, 
they include the whole configuration of objects. Assume, for 
examp le, that in figure 4 1 you have to si mplify it to a 20 x 
20 space, a very coarse grid. You 've got a manipulator M, 
consisting of t wo jaws which open to one of 5 states. You 
want to move over to pick up a bloc k A, an d once you 've got 
block A picked up -l et's say it is a tool of some kind- you 
wa nt to go down and do something to part B. After you have 
done somethi ng in part B, you want to bring the manipulator 
back t o the lower l eft of the position space. You could 
formally represent the state of the situation in an y one 
po int in ti me by one of 20 x 20 places where the ma nipulator 
could be ti mes 5 fo r jaw opening (allowing no rotations), 
one of 20 x 20 places where part A could be, and one of 20 x 
20 where part B could be. So, you've got a 20 2 x 20 2 x 20 2 
which is 6.4 x 107, a ve r y big number of poss ible s tates. 
Now, if one could get away with this crazy business and 
represent it in a comp uter, then all you would need is an 
algorithm for finding a least-cost path through this state 
space. That's what optimal control is about. You represent 
the states , and you have a way of evaluating the costs to go 
f rom one state to another; then you put some kind of anal yt-
ical or numerical method to wo rk to find out the least-cost 
path. This is ri diculous, because representing all combi-
nations of man y objects in a big space li ke this is too big 
a number f o r most computers to handle. What reall y excites 
me these days - I am working up to the point where I thin k 
we need human facto rs studies - is a way to figure out how 
a man could not on l y communicate to a computer in semi-
natural language about what he wants done, but also how he 
can make the job easier for the computer by si mplifying the 
state space. 
Suppose I just cut this big square i nto little squares 
so these are little 10 x 10 qua rters. As su me in quarter one 
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al l I need t o do is mov e into quarter t wo so I ha ve only 10 
states for the man ipulato r to pass through to be in area 2 
for sure. In area 2, I am only concerned with the manipula-
t or 's j aws and with object A. Here, I' ve got 10 2 for the 
manipulat o r to be anywhere in the area, and it is goi ng t o be 
one of 5 states of being ope n. Als o , I've 10 2 states for 
objec t A in area 2 . Now, if I've got object A in the j aws 
and I want to mov e down to 3 and do something to objec t B, 
have real l y onl y got 2 separate objects . So I've got 100 
states for B within a rea 3. Finall y , assume I just want t o 
move the jaws bac k t o s ome starting position in area 4, I 
then have 10 x 5 for area 4. Adding up the separate state 
spaces, a11
4
1 ' ve reall y got to be concerned wit h is somethi ng 
li ke 6 x 10 different states, an d I can now turn the job 
over t o my comp uter, accordi ng to some algorithm for mini miz -
ing cos t wi th in sues paces. I've also cut down my tas ks by an 
o r der of al most 10 by si mp l y imposi ng cutti ng and ordering 
constraints. That's the ki nd of things humans are reall y good 
at, but compu ters are rea ll y hopeless. Comm unicating this 
k ind of insight to a remote mani pu lato r comp uter is where I 
think the real progress is to be made. 
Let me conclude by mentioning one very exciting appl i-
cation we haven't tal ked mu ch about. This is in the area of 
telediagnosis in medical prob l ems. We have begun t o wo r k 
with a Dr. Bird at Massachusetts General Hospital who has set 
up a telediagnostic clinic. There is microwave TV from 
Mas sachusetts Gene ral Hosp ital to Logan Airport where a 
clinic is manned by a nurse. Doctors at the hospital are now 
diagnosing patients at the airport over this TV lin kage. We 
are excited about t his because we can see that by adding ma -
nipulato rs you can adjust lights, you can stick a TV camera 
or a fiber bundle into the mou th and the ears, and you can 
p lace stethoscopes to all k inds of t h ings. We have begun 
doing s ome of this and it l ooks pretty good so far. 
If I 'm no t over my ti me , let me mention one other proj-
ect that Ji m Bliss and I were talking about, which is another 
k ind of pe t area. Someti me ago we were experimenting with tac-
tile displays, an area in which Mr. Bliss has since done much 
work . One of the things we did was to develop a very simple 
s ystem which we actuall y put on this same manipulator, con-
sisting of a curved or deformab le plastic mirror with a light 
grid on it. On the sur f ace of the manipulator jaw was the 
transparent elastic material , the surface side of wh ich had a 
mirror facing inside (there was an abrasion-resistant materi-
al on the very outer surface) . If you picked up an object in 
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the jaws, the mir ror curved in a shape to con form to the 
object. If you bounced light (from inside the jaw finger) 
off the mirror and through an optical grid pattern, you saw 
through a coherent fiber bundle a distorted grid pattern 
which corresponded to the stresses imposed by this object. 
Then you look at this with a TV camera and you essentia ll y 
see what you are touching. We have tried to interest some 
of the manipulator users in this and have been unsuccessful. 
I guess the reason is because people don't thin k in terms of 
seeing a tactile pattern. This is not seeing the obj ect it-
se 1 f; but the force pattern. If an ybody thinks they can use 
this, I'd be glad to give it to them. 
CHAIRMAN MAGEE: Any questions or comments? 
MR. ALLE N: I wou ld 1 i ke to comment here that when I was 
tal king about time delay, I me ant the delay throughout the 
entire system. One of the big things that hasn't been stud-
ied, and you just touched on it in the work you did wi th GE, 
was the time delay on the force feedback. This is an unknown 
area , extremely important. Again, if you get the force feed-
back on things like fitting fairly large nuts or putting 
c onnectors together and you get yo ur alignment visually, the 
delay really doesn't mean very much because you feel it. Even 
with manipul ators you have a clun k. So that was what I was 
tal k ing about in the fairly crude systems where we are just 
replacing boxes, changing connectors, and such. The only 
part of the human factor that wasn't clear to us was the ef-
fect of the time delay on the force feedbac k. 
DR. SHERIDAN: I didn't mean to attac k you, as you know . 
I am quite in sympathy with 99.9 percent of what yo u said 
earlier. Russ Ferrell also did, and I am sorry he isn't here 
to give us a very nice little study on force feedbac k with 
time delay. This was done with a simple t wo-di me nsional 
manipulator in wh ich he showed that the problem is really 
more complicated with time de l ay in the force feedback load. 
In the visua l loop you can go ahead open loop, with your eyes 
closed as it were, and sit there and wait for feedback. In 
the force feedback case you can't because if you display the 
force back to the same hand that is putting the input into 
the s ystem, you'll unavoidabl y put the disturbance back in. 
You get a k ic k; that kic k will automatica l l y force you to put 
another input into the system, and so on. Mr. Ferrell felt 
that the way to work with time delay in a force feedback 
system is to turn it on just when you wan t to make a critical 
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measurement- when you want to look for the bump, as it were-
and as soon as you find where the bump is, turn it off again, 
It is a delicate reaching out, As soon as you touch, you 
turn it off, because if you keep it there you' re going to be 
in trouble, 
MR. HAMIL TON, Institute for Defense Ana 1 yses: I wou 1 d 
th(n k that your device for seeing what you are feeling would 
be helpful to medical doctors in e xamining patients for 
cancer. 
DR. SHERIDAN : It is too crude for that at this stage of 
development, The reason we quit wor k ing on it was because 
we ran into problems of mirrorizing flexible plastics -
ge tting a mo re f lex ible plastic, with a good mirror surface. 
CHAIRMAN MAGEE : Thank you. We have another visitor 
from Europe. This wil 1 be Mr. Vertut from the French Atomic 
Energy Commission. 
MR. VERTUT : shall give a short report on the activity 
of teleoperators in Europe. The first time I came here in 
162 I had the pleasure of having Ralph Moshe r describe the 
powered manipulator, 600- pound handling capacity, which had 
been designed in this period for meeting the problems of dis-
mant ling fuel elements. Six or seven units of these manip-
ulators have been built and they meet some of the require-
ments we were talking of yesterday , in particu la r the rigid-
ity making possible a good position control. They should be 
programmed easily and wil 1 equip the dismantling cells of 
the French powe r breeder Phenix. Then we wor ked on master-
s laves, and maybe we designed one of the first completely 
articulated master - slaves, without an y telescopic mot ion, It 
is curious to see that this disposition is always used for 
servomanipulators but was not used till now in mechanical 
master-slaves. 
This manipulator has been, for me, an opportunity of 
openi ng close relations with Central Research. As you know, 
Central Research is manufacturing this arm as Model H, with 
t wo s ymmetrical upper arms and parallel lower arms. Now we 
have a project using parts of this standard mechanical arm 
to ma ke a servo. We are wor k ing on tests of the servo 1 ink. 
I' m in a rather big discussion with Carl Flatau about the 
concept of using cab l e transmissions between the servo drive 
and terminal device, or servo installed in the arm. I should 
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try to make the servo model using the maximum part of the 
standard arm and installing the major part of the servo drives 
in a balancing part, the who le arm pivoting around the shoul-
der . However, the major work we have done this past two yea rs 
is in the field of vehicles. 
Figure 42 shows a British concept, a remote inspection 
vehicle (RIV ET ) due to H.S. Ballinger. It shows how the dis-
position can be quite a good replacement of the man in 
different positions. This machine is still at the stage of 
the moc kups to show the possibility of crossing very bad ob-
stacles as shown on figure 43. This is a three-degree-of-
freedom vehicle, instead of t wo 1 ike the usual vehicles with 
two tracks. So I should 1 ike to compare that vehicle with 
the next one now in development in my group (fig. 44). It is 
a vehicle having to perform work remotely around the labora -
tories for survey after nuc lear accidents. The problem is 
quite different from that of the vehicle to be carried inside 
a laboratory on good ground. In this type of vehicle we know 
the MRMU which is radio controlled. The attempt here was to 
ma ke self-powered vehicles to carry the futu re servomanipula-
tors. To test the lowest need f or power we decided not to 
use the trac k but wheels instead. 
This vehicle was shown in the Atom Fair in Washington in 
November 1968. The concept is based on identical wheel units 
comprising the motorized steering motion. Such wheels can be 
installed in any disposition. This veh icle is squ are shaped, 
the wheel being protected behind. The body electronics will 
be located in the central space, and the batteries between 
the wheels. (At the show in Washington where the picture on 
figure 44 was taken, the batteries were in the central space 
and the electronics on a flat disposition over the vehicle.) 
Figure 45 shows one wheel unit, total height 50 cm. The 
upper part comprises slip rings for power and a steering 
posit ion potentiometer. The vert ical cylindrical part con-
tains the gear motor for steering. The propulsion gear motor 
is in the center of the whee l. The tire is a standard 
small p la ne tire; pressure is 1/3 kg / cm 2. The special fea-
ture of this veh icle is its abilit y to converge the axes of 
the different wheels from driving straight as well in one 
direction or in the perpendicular one (in X or Y direction ) 
up to rotating around its own center. These might be ex-
plai ned by figure 46. This is a geometrical explanation 
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of how the wheels of the ve hicl e can be converged. They are 
located on the circle in figure 46 .. If we loo k to one of 
the wheels, we can easily mechanically converge the axes of 
the wheel, to a point O inside the diameter AB of the vehi -
cle. 
This needs quite short levers, but if we want to put the 
wheel parallel, it becomes impossible. Using a driving 
lever OW, and the axis of the wheel WO' symmetrical around 
WB, O' is the conjugated point of Oto the circle. So if we 
still converge driving levers of the different wheels to 
point O into the circle and drive the wheels with reverse 
angles, we converge them to the conjugated point O'. By this 
means we have the simple system shown in figure 47. We have 
t wo potentiometers and t wo levers. We move them mechanically 
and the reference from these potentiometers is just used and 
reversed into position servos to drive the different wheels 
of the vehic le . When we arrive at a position of the center 
of rotation on A o r B, we switch the servo t o a direct angle 
and still converge to point O' up to the center of the vehi-
cle. When we wan t t o come from X-ax is to the Y-a x is, we have 
to permutate different wheels s ymmetricall y around a diago-
nal. If we want t o make a rectangula r vehicle , it would be 
si mila r, of course. We wou ld have t hree poten t i ometers be-
cause when you want to come f rom the X-directi on to the Y, 
it is not symmetrical a round t he diag onals. Another device 
in the mechanical steering computer controls relative speeds 
of the wheels. An important advantage of speed servo drives s 
on wheels is to be able to cross very bad obstac les as 0.8 
radius of the wheels. Another advantage is the ability to 
move on very smooth ground. Now, with this veh icle the 
project is to install t wo servomanipulators as shown in 
figure 48. Manipu lators should be on telescopic rotating 
columns. TV and positioning arms should be moving in the 
same time with the shoulder pivot. The vehicle itself will 
be tested under radio control with TV by next fall. 
CHAIRMAN MAG EE : Than k you. Questions? Comments? 
Thank you very much. 
Our next speaker will be Dr. Michae l J. Wargo of Dunlap 
and Associates, Inc. (ref. l). 
DR. WARGO : About three years ago , Dunlap and Associates, 
Inc., was awa rd ed a contract by NASA's Electronics Research 
Center to investigate the limitations on human operator 
response speed, frequency, and flexibility in the manual 
- - ------- ------------------------, 
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control context ( ref. 2). The goals of the project were : 
(a ) to define and anal yze the li mitations imposed by man on 
s ys tem response speed , frequency, and flexibilit y, (b) to 
develop techniques for overcoming those li mi tations, and 
(c ) t o demonstrate the application of the developed tech-
niques in the manual control context. Our wo rk on this proj-
ect was completed in September of 1967. The project final 
report details the results of our wo r k. Today I will briefly 
summarize that work si nce it has direct relevance to the 
development of advanced teleoperator systems. 
Figure 49 schematically represents the various sources 
of delays and lags that can occur in a cl osed loop manual 
control s ystem. In such manual control systems response 
speed and response bandwidth are limited by system- and 
operator-imposed lags and delays (ref. 3). System lags and 
dela ys are defined as those that can be attributed to the 
s ystem' s design characteristics and / or to the environment in 
which the system must operate. The y include transmission 
delays and control, and displa y lags and delays. Operator 
lags and dela ys are defined as those inherent in the struc-
ture of the operating organisms. They include man's in put 
acquisition and receptor dela ys, afferent and efferent neural 
trans mis sion dela ys, central process (i.e., mental ) delays, 
muscle ac tivation lags , and moveme nt time. Delays and lags, 
whether operato r or s ystem imposed,tend to limit the response 
speed (reaction ti me) and response frequenc y (response band-
wid th) of manual control systems . 
The focus of ou r research was operator-imposed lags and 
delays. A review and anal ysis of the neurophysiological 
literature relating to human response speed resulted in the 
followi ng esti mates for the fastest simple and choice re-
action times by a human operator: 
DELAY BASIS 
Recepto r delays 
Afferent transmission dela ys 
Central process dela ys 
Efferent transmission delays 
Muscle latency and activa-
tion ti me 
Reaction time or total delay 
DELAY IN MILLISECONDS 
SIMPLE CHOICE 
1-38 
2-100 
7-100 
10-20 
30-70 
113-328 
l-38 
2-100 
90-300 
10-20 
30-70 
133-528 
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Receptor del ays are defined as those attributable to the 
transduction process occurring at the sensory receptor level. 
Each sense mod alit y has its own unique receptor delay. The 
ea~ for example, is about fifteen times faster than the eye in 
terms of receptor delay. Neural transmission delays are 
those due to the conduction velocity of the various fibers 
that make up the neural pathways. Central process delays are 
those that result from an organism's perceptual and cognitive 
processes. Central delays, both perceptual and cognitive, 
are in gene ral the longest and most variable of the human 
operator's de l ays. Muscle latency, the latent period between 
myoneural-junction depolarization and the beginning of a 
muscle response is, in man, in the order of a few mill i-
seconds. Activation time, the interval between the beginning 
of depolarization and the peak of muscle tension, however, re-
quires something in the order of 30 to 70 milliseconds. 
The above estimates assume that the stimulus-subject 
interface is optimum, ~nd the subject is well practiced and 
prewarned a few seconds prior to sti mu lus presentation. The 
total delays estimated above correspond to those fi gures 
cited in the psychological literature for simple and two-to-
four-choice reaction times. On the basis of a review and 
anal ysi s of the psychological literature relating to the 
sti mulus-receptor, central process and response member as-
pects of human response time, the most promising techniques 
for increasing man's response speed and frequency, appear to 
be: 
l. The use of sense modalities with short receptor 
delays (a saving up to approximatel y 30 msec). 
2. Cross-modality input display (an additional saving 
of up to 20 msec ). 
3. Facilitation of operator input-output prediction 
(theoretically, if there is perfect prediction the operator 
overcomes his reaction time delay). 
4. The use of responding members closer to the cortex 
(a saving of up to 30 msec). 
5, The use of responding members with optimum force-
inertia ratios (a saving up to 90 msec). 
6. The direct use of muscle action potentials for 
control (theoretically a saving of up to 100 msec). 
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It should be noted that none of the above suggest by-
passing the operator 1 s central process dela ys. To do so 
wou ld be tantamount to eli mi nat ing the operator himself from 
the control system since the primary reason for including 
him is to take advantage of hi s perceptual and cognitive 
flexib ilit y . Neverthe less, on the basis of the above esti-
mates it is theoretically possib le to reduce human reaction 
time in the order of 20 to 200 msec (ref. 4 ) . 
In terms of human response flexib ility ( i.e., the 
ability to simultaneousl y control several inputs) man is 
limited by the dearth of research directed at taking advan-
tage of respond ing members other than those of the hands, 
arms, and feet . A review of the research relating to pros-
thetic and orthotic device development, however, led to the 
fo l lowing suggestions for increasing human response flexi-
bi lity: 
1. Training the human ope rator to use some of his more 
exotic outpu t members (e .g. , the ear). 
2. The d i rect use of output members (other than the 
1 i mb s ) over wh ich the operator has relatively precise volun-
tary co ntrol (e . g., facial mus cles and the eye). 
3. The use of operator mus cle acti on potentials as a 
source of control signals. 
On the basis of the above and a review of the 1 iterature 
relating to advanced control and display devices, it was 
concluded that the most practical mean s for improving human 
operator response speed, frequ ency, and f lexibi lity in the 
manual con trol context wa s to use auditory or simultaneous 
cross - modality and displa y systems in combination with a 
muscle action potential (MAP) contro l device. It was antici-
pated that a manual contro l device incorporating these tech-
niq ues would substantial l y increase human operator response 
speed, frequency, and flex ibility . However, prior to the 
deve lopment of such a device, it was decided to further 
evaluate those techniques in a situation more analogous to 
manual control th an the simpl e reaction time situation. A 
disjunc tive (choi ce ) reacti on ti me situation , configured so 
that it resembled a one-axis comp ensatory tracking tas k, was 
selected as the vehicle for evaluation. Evaluation consisted 
of a comp arison of MAP and hand-switch disjunctive reaction 
ti me s to visual, auditory, and combined visual-auditory dis-
plays ( ref. 5). 
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The hand-switch and MAP reaction times of three adult 
male subjects were compared. The visual display used in the 
stud y consis ted of a two-inch horizontal 1 ine centered on the 
face of a cathode ray-oscilloscope (CR0). The 1 ine was 
pseudorandomly programmed to deflect approximately three 
inches above or below the center position of the scope. The 
subject's task was to return the 1 ine to center position as 
quic kly as possible via a compensatory mi croswitch deflec-
tion or a flick of the wrist in the case of MAP cont rol. The 
auditory display consisted of a binaurally presented 880-Hz 
tone which corresponded to the center 1 ine on the visual dis-
play. The tone, presented via a headset, was forced to jump 
from 880 Hz to 400 Hz by the same forcing-function program 
used with the visual display system. The subject's task was 
to return the deflected tone as quickly as possible to 880 Hz 
via a compensato ry movement of the microswitch or a flick of 
the wri st in the case of MAP control. The spring-centered 
mi croswitch was positioned at arm level and below the center 
of the visual displa y . The control-display configuration 
required a downward deflection of the microswitch to lower 
the 1 ine or tone and vice versa. A very small force and 
slight deflection of the switch was sufficient to return the 
displa y to its center position or frequency. MAP signals 
were picked up from the subject's right forearm by a BI0C0M 
Model 121 differential amplif ier. The t wo responses required 
for centering the displa y were flicks of the wrists in oppo-
site directions. 
Three adult males were pretrained until they reached a 
plateau in terms of a stabilized mean reaction time. Fifty 
warm- up trials were given to each subject prior to data 
collection at each display-control combination. Figure 50 
illustrates the mean reaction times pooled for the three 
subjects. Each subject emitted t wo hundred responses at 
each control-display combination. As figure 50 illustrates, 
(a) MAP responses were consistently and significantl y faster 
than hand-switch responses across display modalities and 
(b) the display effects were mixed within the switch response 
mode. However, within the MAP mode of response the combina-
tion displa y was faster than the auditory display and it, in 
turn, was faster than the visual display. Analysis of vari-
ance and comparisons of means verified the statistical 
significance of the results (ref. 5). The results of this 
preliminary study encouraged the project team to develop a 
muscle-action-potential control device with both an auditory 
and visual display. The design and construction of the 
dev ice is detailed in our final report. My primary concern 
today is to detail the results of the device demonstration. 
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The demonstrati on device can be best described as a 
self-contained, two-axis MAP control system with three display 
modes: visual, auditory, and combined visual -auditory dis-
play. Control signals for the device can be detected from 
most musc l e groups on the human body. The control output of 
the device is three state - positive, zero, or negative. 
The pri mary goal of the demonstration was to show that 
the reduction in reaction time due to MAP control translates 
into an increased response bandwidth for the human operator. 
In addition to demonstrating the increase in human operator 
response frequency that accrues from MAP control, a secon-
dary goal of the study was to demonstrate the increased 
flexibilit y of response made possible via MAP control from 
mus cle groups other than those of the 1 imbs. The demonstra -
tion consisted of a comparison of two conventional hand con-
trols with MAP control from the cheek muscles of the sub-
ject. The tracking system employed was based on acceleration 
control. The display used in the demonstration was the de-
vice's visual compensatory display. The subject was required 
to null the error in a one-axis tracking situation using the 
visual display and each of the three controls. The t wo con-
ventional controls consisted of a bang-bang displacement and 
a bang-bang isometric joy stic k. MAP control signals were 
picked up from the subject ' s cheek muscles. Figure 51 illus-
trates the mask developed to hold the electrodes on the 
subject's face. The tracking s ystem employed was an adaptive 
forcing-function frequency system. The five sine waves com-
prising the forcing function were automatically speeded up or 
slowed down in unison to keep the operator tracking at a 
preselected error criterion. When the operator 's error was 
greater than criterion, the forcing-function frequency de-
creased; when error was less than criterion, the forcing 
f uncti on frequency increased. In that way the operator error 
was kept constant and the dependent variable became the 
forcing-fun ction frequency (expressed as percent of its 
maximum) that the operator could control within the fixed 
criterion of error. The independent variables of the study 
were forcing-function amplitude and control type. The ex-
perimenta l design consisted of a comparison of the three 
controllers in terms of maximum forcing function control lab le 
across a range of forcing-function amplitudes. 
The forcing function consisted of the sum of 5 
sine waves of equal amplitude, proportionately spaced in 
the decade between 0.025 and 0.25 Hz at maximum value. The 
adaptive circuit automatically adjusted the "percent of maxi-
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mum" forcing-fu nction f requenc y displa yed to the ope rator. 
Thus at 50 percent sco re, for cing- f uncti on frequenc y wou ld 
range from 0.0125 to O. 135 Hz. The amplitude of the forcing 
function was adjustable to a max imum of 100 percent of the 
displa y scale ; e.g., if the forcing-function amplitude was 
set at 90 percent, the maxi mum it could d isplace t he d is-
pla yed e rror signal was 90 percent of the scale. The error 
c r iter ion was set at 10 percent of t he di sp la y scale. Wh en-
ever error exceeded 10 pe rcent, the f orcing function de-
creased in frequenc y and vice versa. 
One adult male was employed as the subject for the 
preli minary demonstration. The subject was familiar with 
the adaptive feature of the trac k ing s ystem and had co nsider-
able experience in acceleration trac k ing both with displace-
me nt and isometric cont ro l. His experience with MAP co nt rol 
via the chee k muscles was li mited, totaling perhaps one hour 
of sporad ic trac king. The experi mental design required t he 
subject to trac k for 3 minutes with each controller at f o rc-
ing-function frequenc y amplitudes of 60, 70, 80, 90 , an d 100 
percent of maxi mum amplitude. In all, fifteen 3-minute 
trac k ing runs were required to complete the design. Duri ng 
the short rest period a f ter each 3-minute run the subject 
received performance f eedbac k . Shortl y after compl et i on of 
all the runs the design was replicated. The order of runs 
was s ystematicall y va r i ed t o balance out l earn ing and f at igue 
effects. 
Figure 52 depicts t he results obtained on the s econd 
run through the design. This f igu re indicates t hat (a ) as 
the maxi mum amplitude of the forcing function increased, t he 
maxi mum controllable forcing-function frequenc y decreased 
for all three controllers and (b ) MAP control via the chee k 
muscles was consistentl y superior to either dis placement or 
isometric control. On the basis of these results it appears 
that a significant increase in human-operato r r es ponse fr e-
quency and flex ibility can accrue from the use of MAP control . 
The results of this research program indicate that MAP 
control can be used to significantly increase human- ope rato r 
response speed ( reaction time ) , re s ponse bandwidth (frequency 
of response ) , and res ponse fle x i b ility (via use of muscle 
grou ps other than those of the li mbs ) in the manual control 
context. Consequentl y , in the design of teleope rato r s ystems 
it is necessary for the s ystem designer to conside r MAP con-
t rol when s ystem response s peed, bandw idth, or human- ope ra-
tor response fle x ibility are important design considerations. 
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MR. FLATAU: Do you remember what the frequency was at 
the end of the graph in fig ure 52? 
MR. WARGO: The adaptive circuit in the device demon -
stration study adjusted the forcing-function frequency in 
terms of percent of maximu m. Since this function consisted 
of five inharmoni c sine waves of equal ampli tude proportion-
atel y spaced in the decade between 0,025 and 0,25 Hz, the 
maxi mum for cing-function frequency at any point in figure 52 
can be determin ed by selecting the percentage point of inter-
est and taking that percentage of the forcing-function fre-
quenc y range. For example, in figure 52, with the displace-
ment control the subject was capable of controlling approx i-
mately 90 percent of the maxi mum for cing-function frequency 
at 60 percent of the ma ximum forcing-function amp litude. He 
was therefore control] ing frequen£ies over 90 percent of the 
range, or from ,0225 to .225 Hz / .90(,025 ) = .0225 and ,90 
( ,25 ) = .222/, at a forcing function amp litude of 60 percent 
of the display scale . 
We are currentl y interested in further development of 
MAP control devices and in more extensive research relating 
to human response li mitations on s ystem response, speed, 
frequency, and f lexib ility, However, our funds have run out 
and we are having some difficulty in interesting NASA or 
other funding agencies in further work in the area. 
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CHAIRMAN MAGEE: Any questions or comments? Thank you. 
Our next speaker will be Or. Quentin L. Hartwig from 
George Washington University. 
DR . HARTWIG : Thank you, Dr. Magee. I am a physiologist 
with the George Washington School of Med icine, and am in-
volved in an experi ment that is conducted by the Office of 
Technology Utilization of NASA to accelerate the flow of 
aerospace technology to the needs of medicine. This slide 
(fig. 53 ) gives you an idea of an experimental approach to 
interacting sources and aerospace solutions with biomedical 
problems. The letters TUD stand for Technology Utilization 
Division, This is the source of funding for the program. 
On the left side there are sources of aerospace technology: 
NASA Research Centers and NASA grantees and contractors. 
They provide aerospace solutions. There is also an aero-
space information bank which includes Scientific and Techni-
cal Aerospace Reports (STAR), and International Aerospace 
Abstracts (IAA). Most of the information being generated 
in the space program finds its way in to this bank as techni-
cal publications and these can be searched for by computer. 
So far we have talked about solut ions. On the right 
side of the chart is the source of problems, medi cine. The 
first question that had to be asked was : what is the f low of 
information in medicine? Where do ideas start, and if these 
ideas have application in the practi ce of medicine, how do 
they eventuall y diffuse from the researcher to the practi-
tioner and therefore the public - you and me? It was de-
cided that the source with the time, talent, and facilities to 
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evaluate aerospace technol ogy was the medical researcher. If 
the technology had validity, it wou ld travel the traditional 
information path in medicine and be utilized in medical ser-
vices. 
To bring the medical researcher new technology , three 
biomedical application teams were established. Teams were 
established because i f one loo ked at past applications of 
aerospace technology, it was noted that there wer e personal 
kinds of interface between solutions and problems. The inter-
disciplinary team is organ ized to go into medical schools and 
specify problems in interdisciplinary language. The language 
can be used to search the entire data bank. Solutions t o 
medical problems have no disciplinary boundaries. They can 
come from engineering, physics, chemistry, and math as well 
as space biology and medi cine. The biomedical application 
teams work with researchers in 15 med ical schools and re-
search institutes in a wide range of fie lds. This program 
has been successful in relating aerospace technology to medi-
cal problems. In f act , of the three transfers that Dr. 
We lles spoke of yes terda y, the teams were directly responsi-
ble for t wo and had an involvement in the third. 
We at George Washington School of Medicine assist NASA 
in the management of the three teams, and the interaction 
between the medical researchers and the sources of informa-
tion. In this position, we have the opportunity to view the 
whole information process in med icine. We can step back and 
get an idea of where the barriers are to applications of new 
know ledge in medic ine. This has a practical advantage be-
cause, as Dr. Brown mentioned this morning, you hear a great 
deal. For example, you are reminded of the electronic arms 
that have been around for 15 or 20 years, yet this technology 
for one reason or another has yet to reach the practitioner 
for application to the public. 
What are the problems in applying technology to medi -
cine? Well ,one major problem is what I call the 11 f aci l it y 
gap." When I speak of the f acility gap I am talking about a 
comparison of the f acilities wh ich generate information in 
the whole wor ld t o facilities available to the med ical pro-
fession in applying technical information. The latter capa-
bility is minu scule, When you go into the med ical setting 
and you say, "What is your capability of appl y ing new tech-
nology? How many engineers do you have? What kind of 
facilities do you have to design and fabricate equipment? 11 
The answer is virtually nothing. So in the world today there 
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is a tremendous facility capability of generating know ledge, 
but little capability of appl ying it. The med ical community 
must generate this capability. Then there is the problem 
with successful prototype equipment and devices. Prototypes 
are often jerry-built on a s mall workbe nch by one or t wo 
engineers doing everything from conceptualizing and drafting 
to fabricating. This ingenuity has led to a pi le-up of pro-
totypes because manufacturers a re reluctant to put in the 
reengineering money that will turn the prototype into the 
commercial product. They are reluctant because it very often 
requires significant resources to transform the prototype 
into something that has market appeal and reliability. The 
major factor in his decision is anticipated sales volume. 
Of ten, the volume is si mp l y not ad equate. As a result, one 
hears about the prototypes but seldom sees the commercial 
product. This has caused a strained relationship between the 
physician and patient. The patient as a taxpayer hears ab out 
an electronic arm and wants to be f itted with one. The pa -
tient's hopes turn to fr ustration when his doctor mus t tell 
him that despite the man y prototype arms that have been de -
veloped, commercial versions have not met adequate perfor -
mance standards to replace mechnical prostheses. On e can't 
blame the manufacturers, because, after all, they must ma ke 
a profit and they have their stockholders to answer to, 
Than k you. 
CHAIRMAN MAGEE: Questions or comments ? 
MR. WIRTA: I have a question regarding the introducti on 
of these thoughts t o the biomedical resea rch teams. There 
are a lot of problems I 1d li ke to solve if I had the in forma-
tion, but I could spend more than t wice my time searching and 
sifting from the information and find only a small share that 
would be useful. Do you have in mi nd some ki nd of t echniques 
wh ich would ma ke the transfer of information much more eff i-
c ient than it is at the present t ime? 
DR . HARTWIG: Unfortunately, science in the past has 
been concerned with the pub] ication rather than the diffusion 
of results. Despite mill ions of scientific articles there 
are still t remendous social problems. In part, the act of 
sifting through volumes of literature is being assisted by 
computerized information banks. So a user can tie into a 
computer source of information 1 ike Dr. Welles mentioned, 
such as the regi onal dissemination centers that NASA sup-
ports. Industry can buy into a center and have search con-
ducted for them . Some of the abstracting organizations li ke 
Chemical Abstracts provide some computer searc hing. So this 
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is one way in which you can reduce the amount of time that it 
takes to search for solutions. 
MR. SCHWARTZ, Denver Research Institute: On some of 
these services we have tried to use - computer services -
one of the things seems to be key words you use. They are 
very general. You end up with a tremendous amount of infor-
mation coming back, of which one-tenth or so is really appl i-
cable. We have tried this on things such as the eye. 
DR. HARTWIG: With an RDC, for example? 
MR. SCHWARTZ: In NASA we actually gave them a 1 itera-
ture search - key words. It was a good effort, I would say, 
but actually what it paid off in was something else. If you 
look through the key words, they are too broad to really do 
what I think you are attempting to do. I think this is some-
thing that has to be done but right now the key words are 
much too general. 
DR. HARTWIG : You reall y have to interact with the 
fellow who designs research strategy. It is extremely im-
portant that he fully understands your problems and obj ec-
t i ves. Th is wil l allow hi m to devise the most relevant 
sea rch st rategy . 
DR. MOE, University of Denver : This particular search 
was directly with NASA back East, not with the Regional 
Dissemination Center. I talked to them on the phone. There 
was no interaction after the first request. 
DR. HARTWIG: You talked to the fellow who made the 
strategy? 
DR. MOE: Yes, but it was a fairly brief conversation. 
DR. HARTWIG : It is certainly one thing that we en-
courage the biomedical applications teams to do. All of 
their searches are conducted by an RDC. One just has to get 
into close communication with the individual who develops 
the search strategy so that he can cl iminate as much of the 
chaff as possible. However, you run into another situation. 
We deal with some investigators who don't want you to do 
that. They say, "I want a broad type of search. " He may 
want to see things I would never have thought of as relevant 
but which may spark an idea in his mind. 
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MR. SCHWARTZ: This would be a channel of key words it 
seems to me. To put it another way , right now there is a 
very b road level. 
DR. HARTWIG : In struct uring a search strateg y , you can 
use the terms and, o r, an d not. This al l ows the flex ibility 
of gat e s e tting. 
DR. MOE : think a bigger problem reall y is the data 
base that you are wor king f rom . We have had di f ferent search-
es made from different data bases. If you are j ust beginning 
in a new area, these searches can be very useful. If you 
have been wor king it it for a while and know a lot and are 
loo king for more, you become unhappy with a search, no matter 
who you get it from. The data base simpl y is not big enough 
to get much more information. 
DR. HARTWIG : Well, very often you have t o just expand 
the sources of information. It would be nice if there was 
one data base in the United States that covered everything, 
where you go to one source. That j ust isn't available. But 
there is a document about an inch thic k, titled " Information 
Resources in the Un ited States. " In it are 1 isted a large 
number of organizations that will answer specialized ques-
tions, very often f or nothing. 
CHAIRMAN MAGEE : There is a question over here. 
DR. FARR: I just had a comment. One of the inadequacies 
of the data search 1 ies with the scientist authoring the 
paper. The Defense Documentation Center (DDC ) has a manda-
tory form which goes into all Department of Defense (DOD ) re-
ports. This ca l ls for a descriptive 1 is ting by the authors . 
It is stil 1 optional, however, and the DDC people have to put 
it in themselves. But the author has the opportunity to 1 ist 
al 1 the descriptive or key terms that he wishes to. If this 
was done consistentl y and carefully, in great detail, you 
would find searches a thousand times easier and mo re profit-
able. Then, of course, you need a computer program which can 
correlate between general and specific terms so that it 
knoc ks down or eli minates by cross-checking many of these 
things which are inapplicable to your needs. This will take 
care of your biocompatibil ity even if you don't use the terms. 
You also need ver y educated people doing the searches, 
because i f you can prov ide them a paragraph of what it is you 
are loo king f or, they can then convert that into terms with 
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which they are familiar in thei r system. This is, unfortu-
natel y, hard to get because these people are poorly paid and 
any good people go on into scientific research or ad mi nistra-
tion. 
DR. HARTWIG : There is far more e ffort in generating 
knowledge, really, than there is in its application. 
DR. SCHWARTZ : There is a problem here, too, in the 
communications between the 1 ife sciences and physical sci-
ences ; at any rate, someti mes. Your key wor ds could come 
out differently, depending on who wr ites the article. If 
someone from the opposite science is looking, he may be in 
trouble. This is an area that probably causes some problems . 
DR. HARTWIG: Well, I thin k the language gap tends to 
dissolve when the facility gap is decreased, and also if 
instrumentation can be made available. 
DR. FARR: One more point. Those of you who are asso-
ciated with technical journals might see what you can do to 
have every journal article contain a 1 ist of key terms at 
the end or the beginning of the article. This is the first 
start towards getting the author's own descriptive terms into 
that article , and journals do not usually do this. 
CHAIRMAN MAGEE: An y other comments? Than k you. 
There are no more names on the formal program. Is there 
anyone else who has something they would 1 i ke to contribute? 
I would be very reluctant to make any attempt at all to 
summarize these proceedings. As I said yesterday mo rning, 
our job at the University is to disseminate information ; that 
I think we have done . 
Thank you all very much for coming, and for your contri-
butions to this colloquium. The conference is adjourned. 
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